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,..,. Tt)e purJ'bse of this .study-was to1determine the applicabi.lity · 
o1,1, i nsthlme~~,~= ·used to distinguish Var1ou~ • i~l~ .of proficiency "tn · r 
concept . fonnation of _children at the pre-sthoollevel. This i.nstrument . 
'as· ~s.ign~a. per~its · a . child to ·ciist~·ng~i:~h a relat.ionshi,P ina. giyen .. ·. 
• '# • -. ; •• • •• • • . • • • • ' . • • • • • · ... . : ..... • . .. • ' 
·~ .- grqu~. of __ perc~pt~a\.ar~.ay.s·. ~ and _ ·:~h~n; . to<·~·~.~.b'~.~ ~~~~~ it:_ . By .. t_~is mea .. n.~ ..... . · -·$ . 
··' . the abstract · notidn· of : ·..t·o~~eptualft'i ng" .. ca~ . be 'turned into an ... ' . ; ' .. · 
, . 
I ' . 
' • • I 
. . . . 
~ -· · . . 
'• .: ) 
- - l' . f 
. . . 
. . . ; ~: . . ' : 
. - : 
' I 
o·bj'ective - task'. : ·. . · · . ( . · . ' . . ·. · .. .--... : , · ·. .· , . , _ · ... ··.·:· ... _·· . -~ · • ' .::· .. ~· . ; ' 
· . ·../?.The met.h~d~i~9 i~al co~s~r;uc~s· of the · ·i ·ns.t~u·in~~t.:-~e;~·: i;a5~~-, ' :6n· .:·.' . 
"' the conceptua 1 process · tneori e . of Bo i ton., 8 r.uner, - Pi a set, . Po 1 anyi ·, 
Rommetveit, Rommetveit and Kv lel'arid Taba. W-ithout exc~ption, all 
1 '~ ~ 
. ·. ' ~ 
bil ·ityto .discern relations~.ips in of these. theor_i s ts ho 1 d · th_a t f.n 
. 
·a perc·eptual array is an irftirria~e1spe~t of · injt~al ·conceptua) pro-
ce·sses. 
Fifteen tasks weredevised·which aHowed chil.dren to make· 
::..· 
. . . 
distinctions· i.n perceptual a·rrays . Each subject's responses . to _tl)e 
~ · · . . . .· . .' . . "·. ·.. . .: . ' 
ta,sk~_were tape-recor-3ed and later trans~ribed. E~c~ disti-nction 
was rated accord::ing. to ' the three~stage conceptual process theory· of . 
. . . ' ... . '. . .. . . " ... 
Rommetveit. · Responses·. to the .iS ·tasks were rated a tota l of four · 
. , -::::,. \. . . . ·, 
:times,- by· the me.dium of .Rommetv~i .t·'s notion oJ three· stages. in ·conc~pt 
I • 11 • ·. 
formation.. The Peabodx -. Picture Vocabu 1 ary Test was a 1 so ~dmi ni.stered, 
• • ' • • • .' & • ' ' ' 
. . . 
to the same chjl dren . . The ins~rumemt was administered' to .. 1:7 .childre n 
in . attendante at' Memorial . University Pre-School in St. John'·s, / · 
• • .. , • • •·. :. ' . '' . . • r 
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'-.:..,. l'hrough the use of Pearson Pro~-Moment 'ooefficien-t ~ ~- •· 
' . . .. . . ' 
relations, proficiency iri rating· the tasks .usi'ng. -Ronmetveit • s\_thre~- , 
( . ~ . . ~ . ' 
.. s~ ~o~cept~fo~a;ion J:heory was es_tabl i:~hed_ . . - !he stat_i's1:i cs _ 
ref.l.ecte·d a. -high correlati9_n.b'etwee~ the · cati,ngs. of tlie task _resp9nses·. · ' . 
.. 
• ·t 




-r Further, by -the · ~~ch_a,ni·cs of Pearson :Product-MomenLC~ef_ficient~- a·nd ·._: . . 
~ .. .. :.... . ,. · . . . . ~ - , ·. ~ ~ . . . . . . .. ·.. . . . · .. , , . 
factor. ~analysis, _.a r:-elati.onsh.ip. y/as · ~-sta -~ is he~ b~-twe~n .. teste~ . ~ ·. ·:- ~ .· · . .-. ··: ·;;'.·_=.- ·_._ . __ ... 
. . .. . . . ..... · ... · .... : ·. · . . : ·. ·_, .... . : ..... . .; - ~ · .. , .. · . . -~-~ .... :~ · .... - . ·.- . ·: ·. ', , . :~ .. · . ... · .. : - ' -~ . ... :· ~- ~~ 
__ .. -. : · · .· profi.c 1 en~y - of the · ch.ild ··and-prcifi c_ie·ncy in . the.·. Peabody_ Pi ctl.i~e . : .. . .. · · · 
· · ... !· ... ; · .· ';-__ -~ ·. : ·' _. · . - --- - ~- :· ~o~a -~~-~·-a·ry ---T~.s~~ne··.-~~~u1 ,~~-- -~n-~~ ~~i~~ -- - ~h.at \~~ .;~~:~r_u_m~nt :·. cf1 'fa:tl~ - .: _/ . .'_: .:, . · _ · · ···. 
•. . •.  ·· . , . ·• ...•.. .. ·. ·.. ·. :·:::~ ~3·;::9::;:0:: ::.~t~:::o:~:::s1;~::,:::~::;~ ::. ::~:f~t:~~ .· ··~ .•. '· .. ; '['f · 
·. : ·. ~j ' . . . . .• ·~' .. .. <) •. "' -
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~ . ~.expSn~sh!speneptions' a,;~ ord~cs hi; exp;ri0en._c~;:' It \hi(&, so. ' ' ' ;;: • ·•._~t .•• \ 
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l · ·:.- . . .. ·.:,' __ --:. ,~ ·: ~h~- - ~a/i·/~_hich .. a sch~~~·- .. ~-~~-'ld :g~~~ a.bo.u:t fot~i·n;:_::;oncepts· . · . ...... · . . · . · ·· · 
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. , :. 
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·-. -The .lea.rn~ns" .~f..~o~~.~pts · ·is . ho~ - -~ ---~h~n'c~:,)::9·c~ss· . ~/· ·.' · .· J·: . · ... . : . . ·. ·· .. :·'J.-. _·.":; . · 
" : . , '• ' ' ' I ., ' , , , I ' ~ •: ' • t , '• f , • ~ • : ·~ ~ : ,: '~ , , ~ ~,' • · .,' 
_ . · ... .. ' . . .. Dive~ta and Thompson 'add: . · ... :- . · ' · ::·_ . · · .: . :· . ·~· ... ) · :· ... · ·· ·. ·.· · · ·· ·, · 
I ' . . .·. .·. :r·.:·;.~ .. . . ·: . · .... ·~._.: .. :" .. · :_.· : . . ·.::~· --. ~ C~n~~~t-~a~fa\n~ent ~s·~(;t ·a h~t~~r;~·is~ -- ~roces·;.·: .. · -·._ .· · ·.' · .' .. · ·.- .'. ·. · · ·. :· ·· ·: .' · i ·.· · . . ' .',. · .· : • .·~· · Rat~er/pup1:1's · use· diffe~eJ:Jt.way·s ·' of ·-sel"ectin~'- _. _. _. · ':_ .. · ·. ~ - .,·. ~ ·. · ·: .:. : · : 
1
: .: < :.: ·. 
.. . .:· ··. ·. attri-butes· fro'mpos'it~e .instantes.'d'f the.·concept · . . . : · ' · ·· .. : , .~. · · .- , .... · ·· 
· · . . . . ..and: :t,esti.n.9-. wh~th~.r:- .the .attribute ··;s:re levant ·or.:.. . '. .. .. : . , . . · .. ,. . · ... :· '\·: ... . _.<;~ 
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.. , ._ .·.· ; I ; ' '- . ' ;· .BQ l,~on :-_(~--~i~) ~oying /~-~~he:, _·s _ ug~-ei~~ · ·tha~. t_h~ .. ~t~~aV jl a~~roorri · . . :. '( . . }· .. . . ·· . ..  ·· . . .' 
, • .. I . ,- . ~en~i _ro.nm~n~ .?~d ·.m~t~d- C>f-: '.i_ nstruC.~i_uri: · ~:\ - ~e · !Jii''~ r~~9 ;to ~un d _upi>n ~---- ~ ·=---, · . . . . 
·£·.·:·:: ·. ·- · ~. · .. _ -_··. ~·: .. ;ftle: c.hi.?d':s~:ow9: :.di_sc~ve_~:J¢s:;. _ .. _ _.~o~ .:.su~.h :· ~~n \~t-~~rAtfon- mi9·~-~~-~·· : a~-h:i ~~~d .. . :·_:· ~- .:---~ ·:· _··. :· 
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' ' ". - - . • • . • • : _ ' . . • , .• - - . · . -· ' . . •• : • " . . •. . .. : - j 
. ·- . :. actuaL __ Th.is dev.ice.: is '.bas·e~·.on 11.cohceptya·l· proce.s~- theqrY.":~ as· th_at • . _ ·:·.. . · ,· . 
' • , •• ' : ---.::._ ' • • • • ,, - ' ' , · • ... . • • • ' • - • • ~ _- - : • . ' 0 ' , l • .. . . • • ~ . • • • ~ • • 
-.:<: . · · .. : · ·.·, . .. __ theor,y-is ·r.e~-iew~~ - in) th:~_.-1-itef~ture. (Cha_p.ter -' r·o ~ ·. The y'a.t~e : qf ·su:ch . ·· : · -~- ·. -." _:. ·:: . . -· 
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· ~- -~·-' :._.~-- ~ ·. ~ ~ . - ·>: t~e .. ~h-i~<i- ·;~ . ;~_a·~~re. !;~·-·;~~emi~gly n~f_.- r_e~d->:.~c{·ri~_;n . : .. ~ -~et~~d. · ~f.._.. . . - ~. :· 
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-·- . . .~ : .· c~g:rii·t:i -~~ - ( i .'e ~ . ~onc,e~tull.} , ab'i.·,·_i:t1i es: fh~~-~ -- ~re - ~p-tobab ly ~0~- _., ·.~r:~·gthy •. ' .. ' . _:.' _' .·. ~- ·: . 
. , ~ . ' .. ·: . . . . . . . .. '. ': . . . . . . , ' . .' . ; 
-<.- : ':. f~r. cJ ~~~s;~oin us~-~ · La:~rendea~ and. 'p; flari (\ g·~a). ,:fa~- o~e, · dev·i ~~S.d a·;' -, - ;: .- ·. · ··. · · 
. ·,, ' . . ' .' •.. . ·. ·. . .. .... ·.: .·· . ·:.-:· ··. ! . .:-, ' ~ :_ ·tl' .. .. ·. . ' . . --~_.--:-:::..·-;::-;:'_--;:~ ' ' - :~ . . .. . ·- ~ . ~·- ,' ' 
·very. extensive battery ."of -Pj-agetiat1-type tas-ks; ·whi ~h ,batteyy. requires· . . ·. :.-.. · • · 
/ : ·. ·._-._ .· . -; __ -·_, _$~~- JO.::_-~-~~~s:. ·;f' t·~sti~-9··.:·· Fa·t.· · :a~o~t~er~)l~v~ 1 ~ h-~~3-) _ .'re~~-~~:5~ ·th~·~- - :-· ·· · - ~ :_ ·. _: _..-!·;.: .. _ _. 7; ~- ~ 
·. ·. ·. ,; - ~. :. - ·· .c./ .. · ·. . .. · ' '. - , .. . : ·-·· . ·.·· ... . · .. l- ,···· . . . . . · • .. . . ~ : .. : . . · ' ·. ·= 1. -
... _ · ; . r_ .n1iel·d~r· .and ·. vi_ nh...:sang :._co~str1Jcted · a ~·-.iest' . co\1.sjsti_~-g ~'f...-3o P1~9~t'i .~n - - .·• . .- ·. :- ·._ ·.- .-;.-::·>-.: 
. : ·~ .. ·. • ·• ' • : · -. - ~-··. ·· , \··· · , . ! - ,:, ' ; .... :: . .. . · .. '' ·. . .'. _. · ,., . . · . .. . ·: 1' ·1· . ...... 1, :-_ ~ • • _: • •• · , , . ·,:.-,, 
:.· ·. _.::·_.:··. J ·_:._- ·ta,sks .· ·:: Obje'ct: : to ·:·~re? te_. a :·s ~annp:rcf i z~4· d~v·el opm~~:taf_ sc~ 1 ~· Qf ~.:-:":_. , ___ :·~~:_:~ _ :~ - :_· , _:-_--._- ~ --.. _ .'>"-' -_ 
. ,. . :• ·: . ·_·. ·. -,; ·';~·_:· :-.-.<.- .. :-!:: ~ ::.r~Ci~~-ri·;·;;~--~ · _-:: ,:,.-;_·~ .. : :/ :-·: ,· '···: _  ·_ .· :·. , ~>:· ·:· .. ·: _·.:, ~:~ ':. ~ ! ._ :·,.: ;· . : , ·. · _  · . : - ~ ~ - . .' -~ · ~_:_;. _: -_ :; :: ~~~-: - .'>_:_');/~ 
: ... .- .-·.· .. -· .-.. < ·· <. ·: :' :-: Robin~oh-: and Robinso;n (1965)·--c~nclude :._th~t<~the'mos.t v~luable- · .'.· .·_' · : ·. ~: .. .- ~ 
. •:, ' ' ... . ·:· . ~ . ' <-:.< .' ' :>.>.. : >>: ·. · . ...... .. ·. _:· ·. ._:' ": :- ·.>:'. .' -.: ' -- ~ :: .: -. ; ~- . ~ :_ '-< .. '<· .. . : ':.,. · . ~~- - ~_:_-:_ .. -~ 
··· • • < . ·. · . ·.···•··••• · : • : :::::::::::. ~ Q:, ;::~;; i ::::.: ~ : ~J:: , :::~:::::·:;:: :~: ::r:~i r~:::~ . :, ,. . · ;? · .
.. ·. · ...•. : ·. •'· .. :· ... . ••-:. d~~l •w~i~ c~~~e~; rathl_<thifh Wi~h .the . ttinctiofli rig. ~:· the !n~~ l;li;t·.·., · :.· .•. ... · ·~\ f ~: 
_ .· :'• . . _ ,' . . , ., .. . ··.The pr?.PO~ ed i n.~·t_r~m~nt at_t_e.mp ts t9 .a s~es:s ,'1 ev~l\ ·:o.f -t:~:nceptua._l .: . : _._.: :· ·, .. :-_- '· · .. ; __ : l 
.. . · :'_: .. ·_-:.·ab . .fl ·i.t/t>i:_ · me~.s~or.i.~~ : ~re.:._·~cnool · ~hii 'dre~i~ ab~~lfty ~- ~o- _ di~~er~··r~l~-~ : -,~ .. - ~:; . -.: .. _-_ :~ _: _ _;. ~ -_-.-_\1. :f~ -: : .·--~, :- • ... ·. ': _:-"_. __ : ':·_ - ~~-~~s'h.i p·~ : ~ n.:·a_ -~~~~~pt~a~{'·;r~~;~i~ :::· -~~; s-:di· ~i~-n~t_i·~· -: i :~_ - th~ -~O'nc~~-ida ~- h2~~-~ ----.:-.-_~.· :·:_-:·: ·:· . .-:··f.<--:. 
--:' . ' . : ·.:. ·· -~ :'; :-. .... ... :. ·:; ~~roces~ - - 1 s qu~t·~~ i'~ - ·~c~o~-da~~e· _ :w1 -~hf t·h~ :: -~he~/i e.~ : q'f .· s"olt~ri . (1'9,77) -,- : ·. . -_ ... ; ·. ·~ · ·· -.:: i·.~ : · ·:: 
. -. · -· .- ~· _--.  · · .. . . .. ·:· _ ·-~ , s~~ -~~/~t-· :~1-... (1.~66)-~,' -?'i a-~-~~ , ( l ··~si), .. Po'i:·~~Y~: { 19)9~-·. : .1 ~6n-:~ ~- R6~e,~v~-i t ·: -:_ ·_ -~:---. · :_ ,, · --- '· - -~~; - . · ·:· .:_ 
, " ·· . : •. · · :· ··- . ... _0 . • _ · •• ·_ .. _ ~-.: _ ~ - ·.·-.. :., •• · · ' ·_ ;·.~: ..• ·.- ··: .. .. ·• ' ..... · ,··.- .... . · • • · • .!.. · . :.~-~:.. • . - . - . ~- · ·_ ~ · 
:to: - . • . . (1~6o .• : f~6·1, 1.9.&5) ~- -R~~m~!:vei _f:·and ~ Kvale c~.965a·,..,.l_96sorj ·~r~_!=>a 'J.l9.6_?)~_:· .. _ ..-: .. .-:' .- . _· ':t · < 
.,,~ , .... ; . . ,.·! :: ' I '·. ,· ' . ; : .: . : ··' . ' , • lflo, , • - ' , ' • ' · . - •', , • <:JO • : t ; ' • . • ' . • " ' ) . ' ,, 
.. . __ . ·,· · · .A .~a~_ idi',ty .. s~~·dy _-~·s . condl!~te.~._ .in _:or_der ::to ··a:$~~ss,·. the pt?tep_~;ial : of_:. .. · . > . .. · ~ .-: · _;f ... 
· ". ' .-·. · · .- ·the :- .i-nst~u~~nt·:;~- : hel.'pi~~-- .th~ ea-r1; chi tdhoi:>"d·_educ·ator \~- ·detehl]i.n·e· \i :_. ·. -- ~;: :-'" ..  ·, -__ .. ,i ;_ 
" · . .• . · · ·•. g;v~;; · ~h;; ~· d y.~~~'OfabiH~/. : ~oPOt~ll;, .li ~11), ~ei P· t~~t;ache; : •.;-::5 :.:L ·r· .· 
. . . ,. .<-:.-:: · .t;. h.e-~.~·'th~. · -~~i~d_ ,: ~ -nd ·is.:·; :t_h·u~ _a. p~~dtl ·-- fu.lh~e-~t-_:-of. H~wl<i·n;~:s --c~-J\: · ·_· :· · _ _. "· '· ':--: ;;-~-~~ 
.. .. 1' :' . . ..· ·.-.: ·: .. .. . .. __ : ~ . ':: _ . ' .. ·: . - ·;.- · : . · •. · . -. ' :' .-- · .-.- -•. ' : .. · -· '. :"· - -- ~ -~ --- -:- --.. ~ .. ·i. ·:·._. 
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ceptual ab i 1 it i es. 
_, . 
Limitations of Study 
' Thi> study was limited to children atte~ding Memoria l University 
""' Pre-.Schoo 1 in St. J.Dhn' s .• Newfound 1 and. These children wi 11 have 
\ 
entered kindergarte-n in Septe!Jlber 1978. 
. ~~ 
The scope.of fhis instrument ~as limited to the child 1 s ability 
I 
to discern r~lat1onships"in a· perceptual array, as ·these relationshi ps • 
are defined'herein, and as these particular arrays were presented in 
cert~in specifit situat.ions .· • 
. . , ., ' 
·. ). 




It is not very li'kely that 1-1e shall ever be able 
finally t o resolve the ques t ion whether t he human 
. ability to form concept's. is the result of our 
learni.ng to · talk or i~ a na t ural sequel to the 
forming of concepts. We can 'be sure. that the .two 
'proce~ses are closely linked to each otber and 
t·hat we should .not be able t o use langua g'e i n t he 
way that we do without 'deve l oping conceptua 1 
·thinking"to an_ advanced 'stage (Fry., 1977. p. 2. 
underlining; supplied) . 
/ . . . 
Gagne (1965) suggests t hat symbolization i nc reases f or t he 
individual as language ~s acqu i Jed and as the patterns of thought reach 
~ ) 
hfgher levels of abstraction.' Lee (1973) reiterates this point; and 
\, 
ofrfers the foiiowing explanatiE>n: that ·since a con.~e p t depends · on a 
symbol, an "empty!' concept would require a symboi that does not 
'll symbolize.. Language is- toncep.tual, hence the co11ceptual factor i n 
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Lee continues by offering t he following defi n itio~ of a 
concept: "Concepts ar~ meanings and meanings are symbolic reference" 
(p. 61). It would seem, then, that the simplest kind of meaning is 
perived from intuitive data wh i ch become "low-grade" symbols of 
sim.ilarities -in response. Intuitive dat~are assi1)1ilated into an 
/ 
implicit'schema of action, and, in the ·assimilation, perception and 
conscious tho~gh.t ' arise. Concepts seem to depend on perception . This 
~ .. 
is especially so in rudimentary cases, since simple concepts would 
,, 
appear- to r efer to direct experience with perceptible members-of-
classes. 
.· 
Process: For th~ purpose 'of this stu.dy, the term 
as an inferehce' on mediational operations, by the 
products of performance (Levitt, 1968). 
·•. 
"prot:::~ is defined 
cons~tion of 
Early 'Childhood Education: Early childhood education encompasses 
I 
children •ages 3 to 8 (Prince, 1977) . For the purposes of thi s study, 
the inve~tigator tested a group of ch i ldren whose ages raoged from 4 
years 4 months to 5 years 3 months . 
Test er Testing: Test or "testing" is aefined as a "systematic a nd 
deliberate way of sampl i ng a student's behavior or thinking" (Perr one, 
1975, p. 14). 
5 
Perceptual Array: Wigner (1967) defines perceptual array as " 'ul t imate 
truth' - -a pi cture which is a consistent fusion into a single unit of 
the. ~ittle pictures, fonned on the various aspects of nature" (p. 234). 
:. ! .. 
- ' 
··~ ., 
~ . (' 
( 
6 
CHAPTER I I 
REVIEW OF -LITERATURE ' ;J 
;. 
In this .chapter, some of the. theoretical background · and research 
...,. 
findings which relate tQ conceptual1zation will be summarized. The 
chapter is broken down into two sections: "concept formation theory ", 
and "classification theory" ·. 
Concept Formation Theory 
,. 
Concepts ' develop .as the individual attempts to organize the 
environment to which he responds; and reciprocally, he org.aniz'es the 
environment through develo~ing concepts. Conceptualization is simul-
taneously an organization of the stimulus and an act of coordination 
(Bolton, 1 977) . 
Concept formation requires abstraction, says Lee (1965), and 
it is from concrete experience that these abstractions eare derived. · 
. .. 
The consequence of . ~he a~straction is the identifying of common elements 
that give rise to tgenerality. Lee has termed this process ~ ·· pro-to­
generalization". The generality allows the present element in conscious-
ness to stand for other previously ~xperienced elements, and later to 
project these elements to anticipated events. Symboli zat ion occurs 
' 
when the perce.iver'grasps the common elements of the abstraction. 
/ 
Lee suggests that symbolized "common elements" are the basis for concepts. 
Conceptualization begins deductivel~ throug~e pro~ess of 
. < "' discovefing classes, accumu1ating positive instances, and rejecting 
,, 





negative ones. Early concepts are primitive, nonverbal, and of value 
to a particular child only in enabling him to direct and interpret hi s 
-
own actfvity (Huey, 1968; Nelson,. 1974) . 
, 
The movement in the child toward~ interpretation and compre-
hension is reflective of the emergence of · consci~·ness .. "Consci94sness 
'\ .· is q· metaperception, the vindication of ·perceptj.on, the perceptlon of 
/ 
;. 
perc;eption·,n states Pankow (1976): In this context, and as it relates· 
to conc~ptual_ization, Tinb-ergen {reported tn . Pankow) d"jscusses the 
' . 
process of conceptualization. By way of -i't'lustration, . he asks · that we· 
consider the circumstances, given a baby who crawls over a sand dune 
an8 is scratched by a thistle. It stops crawling, and in retrac1ng its 
.. 
footsieps _is scratched lightly again. Then it turns around and touches 
the thistle with its h~nd. To this point there has been perception of 
an tObject, brought aboufby coincidence. But no\'t something decis.ive -
happens. The t>;abf encounters a·nother plant whicn is not pri~kly, and 
strokes it; in doing this, he has compared perceptions_. Subsectuent.ly 
he returns . to the thi~tle an~ validates his perception. By doing this 
the percept1on · "pr~ckly~' becomes d_isposable for the; _future, partly~-!­
separated from th.e.·concrete~·situation. Percept1on thus becomes 
-: .- .. - ··-~.--:: . ?'.,···· : ... 
consd.o.~.~1.1e!is . 
This example is intended to illustrate the emergence of a 
concept. There is not ye~ a.JJY re-creation ~ia l~.J the 
. ~ · ' ~ 
) 
concept ·of "prickly" has thus emerged from an action. In discovering 
a , 
. . 
that the conai.tion "prickly" ~el~tes tQ an objec~, the baby's perception 
itself becomes, and therefore is, consciousness . As the 'origi.n of 
. , 







. ~ . 
of the context and thereby disposable for the future . t;'A concept is 
thus reified action" (p. 29). 
Bolton (1977) suggests that the traditiona.l theor:y Qf concept 
formation, the theory of abstrac.tion, can be trace.Q_- ·ba~k to Aristotle 
~ ~" .... 
through ~ocke and Hume. By the terms of this the~ry~ ·· concepts· are 
formed thro~gh a process in -which the person recognizes similarit_ies 
in a perce~t.ual array •. andabsfr~·cls · th.ese· similarities away from · 
irrelevant prope~ties of the sei of obj~cts. 
8 
There are three · a'ssumptions· inherent · in ·this th.eory of conceRt-
. formation: 
1) Concepts _are formed through people recognizing resemblances 
among stimuli. • 
2) Progress in concept formation is from the particulat to the 
general: the subject obs·erves particular events, notes 
similarities among some of thtm·, and on · this basis groups 
them as instances of a class . 
' 3) . Concrete· concepts ·are primary, in the sense that they lay 
. ' 
the foundation for the development.of abstract concepts. 
·Bolton (1977) continues .by suggesting that these three ·~ssump-
tions n~ed to be comple~ented· . Since concepts, whatever the ~~velop­
mental differen.ces, owe their existence to rules of relation, then · 
it would follow · that there is a need to _understand how these ruTes 
develop an~ are utilized. ~e suggests ~hat · a psychological theory of 
the concept will .be one that can encompass -the follo.wing characteristics: 
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.. 
2) All concepts are the result of particular instances 
becoming general by being treated as examples of a type 
or rule; further language stab~~izes these general 
meanings in the pr.Qcess o·f socia·l i-nteraction. 
3) . _C6ncepts are ·the yesult of acts of coordination. 
4) From the .""ppin~ of vi€w, o( the .s.ubject. a concept Js, 
. -. •.) . . . ' 
"a disposition to orga.niz~ .. events i~· a certain W~Y".'., 
.. . · 
· (-p. 22)~ .. . Th_is.· d~f.in.~.tion implies the_·~~pe:cta.t.ion 'tha~ 
th~· organizatibn is . then~capable of being ~pplied to · 
.. 
' t? . 0 
fresh instances. · 
5) Since a concept is a ·resutt of th'e a-pplication of a rule 
to particular elements, thi~ can oniy mean that · to study 
concept forma.tion is to study the emer.ging correlation 
betwe.en such ac~a~d tne stimulus conditions to which 
, the co:ncept is related .. 
6) A con~ept may.be ~eftned, then, as a stable organizatio~ 
. . . . 
in t.he e·xperience'.of reality, whichorganization is 
achieved through the utilization or -rules of relation, . 
and to which can be given a label. 
- , 
.'· Roi11T1etveit ·,(1960, 1961_, 1965) and Ro~m~tveit and Kvale (1965a, 
l965b) syggest ·there ·is evidence of .a proce-ss of concept formation 
' . . ~ ~ . ~ . 
which is fnitially i.!JJ~itive but wpith e~pands it")to higher levels of 
9 
0 ' . / . .......... " • - ' 0 ' 0 0 ' • • • 
cogniti~e organi~tion_. '1\.0E_l!lll~tveit ~uggests · ·that t~is process invol'-:es 
three separate stage~ ·.- ·rn the first, the "perceptual"' 'stage,\ the 
f ! 
defining ;attributes of obje,·C.ts in perc~ptua:l arrays acquire di~-
.. 
tinctiveness. al'.tho~gh . subjects a~e- not yet aiYle to sort objects into 0 
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appropriate conceptual categories. In the next stage, the "functiona l ", 
subjects can sort stimu]~s pattern~ ·as if· able to abstract and con-
sciously to ide'ntify the- defining. properties, even though the subjects 
. . . . ·.· ~ .. 
were completely unable to <Jescribe those properties, At the third 
:, "' 
. . . . y 
stage, the -••symbolic", the subje.c·t i.s able to represent'- symbo_lically 
the ·discrim:ina.tion he ha's made. · ' . •' 
. · ' The work: ·oi·: ~~l a.nyf 1(1959, 1967) · wdu 1d Far .to conf.inU 
Rommet~eit's- .fhst stage i·n : the prbces .. s. of . con e-p't fo~mat_1on :. · In · 
.· 
. . .' '. • . . - . . 
,.Polanyf's terminology, in:t:he st~ge 'c;f "tach-''. ·1earnin~g : the def·ining 
. . . " ' . 
attributes in a .Perceptual array ~ain .distinctiveness· . . 
. . . . . r . 
. . . 
Hu~. (lq~69) in hfs -J·~o_n_ceptua·l Sys terns Theory"~ c~~-tends that 
a child is as"sumed to develop cogJiitively through a serie·s. 'of successive 
. . - ~ 
stages. :As he moves to a higher conceptual level, he becomes'..more 
independent, more adaptive. to · enviro·nmer:~t~l change, more capal;)le of 
tolerating stress, ~nd .is g~nerall~ more mature . 
. Taba (1965) believes th'ink{ng is sequential'; that one p·raceeds 
. . . , . 
frol)l simple co9.nitive tasks to f!!Ofe complex ones, and tha_t each.step 
in the seql!ence· is. develop.ed from· mast.ery of th~ previous one . . She,. 
I • 
developed a ·:conc~gt Learning Theory" postulatin~ three d-istinct stages 
in the process . ot' concept learn~·ng. · . T~frst _fs identi·fying and 
enumerat1ng data, the. s~·cond ·is ·grou_ping data,· ar:Jd. the th:ir_d stage is · 
·,, 
l abe 11 i ng ·.the groups tha_t have been formed. 
• • ·- t • . . 
The ·process is: considered 
.. 
' 
an inductive rin~. a~d the chil~ moves ~ognitively in a ~~guentia{ 
·'· 
,. 
manner through .tbe three stages . 
' . The th€ories on concept . formation cited ·.,above seem to su·pport 
· two conclusions : 1) there is a distinct process involved .·i n t:orming 
-~ .... . . 
· :., 
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; concepts; and 2) the a·~ility to perceive d-istinctions in perceptual 




Bolton (1977) states , iha~ the discoverj of new categories is 
an .essential. proc~ss in conceptuali~~tiori. lhis can be accomp l iiHe~ 
.. . . . ' . . 
by a subHct w~o _ atte~ds ·· to sti:muJi th~ _t-a·re nat · f~lly defined and 
arti'cula ted b.u.t ·ex i ~ t nevertheless·. ·This. 1 e·ads . to ·more clearly ... 
-'art1 cu1a ted . stim·u.li; ._an·d -:by 'thi.s m~ans . the . su.bject st.icceed's ·. in ad.var\ci ng 
. .·'· 
his conceptual uhderstanding .. The new concept thus emerges as an 
y\ 
extensio.n of existing knowledge . 
' ..... Bolton furth~r ·reports that _ the~e _are two major methods by 
which the chi 1 d'~ ability to classi ~ objects may be studied. : The 
. . 
first is ~o present tne .. ~with Objects_ or/ictures ?f object~ · of 
vari_ ~us 'kinds an~ ask him to put toget~ those which · are "al_ike" or 
"similar".~ By observing the criterja the child uses to classify the 
. . 
objects, :t~e viewer can infer both the criteriif>.the child is us-ing and 
. _., . . 
his._mode ·of' thinking. The second way is to present the child with 
class-incl.usion problems, then to as.k him to judge the relationship 
' . 
between v·arious sub-classe·s and the class· that contains them . . By th~s 
- .• .· . . - . 
means, . one 'eart grasp how the child un~erstands ~he logical operations 
. . 
of classi.fic&.i;:~n . 
Vy.gots ky ( 1962) was one of the fj rst researchers .. to' exp 1 ore 
.... 
- . - . 
. children's· classification .schemata . First published-in Russia in 193\'1 
his test on ~lassifi .catiqn consisted of 2_2 w.ooden -bl.ocks-~~i~e different \_: 
\ . 
colors, six diffe~e.nt sha.pes Of _a cross section, two differe~nt height~, 
, .. 
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and two different ~ross- s ectional areas. Subjects were asked to 
-· · · ~· 
classify the ~locks into four ·-groups, according to the cr-,.itical 
attributoes of "cr~s:-s·ectional area" and "he1ght" . . 
In interpreting test results, Vygotsky categorized three 
v 
~ge-related . stages of classificatory behavh)r. In the f-i.rst stage, 
th~t of "syncretic grou-ping", children are not able to do any type ·of 
classification. · .In th~· next sta~e. callf!d. "thin-king in complexes'1 , · 
. ' ·. ' . . 
12 
.. , the child. can classif.y ,the test blocks fn ; terms of ~heir concrete 
char~cteristics . In ·the third sta9e, '"c6ncep.ts 11 , the child ' cari ach1eve 
logical modes of classification . 
. ~ . ~ . 
Bruner et a 1 . ( 1966) reported· two. Sttupi es' of the dev~ 1 opment 
' ' • - --~ I ' f.a:; 
.. of classification·. In the f·i~st study, investig~·tors used verbal 
. . 
stimuli in presenting the' names of various common objects to sub~ects 
. who were asked to indicate how they were . "alike" and how they wer~ 
JO' 
"different". The authors examined the .subjects 1 ("Classifications for 
the characteri sties of the objects used. or how the subject rel ated 
' : ., 
these characteristics to himself. ·According to. tni·s analysis~ f'ive 
. main mo~es o.f class''ificatton wer.e dis:finguished: 
1) 
2) 
' - , 
- 3 (. 
~~ . •· 
4) 
The i terns are rende.red ' Perceetua 1 : equivalent on the bas~ · 
of immediate phenomenal qu~lities . . 
' 
~unctional: . Equi va 1 e'nce is based on use or functi.on. of 
the item. ~ - -
. ~ .. 
Affective: Equivalence ·fs bas.ed -·on . the emotions the item 
arouses. 
Nom i·n.a 1 : Items a.re grouped by involving an E!"(i _~t'ing name 
i n the particular languaqe system . 
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5) Fiat equivalence: Judgement states merely that items are 
, alike without stating why. 
·13 
' Using this mode~ ~f(e findings revealed that six-year-olds group 
. / .. . · . 
mor...e often accordingp perceptual properties of. objects than do older 
children. Frbm .age s·ix on, an ·increase is found in the identifying 
~ 
. ; . .._) 
of functional \properties,of objects. · 
I 
. _ Brunell et 
in~±heir s~-bjeht~·· class_ific.iJ.t.ions: ·· 
\-' 
al. _fu'rther _distinguish._ three "genera_l structures" 
.- N - . \ . 
1) Superordinate groupings: b~sed 
( . 
ori common feature or 
featur~s characterizing_ the ~\~ms -i~ a class. 
2) Complexive structures: formed by using attributes of an 
. array to form local rules for grouping. Five kinds of 
complexive gro~pings were noted: 
ab) · Collections 
) Edge. rnatthings 
c) K~)' rings 
d) Associations 
e) Multiple grq~pings 
3) 'Thematic -groupings: formed on the basis of how the items 
. -,. 
f_it .into a story. 
. ~ I : 
Results demonstrated that, for the six-year-old child, half 
the classifications made -were comp.fextv~ _and half . s.up-er~r~iriate,\ but 
:for tht n~ear-old, three-quarters we~e superqrdi_nate: By age . 
19, the cqmplexive giouping had_ virtually disappeare~ . . 
In the secon,d task. subjects were asked to· group pictures o.f 
objects . Results - indic~ted that ~ubjects of all ·ages -made g~eater use 











Th·e"1Conceptual Style Test by Kagan et al . '(1964) has· been 
as·)-means of~analy"sing the developm~nt-of d1assification skills. 
I 
·The· test consists of a set of 30 cards, each containing three black-
- / · ~. .... 
and-white drawings of familiar objects. Subjects are. instructed to 
p-ick out two pictures that are ·"qlike" (or whic.h "go together in · some 
" 
:wai'), arid to state the reaso·n for the grouping: Kagan.sugg~sted _ that 
this test m~as'ures three ).Ypes ·of classific_ati·o~: 
l) Analytic .Concepts: _· Involv~d pairings based Lij)on 
.. 
simil.arity in · an ·object attribute · th~.t is ~ ·d_i f.ferE!'n-· 
tiated par~fof the ~otal - stimulus. ·_ this seenis to ·be 
·eq~ivalent to Bruner's'(pe'rceptible" . c·lassificati~n. ~- -=· • 
2) Relational Concapts: Involves· pa~rings based on a' 
3) 
functional reJationship between two stimuli. This 
class ificati.on is s i~ to Bruner's. '-' funct iona•J" 
c l assificati~n. 
Inferenti-al C_oncepts: Jncludes pairings tiased on 
s imn a ri ty . in · some inferred ·;j 1 ity and 'pairs' i '))101 y i ng 
a conventional nam~. This category is seemingly Hke 
~runer' s "nomi na·l" grouping. Oespite the appare.I].t 
' -
similarity between Brune'r's :and Kagan's categories .'of 
~~~ssificat~s, _kagan' s results differe~ fro~ Brune~' s . 
. Kagan found-the emergence of analytic concepts· to 
increase betwe/ the s.ubj_ec·t-ag~f of ~ive ar:,_d 12 ye~rs. .. 
. ) 
Piaget (1962), believes t~ throug_h ~nipulation, touching, 
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. J , \. 
~;~otice. simi1arities ·and di.ffer.ences in and among objects. Eventually, 
the child can class·ify an array of objects il"'tO groups having sim.ilar 
• ... • • ., 0 
.. · -attributes,··:~r order them on e basis ·of 'their differe'nces. In these 
,.. . .  . - . . . . . . . . ' .. . . ' .~ 
' ' • 
activHi.es,'·Piaget s _ ees the beg~n·n~ngs . of con~eptual · thin~ing.< : Such · · .'"" ·. · . . : ··· 
· be~~-vior: impl ;~·s th:~-. exi stEmce . Of-:~. ~stem ·whe·reby. t~e -: i ndiv:i~ua.l .. ~~n . ~ · -· _' ::. · · ·'· : · · .. ·
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~ ·lhere ·are ·two"''-lar.ge-·scaJe projetts wh:ich ha·ve· ·u~ed_ Piagetlan . . _ .·_:· .. :· ·· "'.-· : ·'··. 
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• . .. • . . . . . • . ... . - • • , il • • • . ~. r 
Abo.ut 30 ·tasks ·drawn from various content areas (.number~· guantity~ . .. 
·. .. .. ' . . ·.· ·. .· ' . ' · . .. · .. 
• • ~· • ' ' • • • • • • .1' • • • • ' 1 •• : ' ~- • 
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: ·:· . 
·of ilituitiv.e· conc'ep_t ; fp.rm~r~ru~ ~· "The-' items wer~_ - gen~ra'.te,ci : . . . _- .·::: .. . >>. I 
·., . ' ' ... ·> . ... .. . '.~ ... ··. -... ·: · ~ .: . .;.: .. : ... . ': ' . . ~ - . ... ' · ' ·:: ' .. ' . <,. · · 
· · f:.om a· ·.r~e~·ie~. o~; -the ·-lH~ra~ure. , and _fro~ · co:nsult~tio~ ~ -. __ , -~ - ·'. · : ... _. .. . · . 
I ' ' • ~ • • , · •, • ,. ' •:• ' '_ " ' < 7' . ':' i.~' ... ' 
with graquate'~ students an~Fpr.ofesso!"s :at .Memorial . _.. · · .... · · ~ :· . 
. . . . . ... •' ::·.. . ~ .:2· . ' ·. . . ' -:\. - ~-. . : : :-'· :::·. ·.· ... . . . · ~ . 
. .'· . UntV~~s ·i'ty. · .. _::.-_> · ·• · ··. · · .. . ·· -' ! · '.'. ·.··. · .· :· L\ <-_.; .. , 
. . . . (', - ,· : . . ':". . ' . : ... :.~ '~ .. . 
.. _. ·:··2} ·: rh·e \asi<s ~~re administered to i.7. chil'~:~en ··a9~ ;(_y~-a~s~-;: . : :_ ,. " J .: :.: 
• . ; ·. ~ mon:~h~ . ~.::. 5 y~a;s 3 moriths at -- :~h~ Memo~·iai··;--~~:i~~·e/· t~ . : · ... · --:-----~ ..... :~ . ·: ·:,(:. ·,:;· 
•. . . : ,· -. . . · . .. ,: . . . : ·: ·• .. . . _ ...... .. .. . _, ,·: ·1 '• . ·-~ ... :·: ' ,.· · . . _: . . :. ' .... :. ·:~ .• . ·\· : , . . - ~i ..  - -:~ · ~ ·· 
· · ·1. Pre.:.school'._in May 1978. : (Th,is-~ w~s .. the l~rges~ .• prci'prfate : .: .. : .· : -. · .. ·._ .· : .. . )i·-· ·. ·. 
. . . . ~opul atio~ ~v~;]Obl;, 10 Ne~f~u~4la~~·) &), • ': , . ;. ··•· , ' , , , : ~ j '·"· 
3) T~e cliiTQ.r_e~·~ . ver~_al:·_ responses ,'~(i the-.f5 ~~~sk~ '- -- ~e - ·:. ·_::-, : .. _.· .. : ··: .. . : ::_: ~:. - -~~ 
. . tap·e~rea~rpe(j and: 1~t~~ trans~-~~.~~~:._'( ~e-~ :.~~p~n~.i-~)}:<· . .. , . · · . .. ·.: .. ·~~-; ·.: .. \i[~~~;·:· . 
· · 4) · The p'eabod{ P-icture · ·vocabl.il.·a·ry ' Tesf'was;: adinin.i stered.' to·:· . ... .. .- '· ·:-... ::·:<: ·. · ;: ·:~,;~¥ 
. ' '·. ' .· .";. ; · - . -~, .. - ' . · . . : . · . : : . . .. } . ' . ·• · • . , _: .: ' ... . ~ .. ;:: _ ._._:· : . -·; ,., _. t ~·i~ ~J;. 
- . ~ -. ' ~he _ 1? .. 9h~ldr~n ~t - ~he : M~morial -~niver:'s_i:~Y- Pr_e-St~?~l . ~ ~- -._ · : .; : _· . ·:··.·. ·>·:·,.. '-:i,{t:-r;· 
.· .... . . ·. . ' .· . ... . ·: . . ' . ... ·. . . .. ... ~·. ·., . ... .. · . . . •,. · . . . . ~ ':' ... ··: .. -~ - . -· ~· .· ~ ·. ' -;· ... , . ·; ,.,$'/:·- :f~ 
: • ... . ... . 
.··· 
.. .· · 
'· . . . ' ·. . . . ' ' . . . • . . ". . . . ' ""' "'~!)--
.· \ ··. . ~ 
. I 
. , ._ .. .. 
. ' 
'";,• t I ',• 
.. ··-· 
.· .. ·-.·~ .· ·m . . · : . . ·. 
: . - · , 
. . . 
. ·. } . , ~· : 
.I 
... 
in May 1978 in order to obtai n percentile ran k and 
I.Q. scores. 
5) Each task response was rated a total of four times 
by the researcher, according to the criteria of 
Rommetveit (1960, 1961; 1965) and Rommetveit and Kvale 
~ 
(1965a, 1965b). For use in task analysis, the 
researcher's·first ratings (designate~ I)' and final 
ratings (designated IR) were used. 
<6) A resEfarcher was trained to rate the task responses 
---
according to Rommetveit's criteria. For use in task 
analysis, the trair.ed researcher's final ratings 
(designated IE) were used. 
7) Pearson Produ.ct-M6ment Correlation Coefficients were 
0 ·---. 
computed between the researcher ' s f irst and final 
ratings. The same wer~ computed between these ratings 
and those of a trained assistant's ratings. · Cor-
relation coefficients were computed for each composite 
score: age, l.Q . , and percentile rank as established 
by the Peabody. Next, a factor ana 1 ys is using a 
principal factor procedure wa-s calculated on the 15 
items, ~n order to ext~act any existing f actors. 
Following this, correlation coefficients were calculated 
between the existing factors (as identified)., age, I .Q ., 
and percenti~e rank to establish the relationship 














In developi·ng the instrument, tas ks had to be form ul ated whi ch 
would allow measurement of various stages in a chi l d's ability t o 
dis'cern relationships in several percept ual ar rays. These t asks were 
generated from various sources: 
1) . through experience and educational bac kground of the 
researcher; 
2) through conversations with _teachers, graduate s tudents, 
and professors; 
. .. 
3) through the inspection of certain ot he r concep tual 
ability measures, some of which have been noted in t he 
litera t ure review; 
4) through the reading of rel ated l i t era ture on concep t 
formation . 
These sources have be'en noted in t he review o f l itera t ure. 
b) Rating 
\ 
Each child's task response was rated by the researche r as 
belonging to one of Rommet.veit' s three stages i n1 concept 1earning 
(.see Table 1) . The number 1 was assigne1 to any response belong ing 
to the f irst stage . In this stage, the "perceptual", defining 
attributes of perceptual arrays acquire di s t i nct i veness, al t hough 
subjects are not yet ab 1 e to group objects into an,.JPpr~pri ate 
conceptua 1 category . 
The number 2 was assi'gned to any response fitt i ng Rommetveit ' s 
second or "functional" s t age in concept formation . In this stage, 
.· 
J~l : • ..:~·::~} ( 
-~: . ..  
. ·-~ . '• ;,:_;··.;~~:. 
: ..... .. : • ... 
,, 
~ . ·.' 





Re-s.earcher and Trained Assistant ' s Ratings of Children's Perceptua l Task 
~ Response on Three Stages of Conce~t Formati on 
~ 
'\ Task Task Task Task Task Tas k Task Task. ·Tas k Tas k Tas k Tas k Ta sk Tas k Tas k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ,7 8 9 lO 11 12 13 14 15 
----
""' IOI 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 
Ch i1 d 1 I ROI 3 3 3 3 _. _ 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 
IEOI 3 3 3 3 ~ 3 3,.,;r 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 
I02 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 
Child 2 I R02 2 2 3 3 1 3 3 2 2 2 l ~ 
IE02 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 1 2 2 
I03 2 2 2 2 2 ..., . 3 3 3 3 3 3 9 2 L 
Child 3 IR03 {. @ 2 2 2 2 - 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 9 2 
IE03 2 2 2 2 2 ? 3 3 3 2 3 3 9 2 ... 
------ - -·- -
I04 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 
Chi 1 d 4 IR04 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 J 
IE04 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 
~---- - --
I05 3 2 3- 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Child 5 IR05 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 
IEOS 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Key: Researcher 1s first 'I = rat1ngs 
I R = Researcher's fina l ratings 




Tab l e 1 (con t' d .) 
Task Ta sk Tas k Task Task Tas k Task Ta s k Ta sk Tas k Tas k Task Tas k Ta s k Ta sk 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
!06 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 - 3 2 3 
Chil d 6 I R06 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 z z 2 2 
IE06 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 
;>. 
107 3 2 2 2 3 z 3 3 2 2 3 r · 
Chil d 7 IR07 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 
IE07 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 
!08 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 9 2 2 
Child 8 IR08 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 9 2 2 
IE08 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 9 2 2 
!09 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
Chil d 9 IR09 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 c:;: 3 2 2 IE09 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 
--------
I 10 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Chi 1 d 1 0 IR l O 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
IE l O 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
----- - · 
I 11 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Chi l d 11 IR l l 3 3 3 3 3 !! 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
IE 11 3 3 3 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
- - ----- - - -
(cqn t ' d.) 
.. 
l!.:t,..tl,:!:~·c:.-.-..... ·-- ..... ..._ .... . : ... ~)'1"' · -~ -
' ·- .. _ 
,· , 
Table (cont'd.) 
Task Task Task Task Task Task Tas k Task .Task Task Task Tas k Task Task Tas k 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 l 2 13 14 1 5 
112 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .. 3 
Child 12 I Rl2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
LE12 3 3 3 3 3 , 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
ll 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 • 2 2 
Child 13 IR13 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
1El3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
I 14 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 
Child 14 IR14 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 
IE14 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 
---
I15 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 
J Child 15 IR15 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 ~\ IE15 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 2 
I 16 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 
Child 16 IR16 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 
IE 16 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 
• 
117 3 • 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 ".3 
Child 17 IR17 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
IE17 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
-. 






the child can sort sti mulu s patte rn s as if he v1e r e ab l e to abs trac t 
and consciously to identify the defining properti ec;, althou(_]h h e i s 
demonstrab l y unable to describe those propert i es. 
') 1 
.r < J 
Any response fitting Rommetveit's third stage, the "symbolic" , 
was assigned the number l· In this s tage, the child is able to verbalize 
the discrimination he had made in distinguishing a group. 
The number 9 was used for any response which did not fit in to 
any of the th_ree categories above. 
The scoring for the Qody Picture Vocabulary Test v1as done 
in acc ordance wi th the standards iiet i n the manual. 
c) Form 
The test consisted of 15 separate tasks. Each t a sk l to 12 
"" contained a set of four tangible c on crete objects which the child v1as 
directed to group (see Appendi x B). 
-
. ' The tasks were arranged 1n a n 
assumed s ca le of inc reas i ng diffi-culty. Tasks 13 to 15 \vere seriation 
tasks. Each was a set of f'our ta ng ible concrete objects wh ich the 
child was asked to order. 
The Sample 
The s ubject sample consisted of 17 children attending Memorial 
University Pre -School . This pre-school was se lected because i t provides 
' . 
the largest available group of pre-schoo l children in St. .John's, 
Newfouridl and. 
All children enrolled in the pre- school, who would be attending 
kindergarten in September 1978, were included in the study. Their ages 






Admini stra t ive Procedures "' 
The test was administered by the researcher and a trained 
assistant acting in conjunction. All the children's verbal . responses 
were tape-recorded, and the distinctions the children made in the 
perceptual arrays were duplicated on a scoring sheet (-see Appendix A 
and Appendix 8). 
Each child was tested indi~idually in a separate room with the 
researcher and the trained assistant. Two buckets were placed on the 
table "in front of the child. Each group of objects was rando'mly 'placed 
in front of the child. For tasks l to 12, the fo l lowing instructions 
were given to the child : 
Researcher: "Ca'n you put those things that go 
together in some way in rtfe buckets 
for me?" 
Child: (Completes t ask) 
Researcher: "Can you tell me · why you put those 
things t ogether?" 
For the seriation tasks 13 to 15, the buckets were r-emoved from ttie 
table . The instructions given to the child were: 
Researcher: "Can you look at those things carefully 
and put them in order for me?" 
Child : (Completes task) 
Researcher: "WPfy did you put those things l;,i_ke that?" 
If the child askea the question, "What is '· ord~r'?", the researcher 
responded, "Order is how they go: l, 2, 3, 4." 
Direc tions were repeated fo r children who were hesitant to 
" 
respond. After a reasonable time lapse (15 seconds), if the given child 
still wa s not able, (or wi lling) to respond, the researcher moved·on 
. .: ··: 
, .. ··: 
\~ ·, ' 
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next task (see Appendix A for complete text of responses). 
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was administered to eac h 
child individually during the same wee k as the designed test . The test 
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CHAP TER IV 
VALIDITY STUDY \ 
_/_ 
Va-lidity of the Instrument 
I 
Construct validation, acco?ding to Nunnally (1959) "consists 
of defining a measure in terms of numerous research findings" (p. 65). 
t • 
The designed ins·~rurnent examines the p-otentia 1 of using Rommetveit' s 
Conceptual Stage Theory (1960, 1961,1965, 1965a, 1965b) as a 
methodological device. 
.I 
Both the researcher and a trained assistant rated children's 
.. 
responses to designed tasks, according to Rommetveit's crfteria. 
(This procedure was previously outlined in Chapter III in the section 
on rating.) The purpose of rating each task numerous tJmes by both 
the researcher and the trained assistant was to insure consi-stency in 
the identification of the given behavior: If the correlation between 
the ratings was high, there must indeed to some descriptive value in 
the stage distinctions. The resulis of these ratings are shown in 
, 
Table 1. 
Correlations were computed between the -researcher's first and 
I 
final ratings (.97 leve·1), between the researcher's first ratings and 
26 
the trained assistant•-s· ratings ( .974\evel !, and between the researcher's 
final ratings and the trained .assistant's ratings (.99 level). These 
composite score results can be s_een in Table 2. 
f i-T he individual scores ·on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test' 










J; TABL E 2 
' I 
\..- · 
Cor relat ion Coeffi ci ent s of Compos i te Score Re sponses 
Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 3 Age J.Q. 
1.0000 . 9723 . 9776 . 0651 .3906 
Comp 1 (0) ( 15) ( 15) ( 1 5 ) ( 15 ) 




1 . 0000 .9~5 . 1595 . 3345 
Comp 2 ( 0 ) 4( 15) ( 15) ( 15) 
s = . 001 s = • 001 s = • 570 s = .223 
• 1. 0000 .1298 . 3483 .. Comp 3 (0) ( 1 5 ) ( 15) 
. s "' . 001 s = • 645 s :: . 203 
1.0000 -. 2935 
Age ( 0) ( 17) 
I .. s :: . 001 . s :: . 253 
• I 
I. Q. 1. 0000 
( 0) 
s = .001 
, I 
• I 
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.3352 
(15) 
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. 3573 
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s :: .191 
-.2697 
( 1 7) 
s = .295 
.9508 
{ 17) 
s c: .001 
1. 0000 
{ 0) 
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1! 
reported in Table 3 . Table 2 also reflects the correlatton between 
these scores and the composite scores. 
The experimental instrument was validated against t he results 
which. the childrer1 achieved on the Pea,ody Picture Vocabulary .. Test. 
The first step in this analysis was to calculate Pearson 
Product-Mo1nent Correlation Coeffic i ents for each child's response to· 
28 
l::"~o the 15 tasks; for the total composite score· of those responses ·;· and for .. 
S age, I.Q., and percentile rank as establishe~ by the Peabody. These· 
operations were performed a total of three times:· first, for the , · 
~ 
resear~her's first ratings; second, for the researcher's final ratings; 
and third, for the trained .researcher's final ratings. The results 
are shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6, respectively. 
The 15-item i?lstr~nt was factor analyz~(j using a principal 
factor procedure, specifying the extraction of two factors. (The 
researcher's final responses (IR items) were used.) Out of the total 
. . 
of 15 items, 11 loaded on..-either Factor #1, or Factor #~ Jtems · 
omitted for further analysis because of. insufficient loadings were 
. IR06, IR10, IR12!' IR15. The res·ulting factor solution and communalities 
are shown in Table 7. ~· 
The next step in the procedure was to establ.is.h t~relationship 
between the analysefl factors and the results on the. Peabody Picture 
Vocabul ary Test. Corre 1 at ion coefficients were ca 1 cu 1 a ted between 
" 
Composite 1, Dimension 1, Dimension 2, Age, I.Q., and Percentile Rank. 
Results of tl\is ana1ysi~. ar~ shown in Table 8. 
-· It can be seen that the sig.nfficanc~ level of .15 reflected no 
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on Peabody P!c..t.Yre Vocabulary Test 
-----
~~~ 
Chronological . ~ -~ 
Age ·May 1978 . Menta..Yt(ge 
... (In Months) -~--H-nMonths} I.Q . . Pe.rtent ile 
~· · · . 
. ~- . . . 
61 5'8 •96 . 33 
. ·. 57 56 94 . ..153 
62 '67' 10,5. 60 
62 62 101 51 
63 55 93 ~4 
57 &7 105 60 
52 99 137 99 
57 44 78 9 
58 92 125 97 
55 .71 116 88 
~-
.• . -: 
59 99 131 . 99 
62 85 120 93 
< . . 
54 -71 ~ 16_ as·. · 
52 ~ 73 ·118 89 
63 71 109 ' 71 
- s~ 65 1 J.l 
. I 
80 ;_. 
~ 38 ,5J 
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Correl-ation Coefficients Between Conpos ite 1, Ditnension l, 
Dimension 2 , Age, I .Q ., Percentile Rank 
Comp l 01 D2 Age I. Q. P Rank 
1 :oooo .5022 .8025 . 0651 .3906 .407 5 
Camp l ( 0) ( 1 5) ( 15) ( 15) ( 15) ( 1 5) 
S ~~ --. GOl s- =·-·.-o56 5 - - . 001 s ::: .818 s = . 150 s = . 132 
1 .0000 -. 3483 .4124 .0976 . 2025 ' 
DI (0) ( 17) ( 17 ) ( 17) ( 17) 
5 = . 001 s = . 171 s ::: . 100 s = .709 s = .436 
1. 0000 -.0612 -.0409 -. 0921 
02 (0) ( 17) ( 17.) ( 1 7) 
s = .001 s = .815 s = .876 s = .725 
1. 0000 -.2935 -.2697 
Age (0) ( 17) ( 1 7) 
" s = . 001 s = .253 s = . 295 
1. 0000 .9508 
I. Q. (0) ( 17) 
s =._ • 001 s = .001 
1. 0000 
P Rank · (0) 




















analysed, the significance level between Dimension 
35 
refined fdctors wer/ 
l and I.Q. was .70~, 
of these const~es 
and between Dimension 2 and I.Q . was .876: Neither 
a s i gnificant rela t ionship. 
According to the stated statistical analysis performed, it can 
be concluded that the designed instrument u~der investigation does not 
relate significantly to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test . 
\ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMME NDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
-
• 
.. The purpose of this chapter is to present the main findings of · 
the study, to discuss these findings, to suggest some practical impli-
cations that arise from the findings, and to offer rec;,onmendations 
for further reSeurch. 
Summary 
... 
The principal firidings of the investigation may be summarized 
as fo 11 ows: 
l) There is a highly , significant relationsh i p between the 
~ 
.,researcher's first and final ratings, using Rommetv~it's 
criteria, on the designed tasks . 
., 
2) There is a· highly $ignificant relationship between these 
ratings and a trained assistant's ratings, using the same 
crfteria with the same tasks. 
3) Out of 15 total items, 11 clearly emer~ed ' as having two 
distinct orthogonal dimensions. 
4) There is no significant relationship between the devised 
instrument and I .Q. scores on the Peabody Picture 
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Discussiorr and Impl ica.tions 
The primary concern of this stuciy was to examine the feasibility 
of constructing an instrument which measures dist inctions in conceptual 
abilitjes of pre-school children ages 4 years 4 mont~s to 5 years 3 
months . The vilidation of the said instrument wa~ the second concern. 
Such an instrument could be used to detect a~eas of strengths and 
" 
' . ;). ,5~weaknesses a child already ·possesses in his -ability to discern 
I • 
terationships · in a perceptual array. 
The individual's ability to conceptualize symbols is fundamental, 
if a reaction tQ a stimulus which is not present is to take place. This 
is expressed by Lee (1973) in these terms: 
Past r~action and anticipation, in so far as they 
are relevant within the present response, become the 
meaning of the symbol, and concepts arise. By means 
of concepts, delineation and definition of the environ-
ment take place. Conceptualization is cognition, and 
there is knowledge (p. 9). 
The beginning processes of conceptualization involve direct 
experience with perceptible members-of-classes. Discerning relatien~ 
ships in perceptual arrays is ''one aspect of this process, as delineated . 
by Bolton, Bruner, Piaget, Polanyi, Rommetveit, and Taba (see Chapter 
I I) . 
·· For the purpose of this study, the theory of Rommetveit (1960, 
1961, 1965) and Rommetveit and kvale (1965a, 19G5b) wa~ used ·in 
• identifying and defining the stages in initial contept learning. 
This theory was chosen for a variety of rea~ons. It clearly defines 
the stages involved in the conceptual process and identifies ·the 





tested and re-tested, and his not ions supported. Polanyi (1959, 1967) 
' 
confirms Rommetveit's first stage in the concept ual process with hi~ 
own findings. 
J8 
The first of Rolfdlletveit ',s phases in the process of concept .;.. 
learning is the pre-functional or perceptual. In this stage, the 
defining attributes of perceptual arrays acquire ~istincti~enest, 
althoug~ at thi~ . level subjects are not yet able to sort members into 
conceptual categories. In the second phase, the functional., the subject 
is able to sort stimulus patterns as if he' were-able. to abstract .and 
consciously to identify the defining properties, even though the subject 
is co~pletely unable to describe those proper~. In the third stage, 
the symbolic, the subject is able to verbalize the particular dis-
criminations he has made in a group of perceptual arrays. 
Subjects were presented with 15 groups of perceptual arrays 
and--in each cas~--asked to put tho~e things that go together in a 
group. They were instructed to verbalize their reasons for grouping 
the items.as they did. It was at t~is point that Rommetveit's theory 
was utilized as an instrument for rating the conc·eptual level of the 
responses. The children's groupings were scored as belonging·to either 
Stage 1, Stage 2, or Stage 3 of Rommetveit's Conceptual Stage Theory . 
It was hoped that proficiency in these type-tasks (i . e. Stage 3 scor·ings. 
i~ the main) would correl~te with ~ measure of intellectual achievement, 
since--again, as previously stated by Lee- -conceptualizat i'on and 'cogni t ion 
are to be considered two interdependent processes. 
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was chosen as a mea~ of 
measuring intellectual level, for a number of reasons. It purports to 














measure I.Q. level. It is an instrument which is readily.available, 
and can be administered by the investigator without any special training. 
The test requires little time to implement, which is a primarY, concern 
when one is attempting to achi~Oe a vaJid score on a test·for this age 
~ . 
group . . ' (Short attention span is, of course, a material factor.) 
It was anticipated by the rese(lrcher that 1) Rornmetveit's 
schemata could be utili~~d as a measure of level . in the stages of concept 
. developmert; and 2) that profi~iency on Rommetveit's stages woul d relate · 
. to p~oficienoy as measured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. 
It can be concluded, _ given· the significant ; relati6ns hip between 
the researcher's first and final ratings en the tasks and between these 
ratings and those of a trained assistant's, that Rommetveit's theory 
of stages in concept learning can be used successfully to rate tas ks. 
It can also be concluded, by inspection of the statistics as 
generateQ, that there is no relationship between the designed instrument 
and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test . 
Statistical analysis revealed that the designed test reflected 
two orthogonal dimensions. Of the 15 tasks, 11 loaded on either 
Dimension T or Dimension 2. This finding suggests that--given t he 
particular pre-s.chool children. tested--some may be proficient along ' 
4 the first dimension but somewhat less prof icient along the second 
dimension. When these two _dimensions were correla t ed with the Peabody 
Picture Vocab~lary Test, it was found that they were unrel ated both 
in raw scores and percehtile rank. 
At this point, four . possible interpretations can be enter tained: 
1) The designed lin~~ru~ent is valid, and the Pe~body i~valid; 
"I 
.. 
·. "": .:. .. · .. ·--· --:.··· . -- -
.· 
• 
2} The designed te~t is invalid, and ~he Peabody is .valid; 
3) Both measures are valid, but each is measuring different 
variables; 
4} Neither test is valid. 
~t would seem highly unlikely that the designed instrumant 
is val.id and the ~eabody totally invalid. Included with the Peabody 
... 
Picture Vocabulary Manual are ~esearGh findings ~n its reliability 
-~)(1959-64) a~d ~ese.arch fi.ndings on its validi~~ (1959-64) (pp. 31-34).• 
The~Peabody Picture·~ocap~lar.y Test i~ 'a test which h~s been widely . 
;: • I 
used during the past 10 years. 
' ) 
. .. .. 
... 
~-· 
It would seem ur:~.li"kely thai the ·desiogned instrument is totally 
invalid, and tl're Peabody valid. The fac.tor analysis procedure cal-
, 
culated on the items clearly showed two dimensions emerging in the 
designed \nstrument. In view of the relatively small sample used, 
' 
40 
unstable coefficients~are likely to be generated; this fact a1one might 
account for the ra·c'l< of significant results. 
It seems likely that both measures are val·id, but th~t each 
directs itse1f to diff~rent variables . . The designed instrument ~as 
taken the 3 Stage concept learning notion of Rommetveit and tested it, 
and found that two orthogonal dimensions exist . Presumably, students 
could be high on one dimension and low on the other--ye t neither of 
. . 
these dimensions is related to the Peabody. 
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test is designed to measure a 
v 
subject's verbal intelligence. Since neither of the two dimensi~ns 
identified in the designed instrument correlated with the Peabody, it 
I 
might well be assumed that neither was a measure of verbal intelligence . 
• 1 
: .· ........ .... 
. . •' 













If it can be said that the two dimensions of the i nstrument 
do not .represent verbal intelligence, then what is being measured? 
Analysis of the data does not permit definitive identifica t ion; only 
assumptions can;oe made. 
Nunnally (1972) states that i11>telligence measures tend to 
·: 
concentrate on the factors of "verbal comprehension", "general reasoning", 
"seeing relationships", and "numerical facility". By this, the pos"t.. 
sibili.ty exists that the two 'emerging dimensions could be measures of 
'• 
· "g·eneral reasonir113" and "seein_g relationships". 
._ · Bourne (1968) suggests that any concept has two critical 
feqtures. First, thete are the "defi.ning attributes", the physical 
characteristics which represent the necessary distinctions among 
things. The second 
J 
defines this as "a 
attributes which el 
ure, a.ccording to Bourne, is the "rule". He 
between or an operation on relevant 
a two-class partition of stimulus objects" 
(p. 231). To solve probJem, then, the student must attend to both 
the relevant attribute and the rule of the concept. 
It could be cone uded that there is a relationship between 
Bourne's two cri tica 1 f atures of a concept and the factors of "general 
.. 
reasoning" and "seeing relationships". If a child is able to distinguish 
the re 1 evant features in a group of pe.,:.c;ptua 1 arrays, and then define 
the respective rule of the relation, it would seem that he is utilizing 
these two factors to accomplish this. More investigation is ~needed~ to 
bolster the validity potential of this assumption . 






Recommendations for Further Research l 
~_,following recommendations are dlrected in the main toward 
0 
the limitations of the present study. 
1) The target population should be expanded to include at 
least 2QO pre-school ~hildren from Newfoundland.· 
2) The WPPSI (Wechsler Preschool and Primaty Scale of 
Intelligence) s_hou·ld be used to conduct further validity 
~dies on the devised instrument. (The unexpected lack 
of correspondence with · the Peabody PictDre Vocabulary 
Test might thus be mitigated--besides, some further 
contributing element might be uncovered. Adrni~~edly, 
use of the WPPSI would require a certified administrator.) 
3) Using the results obtained on the HPPSI, Dimension 1 
and Dimension 2 ~f the devised instrument should be 
further ident\fied. 
4) Should the dimehsions be identified, additi~n~l task 
items need to be constructed, not merely to lay. the 
ground for rel i abii ity s·fudi es. 
5) A study of stability (of the two dimensions in question) 
over time should be made . 
6) The theory of Rommetveit should be correlated against . 
other conceptual stage theories~ when they are used as 
means of determining the stage of a subject's response. 
7) Further investigation of the applicability of conceptual 
attainment theory is needed . 
* * * I 
• 
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Conceptualization· is quite po~ibly th'e pr'incipal process by 
I 
which man expands his perception$ and orders his experiences . The 
sustaining conviction throughout the present study ha~ been the belief 
that the ability to discern a relationship in a perceptual array i s 
a vital aspect of this sam~ conceptualizing process. I~ so, the 
43 
questionfor the educator becomes: . ;'If~ ~hild ~e~e to ·~_ee'- 1 ; - .· 
re1ationshi p in a . .g,iven ,array, how cdul d we know it?" . : . 
By the fnvesti_gative process· 9escri~ed in this study, that of 
constructing a task-oriented instrument- which allolfiS a .child to signal · ,. 
(or not) a relationship (i.e. "concept") and then to v~rba l ize it (or 
not) "'tt would seem th~t "the abstract concept .. has been turned 
into an objective thing", · to borrow the lsmguag·e of Jacob .Bronowski 
( 1977) . Within the 1 i mit at i.ons of the present s .. tudy, it has been 
demonstrated that the conceptual stage theory of Rommetveit can be 
.. 
used to rate several -levels of relation-discernment in a group of 
· perceptual arrays; given this, i't iS possible to draw distinctions 
between the performance of one ·child and another. ' The de vi sep ins trl.Jment 
' would seem to be wor~h refining further.- then to be i~corporated into ·a 
systematic instt·uc'tional program for promoting conceptual abilities. 
.. 
, 
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APPENDI X A 
. ·' · 
"{., 
/ 
~esented with Tasks 1 - 12 
Researcher: Can you put those things that go together in some way 
in the buckets for me? 
(Child completes task) 
Can you tell me why you put those together? 
Presented with Tasks 13 - ,.5 
Researcher: Can you look at those things carefully and put them 
in order for me? 
'< 
(Child completes. task) 
Why did you put those things like that? 
/ ' 





-CHILO .. l- SUSAN {S) 
Task 1 
S: Because they belong together. 
R: 0. K. Why do they belong fogether? 
S: Because they're squares, and that's the shape of a triang]e, but 
I don't know what it's called. 
51 
R: Can you .think of any other reason, or put them together in a d\fferent 





R: Can you tell me why you put them in the buc k.ets 1 ike that? 
S: Because they ' re squares and that's not.,.. 
R: Can you think of any other reason, Susan, or put them together in 
a different way? (Child again attempts to manipulate figures). 
Task .3 · ' 
R: Can you tell me why, san, you put those two things in one bucket 
and those two things i the other bucket? 
S: Because that's a triangle and that's a line and that's a square 
and that's a square. 
R: O.K. Susan, but why? Why did you put those two together, and 
those two together? 
S: Because they don't belong together. 
R: Why don't they be 1 ong together? 
.. 
S: Because they're different shapes. 
R: Anything else, any.other reason? 
S: · I can make something- with those. 











O.K. Let's see what y.ou did. You put them all in the same 
bucket. .Why Susan? Why did you put them all in one bucket? 
Because 'they all belong together. 
Why do they all belong together? 
. ' 
Because they're all triangles. 
O.K. Can you think of, any other reason they be 1 ong togethe!r, or 
can you put them together in some other way?. 
I 





0~ Why Susan? Why did you put those things together in the bucket? 
Beca~hey're all lines. 
R: They're all lines, and that's why you put them all together in the 
bucket. Any other reason? 
S: Yep, because I can make something with them. 
R: Can you ~ut them together in some other way, Susan? 
(Susan does not respond). 
Task 6 
R:· Very good. Can you tell me why, Susan, you put those things together 
in the buckets? 
S: Because they be 1 ong together - they're squares, and they're 
rectang 1 es. 
R: 0. K. Any other reason, Susan? Can you think of any other rea son 
you put them together in the buckets like that, Susan? (No r"esponse) 
Can you think of any other way to put them in the bucket. Susan? 












-· ' I 
Task 7 
R: O.K., you put them all in the same bucket. Why Susan? 
S: Becausethey•realllines. 
R: Because they're a11 lines. that's why you Pllt them all together? 
S: (Affirmative nod)-
' R: Any other reason, Susan? 
S: No. 
Task 8 ~ 









Because those belong together and that belong toget~er_ . 
Why do·they belong together, Susan? 
' Because these are porcupines an9 that's · a butt~rfly. 
Very good. Any other reasons, Susan, that you can see? 
No. 
Ca.n you see any other way these things might .go together? 
I I 
(Shakes head no}. 
Task 9 
·J 
R: You put them all together, did you? O.K. Can you tell me why, 
Susan? Why did you pull all of them together? 
S: Cause they're all squirrels. 
R: Because til~y· re an squirrels. O.K. Can you think of any other 
reasons, Susan? (Shakes head no). Can you thfnk of any. other w_ay 
you can put them together . 











, ) . 
R: 
S: 
O.K. Susan, tell me why . Why did you put those things together? 
Because those three bears belong together .and that don't because 
that's a baby deer, that a giraffe, that's a Newfoundland dog. 
o.; .. and those three belong together. Why do they belo~together? 
Becituse they're not scaredy and they aren't. · 
Is that the only reason? 
(Nods head yes) 
Can you think of any ~ther way you can put these things together? 
(Shakes head no). 
Task 11 
·• R: O.K. Susan. Can you tell me why you put these two together, and 
why you put these two together, 
S: Because, those are dogs and those are not. 
R: Any other reason, Susan? 
S: Because those are scaredy (the dogs) and those aren't. 
R: Why did you say that? 
S: Because dogs don't, sometimes dogs bite and sometimes .dogs • dogs 
barks. But those, the lion growls, and byll s don't make a noise. 
And they (the buffalo and lion) can e~ _ 
R: 0. K. Anything else? 
S : (Shakes head no). 










R: O.K. Susan, you put them all together. Can you tell me why you put 
them all together? 
S: Cause they all know how to swim . . 
.. 
R: Because they all know how to swim; any other .reason? 
S: Because fish can swim, and they a 11 can 




S: What's order? ) 
R: Put themon thetablehowtheygo -1, 2, 3, 4 
S: (Orders objects) 
R: Very good, Susan. Why did you do that? 
S: (No response) 
R: Why did you put them like that, Susan? 
S: (No response) 
R: O.K. That was good,Jloney. 
Task 14 
S: (Orders objects} 
R: Why did you do that, ·Susan? 
S: Cause they're a 11 1 ines .. 
., 
\ 
R: 0. K. But why did you put them 1 ike that? That one first, that 
one second, that third, a~d · that fourth? 
S: Cause that's the way it's suppose to be. 













O.K. Why did you put them 1 ike that, Susan? 
Because, they look nice like that. 
... 
56 . 
R: But why did you put that one first, that second·, third, and fourth? . 
r 
S: Because I 1 ike it that way. 
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CHILD 2 -ENID (E) 
Task 1 
. .. ,, .. . . -:--~~ ~ ~- ~:·. 
R: · Can you tell me why you put those things together fn the bucket 
1 ike that? 
E: I don't know: 
0 
R: You don't know why. (Points to squares·) WhY did you put the.se 
objects together, Enid? 
E: . Um (long pause) Urn · 
' . R: You put all thes·e three objects in this bucket, and you put this 
one in this bucket. Why, Enid? Do you know why you think these 
three go together? · 
E: (No 'response). 
R: O.K.· Let's try the next group. 
I 
Task 2 
R·: O.K. E(lid, very good . Can you tel1 me why you put these things 
togeth~r in the bucket? \j 
E: Well, because, urn (pause) 
K: Can .YOU t~ll'me why, sweetheart, you put them like that? 
'E: l;n'(long :.pause): 
R: . You put all these three objects in one bucket, Enid, and this 
object in another bucket, • . Why, Enid? (pause) Do you know why? 
E: (Shakes head no) . 
' R: O.K. Erlid. ·Let's try some more. You doing a fine job. 
1-
Task 3 
R:' 0. K. Can you tell ·me why? You put those things · in that buck~t. 
didn't you.·s and· you put these two objects together in this bucket. 
Why, Enid? . 
E: Well, it's because thes.e are the big things and these are 1 ittle. 
The 1 ittle . ones are so 1 i ttle we pu't them in t ·his one, and we put 











. _-4{ ,.; · .. ·:_: ·-- ;" . 
\ 
R: That's very good, Enid. O.K. Can you think of any· other reasDn? 
. 
. E: (Shakes head no) 
R: Can .you think of any other way to put them tog~lher in the 
• buckets? 
E: No. 
R: O.K. Let's go on . 
Task 4 
R: · can you tell me why; Enid, you put those objects together? · 
' ~: . Well, beca0se they're all squares, um, I mean triangles. 
'R : ' O.K . , you put these threftogether because they're all triangles .' 
But what about this other one, En id, you put it i n the ot her 
bucket. Why? · 
E: l.Jell, because, it's a triangle too. 
R: O.K., why- did you put it in the other bucket? 
'E: (No response). 
R: You put these three together in one bucket, di.dn ' t yo'u ; and then 
- you put this one in another bucket. How come~ 
· E: This one ' s big,""because it goes in there {points to bucket), and 
this one's are small and they go in there. 
R: I see. Can you think of any other reason whY: ' you put t hem 
together 1 ike tha t?s' 
E: (No response) 
R: . Can .. you think of ar1y other way to put them together? (Shakes head 




(). K. Enid, tell rri.e why you did that. You put two of t tlem in one 
bucket, and two of th€!]1 in the other bucket. 
Well, it's because they're the same ·and that (pause) · right? 
. . ~- . ':. ' ·. 
I )' 
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R: 0. K., and :YOU put two of them ir,I..._thfs bucket and two of them in 
the other bucket. Why? Do yo11 ·know why? • 





·'n:· .can yo·~ tell me .wh.y you p~t them ,lJ~e fhat? ~. 
• . - . ~- , .. 
E: Beca:tfse_ thE!se a~e littl ~ squar_e·s, and these are rep triangl'es~ 
. ,..: . ' • . '' . . ·•j .... . ~ . . ..:. 
R: Arid tha.t•s why.you put, t_hem in the;'b~·ckets like that, Can · you\ 
th.i n ~ of any othe.r reas.o·n? 
E; . (Sh-akes tiead ~o) -: 
. " 
.. 
R: Can you think of~ any other way t~ group them? Any other way to 
put them in the 'buckets?· 
E: {Picks up obj.ects and groups tht'!!Dl in bt.tc~ets in the sanie way). 
. . . . 






Why did you p~t those th.ings 
; . 
0. K. Enid, can you tell .me why? 
togeth~r?. . "· 
•cat~~~e these are little, thison~ i s littie •. and thi; one•s 1\...ttle, 
these are both little, and this Ol')es are big; so ' I put them i~ . 
there . " ;. · · · · · 
Can you think of any· other reason?_ b -. 
. . 
E: Yes, because this is the · same co lor as· that. 
. . 
0 
R: O.K. lhat•s ;'Ve.ry. good. Cari yot,J think of any o~her way to group _ 





. . · '· . 
O. K.<-. Caf1 ·you tell -me why,' Enid, why did you put 'them . l :ike"that?' 
You put those two in the buqet get her, .and you put these two . i~ 
the buc~et together. ··Why., Enid? · .. · ' 
. . .,.!, . • · . 
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R: What about the other two? 
E: These are both the same (butterfly and porcupine). 
R: O.K. Can you think of any 0ther reason, Enid? Can you think of 
any other way t6 put them in the buckets? 
E: (Shakes head ·no) . 
.. 
R: O.K. We'll go on. 
Task 9 
R: Can you tell me why? Why, Enid, did you put those two together 
and why did you put these two together in the buckets? 
.... 
E: Well , these two are both the same .things (squirrel and ~eaver), 




R: These two are the same and these two are the same (Enid nods head 
yes). Can you think of any other reason, Enid? (No response) . 
Can you think of an~ other way to put them in the bucket? 
E: (Puts objects in the -bucke"'ts the same way as before). 
R: You put them together the same way again, didn ' t you? O.K. I have 
some more for you to .do. 
Task 1 o 
R: O.K. Enid, can you tell me why? Why did you put these two things 
together an~ why did you put thesj two things together? 
' . \.__ 
E: - Because these are like a pretty color and . black and brown (t~e 
g~raffe and the dOg). 
. 
R: O.K., and why did you put these other two thi~gs toget~er? 
E: 'Cau~e they~re both brown and black. 
R: O.K., can you think of any other reason? (No response). Ca n 
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Task 11 
R: O.K., you put these two together and you put t hose two toget~er, 









'Cause these are the same animals . ~ ~ 
They're \e ·sqme? They look al5ke, do they? 
Yes. 
\ . 
They look the same. What about the other two? Why did you put 
them together? 
These are both the same animals (pointing to dogs), but these 
don't look the same . 
. 
What kind 9f animals are the other two? 
They're dogs. 
Can you think of any other reason , Enid? (~o response). Can you 
put them together in some other way? 
E: (Puts .objects in same groups in the buckets). 
R: You put them together tne same way a_s you did before, didn ' t you ? 
Why, Enid? 
£ :· I a on It know . 
Tt'Sk 12 
R: O.K., can you tell me why? Why did _you put these things together 
and why did you put these th,ngs together? 
. 
E: Because these are the same col or (frog, lizard) and these two go 
together (fish, turtle). 
R: H9w do th~y go t ogether? 
E: (Shrugs shoulders). 
R: 
' . 
Can you think of any other reason 
that? (No response). 
Can you think of any other way to 
(Enid regroups objects). 
,, 
.. . . ... 
>· -~·.=_·, .· - · ·: ··-· .. : · 
. . . : ' .. ~ 
why you put them together like 
put: them in t tle buckets , En id? 
' '\ 
61 
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' 
-R: Oh, you put them in the buc ket s in a different way. Can you tell 
me why, Enid? Why did you put those t wo things tog~ther ( frog 
tu r tle) 
E: It's because this one and this one go together '•cause they go i n 
water (frog and turtle) and those one goes in a cage some t.i me 
(lizard) and this one goes in the water (fish ) . /~ 
, .-
' R: Can you think of any other reason? 
E: No response. 
.- . 
Task 13 
E: (Manipulates objects). 
R: Enid, why did you put them like that? 
E: 'Cause they tried to fit together. 
R: Are they in order~·· 
E: I don't know. 
R: O.K. Fine. 
Task 14 
E: (Manipulates' objects). 
R: Why did you put those things li ke that, Enid? 
E: 'Cause they''re the same thing. 
R: Any ot~er reason? 
E: (Shakes head no) . 
"R: Are they in order: 
E : I don' t know~ 
R: O.K. Let's go on. 
j 
-- IJ. - --·-
.. """-: ··. 
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(Man~pulates cibjects). ) 
Are you finished? 
Yes. 
R: Why did you put. them 1 ike that, Enid? 
E. 1 Cause they rna ke a fort. 
R: Oh, I see. Are they in order? 
E: (No response) 
R: Any other reason why you put them like "that? 
E: I don 1 t know. 
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CH I LD 3- KIM{!\) 
T a·,k 
R: Yo~ put those three th ings in one bucket, Kim; can you tell me wh~? 
1".: Um, urn, 1 don' t know why. 
R: You put tnese. three things together in the bucket. How come? 
r.: Urn, 'cause you told me to. 
R: I asked you to put those th'ings lhat go together in the bucket, but 
I didn't tell you which things to put in the bucket .. You chose to 
put those three things in the bucket. Can you tell me why? 
K: Um, I don't· ~now. 
R: 0' K.' we Ill try some nlOre . 
Task 2 
H: O. K., you put those things together in the buckets, right? Can yo.u 
tell me why you put those two things together in the buckets? 
K: (No response) 
R: Can you think of a reason why, Kim? 
K: (No response) 
R: D.K. 1 have some more things for you to do, Kim. 
Ta&k 3 
-..-----
R: Fine, Kim. You put these two t .hings in one ·bucket, and you put 
these two things in the other bucket. Why, Kim? Why did you ao 
that? 
K: {Shrugs shoulders) 
R: O.K., let's go on to the next ones. 
1 a ~k 4 
' - ' R: Can you tell me why, Kim, you put these'three things together in 
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K: don ' t know why. 
R: You did a good job, Kim. You look at these three things rea l 
carefully. You put them together in one bucket. Why, Kim? 
K: (No response). 
·• R: Let's go on, Kim. I 
/ 
Task 5 
R: . You put them all together, didn't you Kim, That was very good . 
Can you tell me why, Kim, you put all those things in the s~me 
bucket. Why, can yo~ lell me why? 
K: I, um, because you, urn, 'cau.se, I ... ·, I 'did it.' 
R: You did ~a good job, you did a super good job. 
those things that go'together in the buckets. 
them in the buckets like that, Kim? 
' 
I as-ked you to put 
Why did you put 
K: 'Cause, 'cause you told me to. I, I 
R: O.K. You did a re~l good job of putting them in the buckets. 
have somP. more things for you to ,ao .. 
Task 6 
... 
R: O.K., Kim. You're doing a real good job. Can you tell me why 
this time, Kim, you put those things in one bucket, didn't you, 
and you put these things in another bucket? Why, Kim, why did 
you put them · in the buckets 1 ike _·that? 
K: I st i 11 don • t know. 
R: O.K. honey. 
K: I can It help it. 




That's very, very'good, Kim. You put these two things in one 
bucket, didn't you, and you put those two things in. the other 
bucket. Why did you do that, Kim? How come? Why do you think 










K· . . 
R: 
Because these two are small, and these two are big. 
That's very, very good :· And that's why you put these two 
together in one bucket, and these in the other . O. K. Can you 
think of any other reason. 
No. 
have some more thi nJs for you to do. 
I 
Task 8 I 
R: Very good, Kim. You put those three things in one bucket . Why, 
Kim?. Why did you (put the!)l together in the buck~t? 
K: 'Cause those three things are the same size and this one thing is 
the same. 
R: Can you think of any other reason why yoi put them together? Why 
els_e did you put them together like that in the bucket? 
K: 'Cause you told me to. 
R: Did I tell you to? I asked you to j!>ut them in the buckets, but I 
1 eft it up to you. on how to put them together. You could put them 






Very good, Kim. You'r~ doing a fine -job . Why did you put these 
three together anu why did you think this one was different? 
'Cause that never had a long tail like those. 
O.K,, very good. These three all have long tails and this one 






' R: Can ypu think of any ·other way to put them together in the buckets? 
K: Nope. 
' 
. ~~ '----:---:---~-~-~--:-·-- _, ~ . 






-R: Why did you put those two (dog, deer) together, Kim? 
K: Because they were both dogs. 
R: Q.K., and why did you put the other two together (three bears, 
giraffe)? 
K: 'Cause they we~e both dogs, and they're bears and a giraffe, and 
they, um, both belong to the zoo. 
R: Oh; that's a real good reason, Kim . Can you think of any other 
reason? 
K: I don't think so. 
R: Can you think of. any other way to put them together? 
K: - Nope. 
Task 11 
R: O.K . , you put these together in one bucket, and you put these 
together in another bucket; can you tell me why? 
K: 'Cause those two are dog~, and those two are a bull and a dog; but 
those belong to a house a~d those belong to a zoo . 
R: O.K., that's very good. Can you think of any other reason? 
K: Uin, I don 't know . 
.. 
R: Can you think of .. any other way to put them tog~ther? 
-K: 'Cause those two have a yellow ~back. (buffalo, ·lion). 





R: .O.K., Kim, very good. Can you tell me why you put these two thing~ 
in one bucket! and~ou put these two things in another bucket? 
' 
K: •'Cause those . two things belong in the water (frog, fish} -and those 
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R: Oh, those two things belong in the sand and t hese two things belong 
in the water. Can you think of any other reason? 
K: Nope. 
R: Can you think of any other way you can put them in the bucket? 
1),: I don '.t~ink so. 
Task 13 \/ 
-(After four proddings with the 
task). 
·/-, 
instructions, child could not comp\ete 
Task 14 tl 
(Child ·manipul'ates ' objects). I 
K: No, I do'n' t know. 
R: 0. K. Let's go on . 
Task 15 
(Or;ders objects) 
. ( K: 
R: o.\.' Kim, ver'Jy good. Can you tell me why you put them 1 ike that? 
Do you know why you put them like that? · 
K: No . 
( 
' . 
\" · . 
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CHILD 4 - MARK (M) 
Task 1 
R: O.K . Mark, very good. Can you tell me why you put those things 
together in the buckets~ 
M: 'Cause you told me to. 
69 
R: You're part right. I asked you to put those things that go together 
in the buckets. But why, Mark, do those things go together? Can ~ 
you tell me why? Why did you choose to put these three things ~ 
together in the buckets? 
M: I don't know. 
Task 2 
' R: O.K. Mark, why did you put those things together in the buckets? 
You put these two things in the bucket (medium square, large square) 
and you kept these two things out. Why, Mark? 
M: 'Cause I know about these two (small square, trapezoid). They 
aren't exactly alike. 
R: Those two, they're not alike. What about these two, Mark (medium 
square, large square). What about these two that you put in the 
bucket? 
M: They were exactly alike," like a square. 
R: O.K., they're ·exac.tly alike. Are they exactly alike? 
M: (No response) 
R: Can you think of any other reason, Mark? 
M: (Shakes he·ad no) 
R: Can you think of any other way to put them in the buckets? 
M: (Shakes head no) 
R: 0. K. , 1 et' s go on . 
I 








R: (After prompting the child three times to do the task) 
M: These two things look together. 
R: Those two things go together? 
M: They look together. 
R: How do they look together, Mark? 
M: Because, 'cause, 'cause they., 'cause they fits together, and 
(small souare, long rectangle} 
R: And these two things, they don't go together at all (triangle, 
rectangle). Can you think of any other reason, Mark? 
M: (Shakes head no) 
R: O.K. Mark, you look at them again. Cah you think of any other
1
way 
you can put them together? 
M: (Manipulates objects, places large rectangle, long rectangle in 
bucket). 
' R: Oh, you put those two things together. How come, Mark? Why did 
you put those two things together? 
M: They almost ]oak the ~arne. 
R: They almost look the same? How do they almost look the same? 
M: 'Cause that almost fits there. 
R: O.K. Can you think of any other reasons, Mark? 
M: (Shakes head no) 
R: O.K., let's go on. 
Task 4 
R: O.K. You're putting these three things in the bucket. You're 
saying they go together, are yo~ Mark? 
M: (Nods head ye"s} 
R: Why, ~hy do they go together, Mark? 
, _ ... 
. 
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' .. . 
M: 'Cause they look together. 
R: 
M: 
How do they look together? · 
They're all triangles, small ones. 
Oh, what about the other one? 
That one's too big . 
' . ' 
71 
R: It's too big, so that~ne doesn't.go with the other ones, is that 






. Y'ep . 
. 




have some more for Y,OU to do. 
~ 
Task 5 












bt.'c ket together? ' 
' 
'Cause they look together. There's 'four and four. 
Oh, they're all <the same then, is that right? 
(shakes head) 
Is that a yes? 
Yes 
O.K. Can you think of any other reason? 
No ; 
Can you think of any other, way you can put them together? 
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Task 6 
. 
R: O.K. Mark, why did you put those in the buckets? 
M: They look together. 
R: They look like they go together? 
M: Ya 
R: Why? 
M: 'Cause they're the same colo.r and the same shap.e. 
R: Any other reason that you can think of? 
M~ (Shakes . ~ead nb). 
R: Can you put them together in another way? 
M: (Shakes head no) ~ 
R: O.K., that's very good. 
Task 7 
R: O.K., in one bucket you put these two things · together~ ~Shy, Mark? 
'-'-· 
M: 'Cause they look the s·ame and these two don't. 
R: How do they look ~he same? 
M: 'Cause they're, they're the sall)e shape and the same color. 
c. • " 
R: And what about those two. 
M: They're not . the same; one 's. long and one's short and they·' .re not 
the same color. 
R: Can. you think of any other way you can put t hem together?. No? 
O.K., I have some more for you to do . 
. -
Task 8 
R: O.K., you put ~hese three together. WhyL Mark? -
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M: And that one didn't. ' . 
R: / Can you think of any other reason why? Can you think ~f any other 
way.to put them together? We'll go on and do the next ones. 
Task 9 
· ·~ · . 
M: 
,.:.... . 
They 'look the same. 
. ·
~. 
:- ... : . . 
-.: 
R: 
,JO ' a .. 
O.K., you're going to put those two together (squirrel·; squi rr~·lJ · 
because 'they :look the· same . What about these other two (squirrel-',- ·. · 
beaver-)? · ·: ~ · 
.• , I 
(. . .... 
M: . They .don't look the sal'(ie.· 






· w.h~, .Ma.rk, why do these" two .lookthe same? Can .y·ou tell me .why? 
' ' <::. . 
The two ·ta 'ils ~re sticking up, and the two heads are th~ · same, and 
· the ears ~ .. re_·the same. 
And what about these other t\-to, Mark? .J 
They ~on' t look the s.ame. 
·' . <:; •. • • 
those two don't look 'the same. Can you think .of ·any-ot her. reason, 
Mark? (Shakes head no). Can you thi11k of any other way· you .can 







Why, Ma'rk, did·· you· put these two~{dog: be~rs) in the byc·.kets 
·together? · · · 
'Cau~e that's black, · and that ' s· black~ and that's black, ~nd.black 
and got a bla.a~ nose . · · 
. ' 
O.K., and · why did . you put those two· (giraffe, dee~.) tpgether·;.·Mark?· · ,· 
... ' . 
. . 
'Cause his eyes almost looks 1 ik'e black, and b.lac.k, an~: black· ~n~ · 
hjs ears black. · · ·· 
' . 
· .. 
Can you. think o(ahy .oth~ reason, Mark? No?. O.K •. ," can you thir1k · 
o.f. any other way ··to· put them ~n the buckets? No? . .I have some 
ll)a·re for yoti to do. · : ·. 
·'' · ' 
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Why did you P4t those two things {buffalo, lion) 
They l ook the same. 
Those two ,things, they look the same, do they? 
Yep. 
0. K. then, why did you put thes.e two things (dog, dog) in ·the ', 
bucket? 
'Cause they'' re both dogs-. 




How do .they look the same? (No r~sponse) Are th.ey the same t hing? 
Ya ·, a litt·le bit. But this one·'s not (buffalo). It looks like a 
different tiger . . 
O.K., ~an you thiQk of any other reason, Mark? 
Nope 
Can you think of any other way to group them together? 
Nope 
I have' one more for you to ·do. 
Task 12 




'Cause, I got that one 'cause it's' green r and green, and there's · 
gr~en in there. 
R: · So you put all those in the bucket together because they're green. 
~wnat about this ot~er one? 
M . . . Not gtreen. 
Can ypu think of any other rea ~on? Can you think of any other way 






















R: Thank you, Mark, very much. 
Task 13 
M: (Manipulates objects) r 
R: Fine. Are you finished? I 
M: (Nods head yes) 
R: Why did you put those 1 ike that, Mark?~ 
M: 'Cause they go like that. 
R: Are the~ in order? 
M: (Shrugs shoulders). '• 
R: o. K. I 1 et IS 90 Qn. 
Task 14 
M: · (Manipulates objects) 
R: · Why did you put those like that, Mark? 
. / 
M: They're sort of the same, but not the same. 
R: O.K. Butaretheyinorder? 
M: I don't know. : 
R: O.K., fi -ne; 
Task 15 




~hy 'lli d you ~ut ·t~ ~ext to each other 1 ike thO t, 
'Cause they go . neJ ··~o each· other. · .· 
Are they in · orde~?: > 
-




0. K. · ... 
· ' .. ,
l .. ' . . ". · . 
:· .... . ' • . .' :. · , ! . • , . ' . · ...... · ' ':_'· .·• ~ 
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CHILD 5 - NADINE (N) 
Task 










O.K., Nadine, you put those three things' together in the buckets . 
Why? . Why did you put those three together in the bucket.s? 
'Cause they look alike. 
How do they look alike? 
I'"' 
Because they're sh()$Jed like a · square. 
O.K., and what about this one? You didn't put that in ~~ i th i t , 
how come? / 
'Cause it don't look alike. 
0~ K.' Any other reason? ' 
No. 
Can you think of any other way to pf.lt those things in the bucket 
together? 
(Shake·s head no). I 
. Task 2 . ··, . ·.- . . . _ 
R: You ·put those two things together in the buck~y. Nt~dine? ~hy did you put those two things together ,.;rue b~·cket? 
r 
N: 'Cause they look alike. , 
-R:. They look alike, do they? Any other /eason why? 
N: 1Cause they look alike. 
R: · YoL! didn't put these two things in the bucket. Why? 
N: · Because they don't look a)ik.e . . 
... 
. R: They don'.t go to9ether with any of these? No? · O.K. 
. of a'}y other rea son? No?· 0 .1< ... :1 et 's go on. a 
Can you think 









. I' . 
, .. . 
. ' · ·. ·· .. 
. , • .. 




N :J T.hese two go together. 
R: Thc:>se two go together, do they? What about the other two? 
' 
N: They don't belong. 
R: Why do those other two things go together, Nad tne? 
N: I don't know. 'Cause they look alike. 
'- R: How do they look alike? . Do you know how they look 
" N: 'Cause they're shaped like ~square. 
R: . t What about these two things? 
N: · This .one's a triangle rectangle r ~· 
R: O.K. Can you think of any other reason? No? Can you think of 
a.ny other ·way to put them together? 0. K. , how a bout· the next ones 
I have for you? 
· -p 
Task 4 







They a 11 go together, do they? 
r 
y~ 
Why _do they all go together,· Kadin~? 
. , 
. ~· · . 
. · .. 
'truse:the~·,~e. sha,p~d like triangles. : , 
O!K. Can 'you think of. any ·o.ther way you can put th.em· together? 
" ~ .. . . ... . . . . .•. 
: ' ~ 
{Reputs •th~ .. o~jects· in buGk~t in same way) 




R: o·.K., you put ti;Jem all tqget-her in'1the buckets again . . can you thin~ 
of any other reason why1 
N: No: . \\ . 
R-- Fine ; I have more·. for you .to do. f(' .. 
. , 
. 
.• . • 
I .. .. 
· :1 ) 





.. ~ ' t• 
.·• 
:~~ 
·,, ~-. . :·· 




You put them all together in the buckets, didn't you? ~/hy, Nadine? 
Why did you put those things all together in the buckets? 
R: 
N: 'Cause they'r:.e ' sha'ped like a rectangle. ;.; .. 
R: Any. other reason? · 
N:· 'Cause they're all the same 'kinO: 
R: Can you~hink of any other way to put them to.gether in the buckets? 
No? Let's go on. ' 
Task 6 
" 
R: You put these two.in the buckets. Why, Nadine? Why did you put 
them together in fhe buckets (red objects). 
. , 
N: 'Cause they're shaped llike a· rectangle. 
R: What about these two?. ' 
• 
N: 1 'Cause they're.shaped like a squ~re. 









Any other reason why? 
I . 
'Cause they aren't like these. 
O. K. ·, can you think Of any .other reasort? 
. . .· ~ T . 
'Cau~€ they're red, but tnese are not red ·color 
. ' .· p . 
O.K. Can you think of•any other reason? 
. .. . . 
I don ' t know ' ' 
. 




Can ~Ou think ·o~ny ,Oth.•J:, wOy ,to :Put th!m togeth~r 
I don ' t know. ·:·. · · , 
in the buckets? 
"""' -.· 
R: (h~ve more for you .t.o do. 
., ,,;. 
' J. 
. ~ · .. 
. , ·;-_ 
, • • ' 
J ' 
:J: 
. ' .. , 
. . 
. , ·· . .. 
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Task 7 
R: You put those two things together. Why, Nadine? 
N: 'Cause they look alike. 1 
R: Why diJ you put the . other two .together? 
N: 'Cause they look alike, except this one's red but this one's green, 
and th-.iS o·ne' s slila 11 , but they still .-1 oo k a 1 ike·, · 
R: ' Can you think o( any other way to put them together in the buckets? 
Any other way they go together.? 
N: No. 
R: O.K., that's very go.od. 
. 




R: 0. K~ you ~ut these three things together·. 
R: 
' N: 'Cause· tha one don't . look alike, that•s ·just a butterfly. 
. .·. ~ ~ ' 
R: Can you think of any other reason? No? · c'an you think of any other 
way to put ijlem together' in the buc~e}&? L.... 
N: No. ~ · / 
Task 9 
N: · . T he~e a 11 go "together., see. 
are ~hi pmunks: 
. R: Do they a 11 go together? 
Yep. 
I 
These are chipmunks, all of these 
il ' , · I 
· I I . 
It: ·. Can you think of any other rea son why? 
.• .. ' 
N: No . 
. ' ' 
79 
.. 
. R: Can yo1J tliinl<-'.of .. any other way . to ·put · them together in the buckets? 
,·c:: ~ . ~ 
<·. · .. ;~ ·~ . ·: ~ :: .~ .. ·. ~ . 
. '. 
. 
. ! ~ • 
. ' ',' ,··.: 
' .. 












N: (Puts them all together in the bucket" again) 'Cause they'r-e all 
c-hipmunks and chipmunks again·. 
"' R: O.K., that's very good. 
} ,. Task 10 "' 
N: Only one thing goes together. 
' 
R! 1 • 01), are YO\.l saying ali these go ~ogether?· 
' N: No. 
I * 
R: I'm sorri.-:o'{'re saying.that none of t~em go together. 
N: That one goes in there, .and lhat one in there, a-nd in there and 




N: 'Cause they don't look alike. 
R~ ,O.ny other rea\on? 
N: nC~us: this is a giraffe, a~d 'this a. t.iger/ and this is a deer and 
'th1 s lS. - ~don't know what you' call 1 t. 
~ 
R: So ·none of them ~o together . . 
. N: No .. 
R: J' O.K. Th?t 'was vety good.. Let Is go on. 
~ . -
Task'll. 
N: T!"ese· tw~ _go togetli~r and - ~s-e two· go together; 
. ' ~ -
R: · .. o·. ,~l Can· you t~me Wh~:. Nadine, you. put thos:e -~wo . . togetheri • 
N :·., I Cause those· two look. ike and these two 1 oo k a 1 ike,_ -'cause these 







~ . !~ 
R: O.K., cal'} you look at them real .carefully and ·put them -toge~J:ler 
anrr ~the~ way? . 
~ · . ' ·~ 




T.,hes.e. arc dange~fOUs. {2 \t,igers). but t~.e~~ ,~r.e dang.erotis · tbcr ' _i.cause 
t:hey (flight bite,~.~you... . .. . 
.. ~ 
. ' . . . . 
·.: ~,:: ·~ 
... : ) .. 
. -:;·.··:· 
~-- ' . 
' ~"\ ' • ' ~ .,. I 





R: So . they're all a 1 ike in that way. 
N: 'Ia ! R: Any other reason . N: No. -
R: I have one more for you to do. 
Task 12 
N: These are green, , ~o they .go in the bucket (fish, lizard, frog) . 
R: 0. K. Any other reason? 
N: No •. 
R: Can you put them togethE~,r in the bucket in some other way? 
N: No. 
R: Fine. We're finished now. 
Task 13 
' 
. ' " I' 
· . . . N: That·'s the father {large triangle), ,and that's th~ baby (smap 
tri·angle), and that's the ' big si!?ter (first medi'um trial')gle), and 
that's the mother (secortd medium triangle}, and .they look alike . 
(Child then manipulates objects . into a shape) . 
• 
\ ~ R: 
N: 
Why did you put them ' together 1 ike that? 
'Cause they look alike. , 
.. ' 
R: . Q.K. · b._ 
Task 14 
. I 
. N-: (Man-ipulates objects) 
R: · Why did you put them toge:ther l.i.k.e: that? 
.N: . B.eca1,1se; se~, they look 1 ik·e . toget·her •. ·. See? 
....... · 
R: .·o.K.- Any other reason? 
. . ~ . 
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' • I 
·') . . 
\ . ·'· 
R: O.K. What about these last ones I have for you to do? • 
''• 
· Task 15 
N: 





. ~· . 
(Manipulates Objects) 
~ 
Why did' you put them like that, Nadi ne? 
-~~· cause ... th i s is the mommy (brown rod), this is the big sister 
W>Jack ' rod) 9 ''this is the baby (dark green rod). and ,this i s the 
da&iy (blue rod) . 
I 
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CHLLD 6 - JOHN (J) 
Ta s'k 1 
R· I You put these three things all together in the bucket. Why? 
J; . \ I don ' t know. 
R: Do they go together somehow? How do they go together? 
J: \ (Shrugs shoulders) 
R:' : You don't know? 0. K., 1 et '·s try another one. 
I 
Task1 2 \ 
R: \o. K. John ·, very good. Can you tell me why you think those things 
go together? Why? 




. K., what about these two things. You didn't put them in the 
ucket, how come? Do they go together? Can you look at them. You 
ut these two things in the bucket, didn't you? Can you think of 
t~eason why1 
0:. K • , 1 e t ' s go on . 
Task 3 
.• ~ 
R; 0; K. ' they go together, so you put them i ~ the . same bucket' . d idn I t 
yqu? How come, John? Why do they go togttther? · 





' ~use they're the same shape . What about these two? You didn't 
p t them in the bucket; how come? 




Ca~' you think of any" other reason why Y.OU . ut those tog~ther ..... in 
th · bucket? 
- . ~ ':' 
~0. . . . 
~ 
Ca~ you thi.nk o( any oth~r way you might put:· th~· in the bucket . 
toglether? .. · . . · . ;· · · · . · ;· . . . \ -· 
i: . • l 
,! • • 
' "' . ' ~ ' 
•, _• ~ Y-:• :~ .. -·.~-" .... :. _..._ •-
~· 











(Nods head yes) 
O.K. If you can, let's see. You_J)ut the sam.e two in the bucket 
again, didn't you? Let's go on to the next one. 
84 








~After being prompted with the directions three times) 
You put them all in the same bucket, didn't you? How come? Why 
did you put them all in the same bucket, John? 
'Cause, they're the s-ame thing. 
Oh, any other reas·on? 
No. 
. 
Can you think of any other way they might go together? 
(Nods head yes) 
Fine. Put them in the buckets if you think there .is any other way 
they might ~o together. 
You put them all in the same bucket again. That's how you think 









You put .them all in the same bucket. Why, John? 
'Cause they're the same shape. 
'Cause th~y're the same shape. Any .other reason? 
Nt'. 
._., 
Can you think of any other .r~ea~on you put theni all together in the 
same bucket? Why else might they go tggether? 
Same· color. : .. ·•• 
'Cause tbey're. the same color. O.K. Can you put them together in 
the ·bucket in-4a different way? Do they go together . in a different 
"hay? ~ ·:~·::f ...  
~., ~ '•t 




' ~: . . . 
. . 
' •. 
N . - . ' 'o ' 
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R: You put them in the same bucket ag,ain, didn ' t you? 
"" 
Task 6 
R: You pvt these two in one bucke.t and you put these two in another~ 
bucket. Why,· John? Why did you. put these two in one bucket and 
J: 
these two in another? 
:cause these are ·the · same and these are the same, · and theseo.are 
red. 





Can you think of ·some other way to put them in the buckets? 
You put them a 11 together in the buckets this time. How come? 
'Cause. 
Do they g_o together H ke that? Do. they somehow go together? 
J: Ya, these 2 (red rectangles) · go together. and these two (neutral 
s.quares) go tog ether. . ·. 
R: Fin·e. 
... .. 





You put ):hese two together 1n the buckets! 
John? 
'Cause they 1 r~ th~ ~arne shape. 
• Cause t~~ 1 re. the same. shape. ::· An~ . ~the 






- .... . ' . 
;._:. 
;.· -~ . 
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. : ~-"' , :'~;'i · 
) 
;1 
'· ,,f! R: . . c·an you think of ~orne o'ther way they mig'ht go . together? do · they go togetner? · : . . 
How else 
: ' -.........· ' . 
. ~





Oh 1 you put them in. the buckets in the .same way again. Fine; 
( \ 
. I .. .. : . 
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Task 8 
R: You put thes·e three together in .l:he bucket~ didn •tyou? Why, John? 
J: 'Cause they're the· s~me shape. 
R: Any other reas.on?e 
J: No.·~ · 
·,. 
•'· 
R: L Can you .•. thi nk of any other way they might go together · in· _the 
btJc kets? , . 
~You put them all together again in the same way. 
Task 9 
R: Why did you put these t~o (brown squirrel, brown squirrel )' .in t he 







'taus.e they're the same thing. 
•,• 
Because they're th~,.same thing, are they? 
Y 
l . ( Jr. . - . 
a. . ··----y~ 
And what about th"""~~· two, John? Why did you put them in the 
buq k~ts together?~ 
. . 





R: You look ·at the11 real carefully. 
in the buckets together? 
An~ · other rea soh why you put them 
Nq. 
Can you think of any other way you m1ght put th~ in ttJe buckets 
:t(jgethe~?, .. : .. _,::· 
:; ~ ; :. ,. .. 
J: . Y.ep. · · 
'· 
" '' R-:: _.oh. Y.<?U put them in tn~ .bu~ke'ts in the same wa.y _again. ,, 
I • 
·, . ' 
.\ · " . 




~ . . •. , 
. ... 
·< . ~ • • • j . -
R: ... ·~ Wtiy d _id you put ~hese (th~ee · bears. dog) together in the buckets? · 
' • .. 
. . . 
'f ·. R: _ .'.Cal,l.se th~_Y''re .bo~h standing up. _,Are they bott. stand.fng up? .··. 
• ! 
·· ·. 0 · ·.· 
I , • • \ : .. 
_, .. . . 
-· . . 
· ,t.' , . 
















t: ... ( ... ; 
.. ~ . ~ ·' 
: 
~ ·•. . . .. . . .. ~ - . /::~~\/·. ~ . - : 
























Why did' ~ou put thQse two (giraffe, deer)· toget.h~r? 
, , . 
'Cause they .'re lying down. 
Any .o thet; refs~ n? 
No. 
Can ·.you · l .o9k at them real' car~fully and think.- of any other· way 
they might belong .together? 













Why d"id you put these two things· together, John? And why did you 
put · these two things togeth'er? 
'Cause .t~ese are puppies and these are. 1 ions. · 
Are t hey both~ 1 ions? 
Ye.p. 
Are they the same tiring? 
No·; ,/ 
What's ~ht about It hem?' 
~-hey _h,~~ . the s~ill~· ·h_a·{.~ all .over 




. /' ' • 
thein, . rig,ht 'here.' 
J: I Cau~·e the~ I ':e. ·~he- same coror.. . . - ' . ·!(_ 
R: ' Any· other. re~so_n? ·-ca~ .. you t~Jnk of any other ~ay you .might :·p\Jt 
· ·. them together · in. the _buc.kets?' · · . · · · . . 
.. You . did the ~arne thing aga.i_n, didn't .you? :That's how you ·think 
'-· ·. · they be.long together. .- . ·. ·. · ·. > ' ... · .,'. u .- ·. . . . • 
' ; , ' . .. . . .; . 
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R: You· put these t'!;t'o in the buck~ts together, and ·yeu put these two· 
in the buckets together. ·Why, John? Why did you put these two 
(f"i sh, turtle) togeth~r? 
J: 'Cause this i.s a little flat, and thi~ ~s. 
R: And . what a~~· .t'hese two~ .why ·d·id you .. ~ut those in the bucke.t.: · · · . . 
toget~er? . · ~ 
Jt 
. . Beca~se. they're the· same .color green . . 
.. ~~ 
- . -
R: . . Are they ·the·.same· color gn!en? · . 
• ' ' ' I ' 
. ·· ~: · Yes. · 
· ~ 
R:· Can you thi~k of _any .other . reason yo~ put them togetli'er?. No? . . 
Can ypu ·thin1< of any other way these~'things might belong together? 
No? That's fine . . Thank you, John. 
Task 13 0 
'· 
J: .·(Manipulates objects) 
R: 
J: 
Why d·id you put. them .1 ike that, John? 
'Cause it ·looks 1 ike, shape. 
R: 0. K. ,'1 et ' s go on. 
0 ' . 
,. 
-...  




. . ')t . -
purple a~d · yel-low rods next to' eac/ other',. then a .d.iStanc.e. 
put red· and 1 ight green· rods next to each other) . . 
. . . 
. 
· R: Can you tell me why you put· them · 1 ike. that?_ 
. ' J: 'Cause they're the same shape. 
· R: 0. K •• fine. Any other reason? · 
. J: (No response) 
-~ R: ·.Let's go· Ot:l-
.. , . 
88 
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J: (Put blue and brown rods next to each othen then a distance .away 
put black ard da_rk green rods next. to each other). 
R: Why did you put them 1 ike that t John? 
I 
J: ~ecause they ' re ·the same shape. 
R: Any oth,er reas~n? 
J: (Shakes he~d no) 
· .. ' R: 0. K. Fine. · . ·; 
.. ·
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CHILD 7 ETER (P) 1 
.. 
Task 1 r. 
' 
: R: You put .. them all in. the sam~ bucket, aid yo_u? Do they all go 




·• (Nods head· );t.es) • - , . ~ ' 
, , . ·.' . . • . . . , , • '•. , ' . /!1 c-, . . .. , , , : .~ ·. ~ : ·. . , . ·. • . 
Is .J;l\at a yes.? : They a)l go together , Do ·you kriow:how ' they all · : go together? . V·ou look'-at than.real ·ca.z:.e-fully. · can you tell me 
how_ -th'ey all go·: to·gether? . :·.:~ihidO. they g'o .. ~ogether? . 
. - .. . 
. . . 
(Shrugs ~houlders) -: 
. . 













' ,p ~ 
R: 
(After . . two .a ttef11pt s) 
O.K-., that was very good. · Can you -tell me why? Why, Peter, d-id 
you put· these two · jn the_ buckets, · and why did you put. those two. 
t9gether iry the buckets? · Can you t~ll me why?_ 
(Nods head yes) 
O.K.,· you tel_l me why .. ,. ''t,\• . il' .i: 
. ~ ·( 
. , ..._,.( 
'Cause ,these two ·are square, arid thi~ one is a Tittle squar.e ~· r-· "' 
(large squar-e ·and me.ditim square). ' 
O.K., and· why did you put these other two together? 
(No response) 
. \ 
Can you thi'nk of a reason why yo~ put these two togethe·r? 
/ 
(Shakes head ._no) , 
O.K. Can .yqu think of any other way you might put -them together· 
in t~e buckets? , 
(Shakes head no}~. 
O.K. ~ 
•• tl> ' 
.··: . . . ' · .. --·· : .. · . 
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,_ . . 
' . 
'I • o 
. ·, . 
1 
' , ,. I : . ": 
', 
' 
-: · ~ - ' 
\ . 
' · . ' . 
.. . 
f ' I , • 















: ; . ~ . 
.. · ,o · 
. . ,"(' 
·.: .. 
.. 
. · ' 
M , •' t .... 
.J, 
.' :. : ·1 . • -
.J 
i 
...... - ~ 




'R: O.K.~ that was firae. 
olieJ bucket a.nd . these 
of a r.~ason why?, 
P: (Shakes head_ no)· 
' . · ~: - .. No?' 0. K • . : 
.... 
,. 
. 91 '1' 
• 
.. . . 
Why, Peter; ·did· you·put "'th~se ... two things . jn>. 
two things in .another bucket? Ea11 you th.ink 
# • • • • • 
. . 
. ·.· 
. • r 
.-.. 
. . . ,. _ 
. ' ~ · 
' .. -~ . . · . . "'· .. 
' ' 
.. .. . 
• ~ I 
·- . ·.. . ~ ... l . . . ' .... : . . . . . . . . . ' 
Task 4 ... · • • · · · · · .: ...... . ;; .. ·. · - · · • . . 
R: · . . Y·ou·. p~-~ 'thertt afl .'in .·th~ sam~ b.~~ke.t; d·i-~f yoJ~ .. : T.h-~t ·~{: >eaJ)/,.:. ·: .. · .: '. -.:.,· • .. ··:·. :' 
fiist. · :Why, Peter? Why· did you ~u~ ~ all o·f.. those -· togettier . in\· the ·:: · / . . __ _ ~ 
· sam~ buCket?.·. · · ... ·. · · · ...... · · · · · · · · · · .. .. 
i • ' .: ·. .. . . . . --- . ~. .. . , .. . • . . •, 
P:· .  (shrugs ·shoulders) l .. · 
. ,R: You· do~· ·t' kno~? . There m~st · have been a r\is~n. ,; 
of l~em ·and you put · t _heri togethe~ in the ~cket. 
p: . .. (Shrugs fhoulders) · . ;: . . 
R: No? 0-. K. 
Task 5 
You" looked:/at a~1 · 
.!Ji, · Peter? . · 
... 
R: You put than a·llin .the ' same bucket again. didn'.tyou? · .Why, ._ Peter? 
· Why d-id you put ~hen .. all' in t~e·: same : buCket? .Why do yo!-i think' 
they go . together? Jhe're must be ·a.-·r'ea·_s·on·.- 0~ 
.. . . 
. ,., 
P: · (Shakes head· no.) . ~ .. 
' · 




(Shrugs s·hou l d ers) 
0. K. Lett's _-go on . 
Task 6 
- ~ . I • .. 
R: .O.K.· You put· these t~. together fn the bu~kets (red' rect!lnglesJ; 
Why, P~te~? . . . l 
P:. _'cause .t~et're the s~me . . . .. 
.. . 




'. . . . . ' 
' · · _:• ... 
. ) 
.·· .. 
--· ; . 
. ·'· 
. ' .· 
.. : : 
.... 
,. 
' ; ··· 
. :. : . .· .. 
' , ' ·a' 
. . . ~- . · . 
. "· ·-. 
.: . . . 
! • • 
.. . - ·. . ··~ . . :· : ~: .' 
• ~ I , . 
.. . .• 
. . : / . . 
.. .. . . 
.. ~· 
.-·. ' · . . • ' .. 
.· 
·-· .:_ .. ~ ~-._:.:~ _:·_:-: ~:~: - ·: ·~-~-~~ 







. ' • 
: .. ' 
P: · .. (Shrug~ shoulder1s) '- .. , . . ' ' ' . ' 
' . 
"• 





R: o~ntt :·kn~~?" . Q.K; _What ,about . .these ·other 'lt.o? :.Why _d,id you put 
•, , ... . 
' . 
I . I . 
. ~ . 
. .. .....  
··.· ·. 
.. 
··. : . 
. . them together. -~ the bucket? . ·· · ' . · . 
• • .. • . .. • • • ' . • .: •' .. • • • ./ _. • • • ' (' •t ... • ... :, : 
. . ·. ·.-~: -.'~: .-(S~:9s_ .)ho.ulde~·st · · ._._ .. ; . ... · . . .... · . . ·: ··.'·> .. ·. ~ - . .. -"; .· : .·_. · · ... · .· ~ ~ . ,~~. 
·. . . ·, ' . . , .·R: ~. YQ:u: don It 'knowi ._: what ··a.b6at thein.~ why .did . you_ put at hem' toget~er[ .:· i ':_· : •. : .> -;L· 
< ; , . . . .. ;: #_· - ~. P:::·_·:- _· _;~.a~:se .. t~e~'~~-: th: · · sa~~ -ioo ;· .. :~ ·· .. .. ·, :.,. · ~-< :. ·-; · · . - -~·· .<:' :· ·. ~ - ~··_ .. · :~ -- · ··· .... ·~- ;': 
.. ·. . :_ :.'·.: _·.:._:'_.: .. _:_· ·R ·:~. ' ·• ·: ica~se~ :~~~;·r~ . th~ . -~a~·~ 1~~'·.· -~ ~t~n · ;o~ ·.thi ~nk· · q.f ::~ho.th~f .. ~~~~~n.? .:··. · . : ·:·>·: .. : · .. ·. :: .)·::: 
_._· :·.· . .. . · .. ~ .. ·._., .· . · . .-.. r· · .. :·: . '.:. :.'-~- . ·· :· :.· - .:.: . · .. ; >· .. _: .· .· _· _·._ .. .... ' ·_··:- ._.·: ·: : ::- _. . . · ... · ... < : ;-:_.·· . .. 
. · ._. .. · . :·-·.- . .- .. _.P=_ · ... ~k~/ /~a~_: -"~J-r .. :. < -~-. ~ ~ . ._-: ... : .. :. _. .. . _: ...... · . ·.-. ·. · .. _:·.: .. :. :_ ... . : .. .. ·.-.. · .\ ... ~ _<-:{;- :~-. ~ 
.. . . · , ... ·R: : :.<can .Yoil ·.think · of"som·e .other way to.; put them ·tqg~ther ·. ;n·· the t!uckets? '· . . .. · ;': 
: • • ' - . . • . ' • • • .' .tll '. • . • ' . • . . : ~ ' . . . . • • ' . . • ' • .;..J· • • ~ :~ • : •• • • .. t . . .: · ~-. :.: 
o _: . · . · . . · . : P_: . : . :(sha-kes heal nQ) ·. ·. . . 
, : . 
.. ' •. . 
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. ···-· >: 
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' • • I 
-· 
··. ·. 
· R: •. o:-K: · 
. . . . 
..... · . ,. ,.· · 
• 
:.· ,._- : .:<1 




R-:· ··:· You put 'these two in --one bucket; 
· . . Why, · P.eter? · 
and .you· put . these ~wo - in ' another . 
. . ' ' 
: •, . 
o • I , o to. ' o ' 'o o 1-t . P: . . ·:- (N6 . r·e~porise.)' .. ' . ~ . - ,. ·' . ' ·. 
' ' .. R':' . Vim' .put. thes,e . :-t~ , together·" ,· Can you think . of ·a.: _'rea son w~y? ~ 
~ · (-dark greeri' rectailg] e s dark g·reen ·:rec tarigl ~)' .. · 
·: · 'p: :: .·No.:_. :: .. . . :·.·.· ·. ,· - ·. ~ ·'· · ' · · ·· ·· 
,R: ':: ·What about .th~~e - two·?:· Why· did yqu 
• • • & • ,. ... ~ f... • ' . •• ... • ' 
P: (Shrugs shoulders) · · 
·-:-;· -.r • . ·. ··. 
R: · . O;K·: ,"ret ;s_ ·go on. 
' ' p~·t t~~ tog~ther?. 
lit • 
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· .. . ·-!. . 
·. , \ 
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.. ; ·. '[ 
.. I 
. : ~ . . .. 
. . . ... ~ . ' . 
. . . ·.' .. 
-
. . ~ - . 
· ....... . 
I ' ' , 
._, ... __ :: · 
l . 
l._'' • 
. ' . . -
, · 
.. ' 
,'{ . .. ' 
. .. ... 
.. . 
.. ,.· . .. ' 
. . .... ~· 
... 
. . . 
.... 
task· a·. ·. 
R· Why d'id. you -- pu-.t -.these . three in - ori~ ~ucket{ -~eter?. < · .. 
' • •• • • ' • • f .. • ' .. • . , ,' • • • • • 
'Cause· -they'-re ·a_l't_. ~he sam.~_. - .:_-.. ·· · .·. ·. · ... 
,~ ~:~. ,· ~:; _c~u~e · t~-ey•r·e : -~·1 :1·· .. th~- ·-s~~e-> 'AnY. ot~er -~r~a·~o·n~ .. 
' . . , . ' .. 
. ·. P: 
R: 
. ·P: ·. No. . .. ·· ~ 
'• .. ,, ,• , .. . • 
~ ;. .. . . 
.. · ' • 
.. · .: . 
.:.. .: ~ . ; ..... . 
· , . ·, . 
.. .. . . : · .. 
~ ' . • o ~ I o• • . .. · . . 
~ . ' ~ : ·.. . . ' . : .· . . 
. · ... : - · · 
-· . ; .. ' · .. 
\' ol 1••:, ' ,.:: ~ ,• _;,' _ .•• ..,:,, L,_ ~~·;_ :_,,, 
. · :. . ··. · .. 
: ·:.·  .. ' . ' ~ 
·. · . .' : . 
' ·,. 
. ~ ·. 
f . 
I 
1 •• • 
i ·-
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. ,._, i .• 
' ' .. : :::' ;. ·. ··-~ . 
. :. " .·' :. . . ,..... ... . 
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· ' •' 
. '\ :~ 
•• , . ' 1  •••• • ' . 
·' J . . ·. , · i· . . 
I ·'.·.· ,__ . . . 
., . "'~ .... . ;:· . .-.·: ·-
. · .. ·· 93 
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'·_Y'_. ...·. Y. ·:.::_ 
I" ' '. 
. ~ ,_, ,,..;. .~ .. . '· .. . . .:.· · 
-.. ~ , 
, · ' . 
__ , 
., 
; ' I ~ 
. '· ·•. 
. : · 
. ...... .  
. ' 
. • '·. . . ~ 
.. 
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' i - · ' ~ . 
... 
•' . 
:No;. : ·: 
. ' ·t· 
. _j' 
... ·.·· 
-~ ·~t:: ' 
'"' .. ' .... . ·. ' t- . ' ../ ;: ' ' 
•, • ~- ',·· · ' 
' :. , · - ~· ·  ·-···· , . 
. -~ ·: ·:·._.R: ~-- Y~u: pu.t ~ ~h~~~ .t~o .tog.et;er ::·,. in :Cih·~--~ bti.ck~t /.dJdfl ~ -£.-y~-~·? _ .. An_d: y~-~: :P~·t . . 
.. ne·se · t~o-.Jogetrer _ .in : 'ario~_her . buc·J<et.:~_- Why?: . .. : ~<~ · .. 
:· -. ·,:. · p·. :·~- - ~ · " -· ~.-' ·... . ·<.· .... ·· .. · " 
·· .... ~ .• , 
: I ' ':•• •' I '•, , ,"\ \,, , , 
-~ . 
~ • :· j 
~-
' •' , -.~ 
., 
• • ".! 
··· .. 
.. ' 
· .. ... ... :~ 
·.·. 
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. · ·, -; :-· ·' . 
. . ' . 
•.'. 
·'·.'· 
•, , .-. 
' ) 
\ · , . . ~ 
., 
· .... 1 ' 
j· ·. : .!'' 
.. . 't 
:, <·: ·. ; ·: ! 
'~ · .. - : .. · ' '1' 
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. ,·J ' . 
; ' '·.:_- ';i. "::·:_) 
' , • I 
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' . · 
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; ' 
. · _;_. 
·.- .. 
- -· 
--· . __ :·· .... :· . 
. ,. ,. .. . 
• <"!. .. ·. 







. . . . ' 
-
· .. : 
,., , 
. . . : · · · P.: . (~an1 P\.ll ates. ~bje·c.ts-) 
.. . . ... :.· . -· 
. ·-:. ·: ~ R:.: O·~IC :Why .d.fd you put· them · lik~ : that', . P~t~r{ 
' ·. ' . • • • • • -._ : · ' • •• l • • • ' ,'· . , 
" 
:. : . 
'-: . 
, ' • I, P: .:: JNo_· -~e-spons~):. :·, · .. 
,· ~- ·~ · · . . :' -R: · .. Are ·lney _·in o.tder~? .... '-~ -:' / 
, ; ' 
. . ' ·p: 
· · .. ' ' .. ' \ 
'.(sha-kes heag no). . : . 
. . 
~· · .. 
. . . 
~-- . 
t . . . .. ' . - . . ... 
·.·. R; .. :. T.hen wh/ did ·. yoo . pu-.t .. ' th.~ .·l ike· ·that? 
. . .. . . "'! · . 
: .. 
: · · ' 
. .... 
. .... 
. ~ . P.: 
- .. 
· . . . ·· ... 
• : t •• . : . 
. : R: 
· .. ' . 
. ' ' 
·. · ... :. :. Tas.k--15· :-_ 
.. 
',• 
.· :_ p;.-. : ·(Manipulates. obie~ts) . 
. . . . .' . . 
; ·. {-:-' 
. . .. ' 
; ' . . '•, 
. \ . 
. : . , . : .. · 
· . . . 
,· : .. · .. . . · . . 
' • ·. ·. 
:.: · . . : ' ' .. . 
. . .. : .. : ' . _.: ~ · :' '~ .. .. • 
·, .. 
''" • 
. " .. 
• . ~ 
· .. ·- :. · 
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: · . . . .. 
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. . . ~ 
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Are tl)ey in order?. 
.. 
P.: N~>:- .)- , 
· R! .. Wh!ft doef J t me~ntd put sonrethi rig i~, O',der;; Pe-~er? 1:i 
:. ·:c' : . .. _  :; • . · -~: .. (_No Te~p?~~~ ·. ·· · , . · ... 
·.-













- ~· . 





. \' . 
· · ~· 
..· . .., 
..- ··.· ,-' · .. R-::.': . :p_~t~r -,·. p~t then n·~xt . to each ot.her' ·.ih::.or.Ciet.'·:.. ·:] -,. 2t 3 '~ 4~ ... · .. 
:·::· ·:_: .. :·- :.P.· ·.:·~:(or~ts)·· · ·. ~ - ..... . -,. _. · .. ·· .. ;._ · · · .. _. .; . . . ·.· . ... . ··:: ... ·/:.:~· -
·.: . . _·· ~ · : . ·. . ... ·I· .... " ~-& • · , ' • • . \ • • • • "· : • • ' • 
. - .· . .. ;~ ' ' . . ~ . 
. -~~-i ::;. 
. . . 
. . ····:: ·. !'-. 
. i:. 
',/ ' .. 
~ . .. . 












::: ·;~.- .:R;.~.'- Why 'ciid··y~~=~ut th~· ljke tha~? .. · ... :. ~ . - .·'. .... ' . 
·. : .... . . .' .. .... ·_ : .. ,. : .. . . · •' · i · .. ·_:. ·"~ ·'tt' . 
: .:--. .·. -P :·:··.-. ·The/'-re_ j-n. ?-~d~r~ -: ... · \ . . . . ·/ :: .... ·· ·: 
·Jr: ··:,. O.K .. T,h~.t~'w~s g~~d _.' , 
... . 
~ -. 
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• - J \. 
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.. 
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lo , -... : • • 
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-··:: 
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.. ' ·· 
. ·~:. . 
:_; • 0 
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. ·. 
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.· "' ·,.. . 
-Q. 
' t ;- . •' •• 
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.. ·.-
' . . 
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. ~ .·· ... 
~ . - ; . . 
.. ·.~ · , 
.·. · .\ ' 




.. . • ; ~ 
. • ~. _:. . ' 'l' . • , ' ~. • • ' · : 
: . ....  ,. '· 4 . ·,· . ~· · -
' ~ ': -· ' ' ' - -. . . . . .,. ' 
:., .- .· .... : . . ' : . - ~ .---=-:~ ~t .• · . ' .1' ~: • . .. . ' '. 0 
. ' ' - . , . ' ..... ~ . . ' .. . 
- . ' • 
:-.' 
• • 1 
· : .. , . 
_, ' . . . ' 
-- ~ . ' ..... - . . .. - ' Jo~ ·. 
. - l . 
·a 
. I .. .. 
l . ~ . . .. ' _._ . ...... 
·' ~o-• · • ., 
' I ,• 
b ·.- - • • •. ·_ : . , .. ·-
·-· . . 
. .. . ·
: J . " 
. ' : . .'' , ". ' ;I' 
" ' ·. ~ . . . . . : ' ' .. ·~· ., :. ' 
. .-: --: .·: . . j~ . ", ~/.' •.->.· ... 1 ' , •• :· ... . :' 
• ·,.. ,. ' ' r:.. . • 
.. 
·• •: : "!' . • :. 
.. . ~ - . I . 
,• . . 
··' .· 
' ~ 1 • 
.. ·.·. :· : ·· .. _J: , : (N9.- 'resp~rise)· ... · 
- ~ ,. 
' , ,.\ 
·.. ~ ': : 
. .. •' · : . . 
·. 'R·: -7·.0.-K.; le.t1 s.go on.' ~:._-
. . • · - . ' . 
·· .... . 
··· . . 
. ,. ' 
. . · ·' · .... 
' • • • ' • • .. . ), , . .. '• ~, • • • 0 • f • •• ·- •• 
~ · .. T.as.k .'·4·. ·: ·_.·::. ·. . . . " .· ; . ·, . -... . ' - . .. . ,, ;; .... ~ . 
• _. . ' . ·.' ~ ~. .• / .• •. -· :·.~- . • '.' : .·_ • .. .. . ::··. ·• • • . - . . _ •• :~ .- _ · · · -~ --- · : .' . · t?'. " • .... . . . ~ •• • •• . • • .~ : .. • . 
R: -You.put: them.al.l. _ ~n· ·_oh~ • bu_cket, _~idn~t_you?- - ' Wh~~Ja_s~n~. · Why.l~d :.:. · .< _., ·· 
· _you .. pu~. then al1 1n on.e -.bucket~ . . . · . . · ; . .. ~ : . ·. "f'· .. !·. • · · · . ~ · ·6 \~ .~ .. ~ 
·• • •• ; _ .. •. • •• • t ' • . • . : ~- •• ~ • • •• 't • ' •• ~-·.1 •:. . ·.· . . ,) . : . . ' : .. ' ": .. -~ .... ' . 
. • .. ; - . ' ... . \··· J:~ . (No response)"-> · ·. ·· ·· ~- - .· ,· : - ~ ... . :~: ·:;· -: · 
. ~- . 
< :,:_:. -R: .·· Al~ · thes~ ·.t .hi.ng.s -- -~o- ·tog~t~er,· ~~.: they?·. _ .... _: · :· .· '·-{·.·; ··· ..... ·.: . . ·._ ·: . :_f ·.:. 
- ; .. ; . . -. : _. ·. . --- : . . ·:- · .. . ·. :' · .· ·. ·: . : · . . ·. : ·. ·. ' . .. -·:_.· . .. _ .. ,-· .. ·.· .. .... ,. ~ - ;· .. ':.-. ·. · ·,, ..... ~ - · . "·. 
(N6~s f)ea_.d·_._yes) · · ... :_· - ·:.· __ : __ · _- .-:_ .·,_ . . : .. · ... . ,. ·,... . .. . •. :··· · ·- .·~ · ,-.:: . . ·'--:: :-· -··?·.~_ :·/.:~ 
. ' ,:. : • • ;.: t : · .. ,. ' ,• . • • • • • : · · ,. 
. . .. . . . ' ; . . . . • . '. •' . ' · ... ~ . ,,~. :. · ·• • • ' • . . . . . . . .1 · ... 
: , - -~~- ... Why .PP. t~ey go. t9ge~h_er? · . .. · :. · :_. .·.- ~ · .· -.: ... ~-:· · · 1 • .. • · ' -~ - · • • 
._.· ... ·.'. ··.·, . . - , ·" ' .-·-.·· ·c ··; _: ·-- \ , , ,·· .., ·7··_- ·. ,_., _;. .. · ·, . . ·· . ... . . ·-·<_···,·_· •:.' •f·:. 
·. :: ._.._J: . . · ~:No. ~e~ponse):_:. _.~_ .-. ~ : _ _- :_·.· .... - '· .-': ... - .. ... . . · :· · .. · : .-. ·. ·: .'.:_:·. , _ _.. ·,: ..... :;~_:<, ::·'. ··.:_~ -· ·::·~- -· 
. .. . :~ : :-. c:a·~ ·you think ·Of ~ r·e~lSOn ;-~hy_ they---go ~g-.eth~t::? ; ·. :. ·. ·· · · . : ~ · .. , . , ".·. ·, > ~·. ;j/~::1: 
• ' • '·. ' ',• ,; • -' :: ' : I 
.;, : . . 
·- · ·-· ·.J: 
' ~ . . 
; o , 
. .. .. 
:-' · . .. . 
: ., . .. / · . . ,' . ~ ·. 
', • : . 
. ..... .' . . .. 
·_ · . .' · a.Ji.ke?: :-:-_· ·. -~ · -- .: ·:· .-- ~ - -- : _ ... · .-:,:·_ . .'_, __ : .- ': .. --:--. ,: , :· ".: ·. :.'-: .. -..., .. ·,_:-_  .. -.· .. .. 
> - ·~- · - __ ... ... · ..... :J::-·· . ·<N~- respo~5-~:·: .... · .. ::< .--· :·. ·-: · , . . :'- --·'· ... ·._. · ::· · ...... _,.:.::,- _· · · ·· . . . _ .. ···· :·_, _._ .. ~ 
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Task 9 • 
R: .You put these three things together in one bucket, didn't you? " 
W.hy, Jason?·- · ' 
~~ 
J: They're all the· same. 
. And: y~u .·put 'R: this one in. another bucket ~ Why, Jason? 
( 
, , . 
R: Can you ttiirik ·of .any 9t'het'.reas'on why you put ,all those things 
together 'in on~ bu~~et? . 
J: (Shake~, head no) 
--~= · ¢an you think of ~ny oth,e.r w~y thq~~-. thin?s might _,gf tog_ether? 
.,\ J: ( (tk•~. head.~o) . • . . . . 
R: __ Q .• K., fine . 
' . 
\ .,. . ... .... 
Ta:s~ 10 :J. 
. . .. 
R.: You. pu 
• you ~ a son? 
'/ 
thes~ three. things tqg~fher in one butket : didn'-t 
And you put that one in another bucket. Why, J~son? 
'> 
J: . "''fhis (dog) ;'s. ~laek, and this is, not. 
R: Oh, ·very good. Any . ~the~ ·re~sor? 
' . 
J: .( ~.0 response) . 
- ..,.. ' 
. 
R: ·: Can you thinJ<- of any_ other way you might put th6!1 together i n th~ 
·buckets.?· · . • 
. • 
• • 
- "' ) 
' 
. . ~ :·)-I 
I 
J ~ r-· (Shakfs head . ~o) 
R:1 • .0. K. , 




.. ~ . 
_.. ' .. 
' . 











4: You put ihts ~ one all by ftse lf. tn the buckets •. -and· you put the~e 
-.. thr~e a 1l tog~ther. . Why.,_ Ja spn? · · 
'J: _ 'Cause theY:•re all, the same··and the other one 's not. 
... - - . . . . 
. . 
'R: · The:;e·are all th,- sam~·? · How are they the same·, .Jason? 
! . -
















J: 'Cause they're all dogs, and this one is not . 
. R: O.K: All of.these are tlogs, are they? 
J: Ya. J _.! 
/ 
, ' 
R: And this one's not. 
J: ·~~ods head yes·) 
. ...a 
R: Can you ·think.' of any other reason? 
J·: · · {Shakes head no) . · 
' 
' 
• •• , .. 1:'> 
·R: · ca~ you think of a-;;y!~ther ·way you m·igh' put then in the buckets 
together? .,--
J: {Shakes head no) 
"' R: O.K. have r. one more for you to do. 
0\-
Task 12 . 
R: You put all those ~hings in t.he bucket tog.ether, didn't you? .Why, 
Jason? Why did you put these three together? 
J: Because these ('fish, 1 izard, frog) are right and this (turtle) is 
wrong. 
R: Because these· are right and · thi~ is. wrong. Why, Jason? 
J: 'Cause these are all the same. 
R: How are they the same, Jason? 
J: ~ I Cause they're croc'od i 1 e' fish and frog. 
R: .And how are they the same? 
0 
·J: 'Cause theyire all blue, and that is not. . 
R: Any other reason? 
J: (Shakes· .head no). 
R: Can you think of any other way you· ca·n put those thi'llgs together? 
J: No. C., 









· (After five promptings with the instrucUons.; child could not complete 
· task). 
r-aSJc-14~ ,_ 
J: (Orders ~ject~) . 
R':·· ·O.K. Jason, why ~id · you put them like that? 
J: · (No r esponse) 
R: Oo yo~ know wry? 
J: · (Shakes head no) 
Task 15 
J: (Order~ objects) 
R: Fine. Why did you put them lTke that, Jason? Do you know why? 
J: (Shakes head no j 
















. .. Ito 
. · 






(After two. promptings with· instructions.) 





Because. they're squares. 
·- ' . . 
' ..: . 
O.K.· Any other reason? · 
Because,' urn;. they are the same size. 




Because they are little squares ·and they (fan't match with big squares. 
0. K. Can you think of any other way these things might go together,? 
{Manipulates _objects) 
./ 
R: You·· ~ut them in the bucket · the same way, didn't yo.u? That was verj'·.,_ 
good. Let's g_p on and do the next ones. ··\• 
Task 2 
R: . (After tw.o promptings with/ instructions) 
Yo~ put all these three ih t~e -buck~ts together, didn't you Jenny? 
J: Q Right -· 
R: Why? · 
·J: Because they were ·three s·qua·res. 
' · I 
R: Any otber reason wh;t? _, 
... 
J.: Because the.)( are almost ~the same but that one is bigger Ulan the 
Ot~er one and one iS bigger than the ~ther ·One. 
. . ' 
R: Oh,. I see . 
J: B4~ they're . the sam_e size .. 
' -R: Any-·otlier rea.sqn·?-
J: .. Because {1 ong . pause} .. 

















. ··:- ' 
: \ . 
. 
. · . . 
. .. 
. . ~ . 
·, 




R: Can you put .them in the bucket in some other way? 
, 
J: . .(Manipulates objects) 
) . 
. (' '. 
R: You're putting ttlem in the bucket in ~~e _s.am.e way,_ aren't you? 
That was very good, Jenny . 
. Task. 3 
. ·(Look.ing ~·t·la·rge rectangle)'. That -'isn :.·t ci square·. I .. ~now it ; ·s·n•t·. · 
I can't find a ·way_to turn it into ·a squ~re· . . 
. O.K .. Can you .,. .. ook at t.h~:se .t~i~~~ ' real ·.ca~ef~1·i~ .and put those 
tMngs tha.t in .some . way go . together in the b!Jtkets? . ·.. . 
(-Two more promptings with ·(nstructions . . Chil.d would (could) : 
not complete · task) · · ·· : .. 
(R. poi'nts to small square and ·large rectangle). 
Those two, Jenny, do ~hey go toge~ner in some way? 
. . J: But ~ don't know what they ineans. 
R: Are they alike in som~· way? 
,· 
J: No. . . , 7 ~-" 
R: · No?. 
• 
'·• 
J ': 'Cause ·that's a rectangle, a d·ifferent kind .of rectangle.; ·..a·nd t.hat' s · 
. ~. .; 
a squar!=!. 
R·: So none of these things are a·l i k~?. · Are they? 
J: • No. 
R: 0. K., Jirie. We '11 try SO!lle other on'es, Jenny. 
Task 4 
.·· 
R: You put those three together in the . bucket. d i dn'.t y.o'u Jenny? 
J: .Yes. 
R: ,Why did . you put those three in the bucket together} 
J·: . 'Cause this one '(large ·triangle) was b.i9ge_r . . · 
J: Be~ause .they -~re small; they match . . 




·. ,• ,. 
' · 
.···"" 














. ' • ·', .• . 
·. ~ 
, ;, ' 
. I 
~ ' ,. . ..• ; 
. ,. :. 
·, ' 
R: 0. K. Any other rea.son? 
J: 
R: 
Because the 'big one is big_~er than_, .and _it. rdn' 't _ -~-o~~- good. 
Can you thin,k of any -other wa:y .you might put · them_ b~gether. - · in the 
~uckets? - · . ·. : · · ._ . - · . . . . 
J: N9. 





. : . 
. R: .' · O;.K:. , fine ;·· 
.. . ·. 
: ' . . ,,,·. ·. 
' .: ... ·' ... \ . ; . . : . ,. ... . -: . _, _. · .... :. · . 
. .. ·. 
· .. 
... . ' .. 
- Task. 5 · · . '• , ·. · \ • . 
~- . . ~-
. . ' •. . . . . . r. . 







. . . 
Because they·~r·e all : the same· si.ze, and they are the same color, 
and they are the same, a_nd the rectangl es._ . . . . 
. 
Ca.n you· think of .any other reason ·why, J_enny? 
~ec~use they ~re ~~ll the same. 
. . 




thein ·in the·-buckets 
/,1 . ' • 
You put' them i-n tt)e bucke.t in the · same way :again, didn't yo.u?St-•• o._ K ~ 
That was good, J.enny. I have s·ome more for ·.you. 
. Task 6 
_R: . You . put those tWo ' (red -r.ec:tangles) together: in the ·buckets. How· 
come;. Jenny?· . . .· . . . . . 
J:· Becau.se. they ·.ar~ both . th~ s·aine s.ize and they are!l,'t iike these_. 
These are squares ·al)d · these are rectang 1 es. · 
. . 
R· · O.K~ ~ny o;ne~\ re~so~? ·. ., 
_...,1 "" I J: B'ecause these, t~e'Y~e no.t the •same thing. 
R: · O.K ~:· _Very gooq. Can · you thini Of · any . other way ·:you m-ight be able 
to put those things ~hat go together· in the bucket? ' 
No~ 
'· ' ... 
R: Sci' there 1 s A.O other way those: thirygs go tog~the~:-: Fi·ne; Tha~ was. 
good·, Jenny. ·. · 
.... 
. '• ' 
. . 
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Task 7 .. . 
.. ~-
• "'";.' -· I 
' 
'You put . these ·two. thi.ngs in the. bucket togettre,r,. Why, . ,Je~ny(. 
' ,. t• . .-:· . ' / 1 • • ' . 
Becaus~ they ~re both· the same :things -:-· 2 .. r'ect'·angl'es. · ·And thes.e .. .. · . . · · .~.,.<.· · 
are · two other r.ectang 1 e~ .. and· can '.t .fH .. .- .. . · ... . .-· . · · ·. · · . . . . . 
\ . • • ' · ', . '.•' .. ' ' ·" ', ' . • "' I 
·R: _· · O~· K. ·; .. so; .. the~e ·t\'{o ·a.~e .' the same.~· . are ·· tti~y1· ·. ·: : ·· · :. .. . . . .' · · .. ·:· . . ;·: .. 
' • ._....... < ' ' ' o ' • : • • • 0 • , ' ' I ' 
· .. 
R: :. · . 
I . J: 
.. 
- . . . 
:. : .· : · . : ·J: · Right· •. ·, : ·. ~ .. · ·.· · · .. · · . ·. : . ... ,, · · · 
·. -. :; . . ;. R: -: . . :1\n{th~·~~ :_t~o,.~hey'~~ ·. n~)t;. t~~ .. ~~am~? - .-.. : <.: , :._· r .. _ ·_ .·.~·: 
. :. ·.. c ' ·. 





' . • . o , , I ' 
. ~ ... 
I , : ' f ' I ' o l ' , I• ' •; ~- ·, I ~, ' ;' ~ ~ ' • :· ' .. . . 
, 'o I ' o ; •o 
.... ~ : . . ~t<· . . . . : ,' ,. ; : .' ·: . ' ItO. • ' • · • .; • ' . . • . .. • •• 1 .:<; . : 
. ' : . .' ·: . ~· • ; ' ' ' : • '• ;. '' * ' , •, I I . ,· ' , .~ ' ,- • ' . 
R:· . can. jou think .of any ·otf1erreasonwhy; .. J.enny?- .·· 
. · . :·. . ' : '. ' ~ . . . ', 
. ' .' ' . 
' ' 
J: -. : Becau·se- these are b-i_gger · thart tho._se. · imd t·h~s-.~ are:~ sn\a 1 ~ e~·.than. 
-: .. those~ .. . ' ·...._ · . • - .. · 
. . . ........ ' '... . . •' 
•. 
' . . ~ . 
R: - Can· you think of ·any. other .reason?· .... · · .. • 
• ' • · •• - • :; .': ' •• ' • • • ... 4_· • : • • • ~_ .: ' • • • • ' 
) : 'Cause:tney' re a 11 reetan'gl es~ ·but som~. pre smaller than 
' . I ' . • . , . ' ' , ' ' ' •: ' . ' ' , ,·, ' ' . 
. R: ·> ·Is there '·any·other wa~ thc;>s·e thirlg.s GOUld:go .t·og.e.ther-; J~n~y? · 
' ' 0 • : I o \ o ,, l o ' ' ' '• o 
There ·1s just, urn, 'no. 
. ~ ~ . . . . .' 
. ·R: O .• K. : :We'll g~.o_n:. _to t~e ~ext one.· That· was ·gbbd··, -Jenn/ · .. 
. . . . . . '' ~ ' . ' . ' :- '... . ·... .. . -
; ' : :~ ' 
. ~ ' 
, .:. · I 
.. ~ .. ; ' • ; ' .. 
. . . 
I 
,, 
. , · 





. . ·: 
: . , 
. •, 
. ' 
. . .' . · ' .,...· 
. . ~ . . 
:- . ,· 
·. '·' . . , 
. ~- · . . l : .. 
. ·~ 
; _ . 
:~ -
· , . 
., .. . . > ": .. •.; : ' : .. ·l 
. ' . . ' ~ ,• .. 
· . . -R: Those three go ·toge~~e·r. Why, .Jenny-? Why. do tbey gci together? :. ·. j'. 
' . . . ···::. ,. . . . . .'. '. . ' . . ' . . . . ', . ·. . . . ' . "l· . ' 
Beca.u·s'i·.they ,at:".e the · ~ame (lryimals(?n~ t~~y· gp _to·ge~her·, ard tti_ey'::··,· . .. ".'. 1_-'.• : 
are the same ~ · ·c , .. · ·. ·: · '-' · · · · ... · . · ·1 .• : ; 
· ·· ·. ·· · ·o.: A·;.· .... : O.K.~: ca·n y~~- think-of any · oth·~; :rea~on why~ -J~h~Y/. · · :_.·:. _ _'·- .: ·. ·. ·. 1 ·-
• I ' > I . ·, ' .. ' ' • ' • ' ' ' ' ' o ' • > I ' ' •' • . ' • ' • • • • • ' : ' • • ' , • • • ' \ • . , , • •: • ' ' ~~.: ', : o' ' . ' ' ' o ' ' : , ' : '> 'r- ' 
.J: 'Cause they ar:e an·imals · that ·.t ·an, urn; ·. I' ·can·'t remember . whaLI was·-
. • goicig 'to ~ay . . · · · .· · 0: . · :. · · · ·:· · · · · · . 
~ ' I ' " • ; ' • • 
R: ·. o:i< . . That'·~ .fine. Jenny. ··carr you think.- o{ any ~othe·r .. ~ay ' th~s·e. 
·_. . things migh~ go: toge.~her; Jenny? . · ·_ · . ·. · ·· · · . · .. ,0: :. · 
- . ... . . - . ' . . . . ,. . ' ' . .. _ . . . . . ... . . - . ' .. · :' .. . 
. . . ',• ' J: · ·.No. · ' : · · • .. . · : : 
• • -. . •• ,: ;..· .~·. J ' 
. ... - ' -~ . . ' . . ·, 
.· R:· O.K . . -That' .~as, ;J06d , '.· . . 
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' •': · . 
•. · ;· 
·Task 11 
·. 
'· ·· ··. ·. · / . · R• You ~ut · these two things (bliffa i ii, ll~n) in the bucket,. Jimny., ( .. . : ... -~ ·· ·  · .. ··~. : ___ . ~: -~ >c~~s~; -~~·eY. ~~~ : li~n~ . an~, t~-ey . -~r~ : -b_~~h. ·.t~ 6same • . : · ~ '···. -: ·· Why? 
. ', ' ./ : , R:: i ~h;t abo~{ :tnmtWO; Je~nY? > I ~ > . ·· .. •. ·.·. ·. . . 
:· ·<·_:..- ·' .-J: · .. the~ ar~ · ·t~o dogs - ~nd ' .the;y . a_;-e a1~os.t · th_e··-same··~ . · ~:· 
· ·.: . . 
. . · . 
' ! 




I I~ 0 
I· ~ ; 
':· .. · 
: . ' . 
. ,• 




. . . 
.· ·.: 
·, . 
, ·'' ' . o ' I ' • • •'' ' • ' • ,• ' ' • ' : • : ' I • 
. ' . R:· · '~ny oth_~r, ~ea~bn_? .. . _ · · ·· · :· i ~ 
. J: _.·, Because. they . ar_e~ , ~m, · I ca_n't rememb"r. 
. ·.; . 
' ' ' 
. . . 
"'"" R: Fine, Jenny. 
together? 
• . ~p~ . Can you th1nk oy any other way · t~ese t hings mi9ht go. 
J.: . No. · 




R: .·'You ·put . this (frog) in .the buc:.ke't ·. Why~ Jenny? .· 
'J: . . ~eca~se I . l~·ke frogs, and one day wh.en · ·~e ·w~nt to the shore ~nd we 
saw: a little 4oad we orang· it home ·a·nd buried .·it ' in . the sand· box 
and .then . unbur led it and . l f •Wasn It ' dead •' . . ' : , . ·. 
I' •' 
R: I see. You d1dri '·t put any o:f thes~ in .th.e bucket tog.eth~r. 
None · ·of. theni ·go together? · . · · · · · .... 
No:: ·-
.. 
J: ·; . 
i 
, 
R: O.K. Fine. We're done, Jenny. .. .. 
.. 
,· ...... 
: . ..., 
.. ' 
,. 
. . . 
.. ~- : . . 
,. 
' ' 
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Tas~ 13 · • 
. . . . / 
J: · (Orders objectsy · . · 
R: Ve;y'goo~. \W~ .djd ;ou .. Put them li'ke th~t, _ Jen~y? . . · . ·, .• 
.J:. ·' 'Ca~s~ they ~hl iire trjangl'es and the match· ari~ a·lmost the same 
size. But two of them 'are·smaller then ··the other twa ·of them: 
R: 'Any 6ther :·~e~~o~?: : . 
. . .· . . ~-. · : .. 
CN' It,. remem~er • " ·J: ( 
. : .. . ' 
. " ·~ . . {' . ! 











Task ·14 ) . 
~ J: ·(Orders objects) 
R: . Very good. Why did you put th.~m like that? 
J: '!t:Cause . they, um, sometimes there are things you can• make with ~hem. 
R: Any ·other reason, · Jenny? · 
J: No. 
R: ·o.·K. ··Fine . 
' ' · .. 
Task ·15 
" J: : (Orders objects), , 
. . . ..' . ' . 
R: .. · ··why did you pi.it them . l ike that? 
' . . . ~ 
J: · Bec~use sometimes you_ can · make. the same thing out · <:>f the other \ 
thing ~a~ Y9·u made. 
R: · Oh ; and yo~·~e the saine thin_g out of this a-s you d-id with -the others . 
.. 
J: Right . .-
R :·. · 0. K. V~ry good.. . Any other .reas.on, . Jenny? · 
J': · I .don' ~ remember. 
• 'J 
·. ·. R! F-ine. ~ 
.. 4;::*· . 
: .,----~--~ --
I •• • 
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CHILD 10 - JASON M. (J) 
• Task 1 
. :J . 
- - '· / 
,.,. ... . . . ( . .. . . ,
\ 
... 111 
R: .. -- (After· t~ree :·pr:omptings with instq.rctions) ,_ - · · _. 
. YcJu ·put all those·_things ·together in the _ bucke~. didh' t yqu? _Why?: -_ 
~ . . . . . ' . . . . .. ··, , ;•. 
. ·- ~ . ~ ·. . . ~ 
·J:: .. B-ecause they'r~ .a·l~ the ·-sa1f\e . - · - · · · , .' . · _ ,. ,-
R: :' --0. K. How ·.-a.re ·'they: the -sam:e?._-·. -_ · ' . - - .. _-. ~ . - -. . -·:--- . 
',,' •, ' ' : ' • • ' ' • \' '' I ' ' ' ' ' •• • " ··,' -.\ ' ' I ' ' o • o ' • ' ' : .. ' ' ' ' '~ • ' • 
J: Because- they .all got the same edges-and.. all got t h·e same-str ipes· .... : __ 
_: o'n . the _edges. .. _., " ·, 
, -
R: Ca~ you think of _ any- other ~ea~o(? ·· . -. 
J: -No. · · • · ·· ·"' -
- ·-. ~~ - • /<;),' ' - - ' · ) 
R:-
J: 
CaQ y:U think of any other Way so;• of ·~ _  :ho:_~ things ~,_·-.g·_ rh··-.--t- · go __ to. gether ? _ 
I dor:i' t know_;. _/ \ • 
', 
,-
R: ' O_.K. That was. very good. 
•' \ 
Task 2 · i# • . _· .- ). 
~-: ;, _ xou· put these three things .toget er_ in 
' '"'\ 
J: Because they're a 11 the same : 
·R: How ~re _they_ the same?· · 
. ·_- -' ' ; ; ·_ / ' 









. , . 
: . .. :.· 
. . · .. 
I 0 o , , 
·' 
J: 'Cause there are three t>f them at the sam'e_· time. ;Th.er~'s a 'HttTe:-· ---- --·-- .. - .,."':. -




0.-K> Any other reason? 
• .. . . 
Bec~use they , got_ th~ : sa/ st~i pes - ~round _the co.r~~~~ ~ ..... 
Ca~you ~hink of -- any other way _you mi~At -put those that go 
in the buckets? ' 
. • ' 
... 
'-- . 
toget her·:·. · . · 
' 
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-Task. 3 
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'Cause they're t~e same. 
w~.at about 'these two (green squirrel, beaver)? 
They~ re the same ~o l or.s. 
Any other reason? 
J: 'Cause· they ·.(two squirrels) got the same· tails and the same 
chi lXJIUn ks •. · 
R: Any other reason? 
J·: I don't think so. 
R:. 
J: 
Can you think of any other way they mi9h~ go together? 
Np·. 
R: O.K. 
1- •• · : 
Task 10 · · .:.· 
,. 
J: I don't think any of these go in the same bucket. 
You don\'t think any of them go together, do you? 
J: (Shakes· head no) 
R: . O.K. Firie, Jason~ 
• 0 
J: 'Cause they're all different. 




R: These -tw'o (two dogs) go toget her·, do they? Why do t hey go tog !;!t.he~? 
., 
J: Because they're dogs : : ... ~
. . . ~ 
R: Any ot.her·· re~son? ., 
J :· 
. ~ - . 
·c~u~e· they got ~ne same noses. 
R: Any .o~het: reason? 
. ~ 




J: 1 don't think so. 
R: · Any other way any of these t~ings might go together? 
J': Ya. I Cause they got th~ same paws. 
I 
R: Any other reason? 
J: I don't think so. 
I 
R: I have one more for you to d~. 
Task 1 2 
~. 
J: ~ don't think none of them do. 
R: 0. K: None of them go together? 
J: Because they're all different • 
.. 
• .F 1~: 0. i(. Fine, Jason. 
'" 
Task 13 
J··. What's an· order? ( 
~: Order is how they go 1, 2, 3, 4. You put them in order for me. 
+ (Manipu·l ates object;) · 
R! Are you finished? Why di·d you put them 1 ike that. Jason? 
J: · Becaus~ the got a 11 edges. 
,J, 
R: I · see., so you put a 11 the edges together·, did you? 
J: Ya. 
R: 0. K. 
··. .,. Task 14 
J: (Manipulates objects) 
R: Why did you put them 1 ike that, Jason? 
J: · Because, see, they're the sallie {hey got the same edges too; ,-
.. 
R: Any other reason? 
J: No . 
Task 15 
J: (Manipulates objects) 
• 
R: You finished? .. Ill 
... 
J': Ya. 
R: Why did you put them like that, Jason? 
J: ·Because t .hey're the same things and they got the same s~r ipes. 
R: 0. K. Any other reason? 












CHILO 11 - STEVEN P. ( S) 
Task 1. 
(After two promptings) 
. 
R: Can you tell me why, Steven, you put afl those thi'ngs toget.het"' in 
one bucket? 
S: I don' t know why. 
R: You put them all together •in .one bucket because they go t.ogether·, 
didn't you? Why do they go. together, Steven? 
S: 'Cause they matcH·. 
R: They match. How do the.y match? 
S: 'Cause they're all, they're all, squares. 
R: Oh, that's very good. Any other reason? 
S: No. 
R: Can you t .hink of any other way they might go together? 
S: (Shakes head-·no) 





You put these three th~ngs to.gether in the bucket, didn ' t you? Why? 
Because they're squares. 
R: Bec-ause they're all squares,. Any other reason? 
S: (Shakes ·nead no) 
'· 
R: Can you think of any other way you might be able to ·put them togethe,r?· 
Any other way you may go together? 
S: I don't know. 
' 









R: Can you tell me why you put' those two (1arge rectangle, long 
rectangle) together? 
S: 'Cause they're bot·h rectangles. 
R:· Any other reason why, Steven? 
s: {Shakes head no.) · . . 
R: Car't you thin.~ of any other way you ·migtit·put _those th-ings tha~ ~o 
tpg.ether in the bu~ket? . ' . -,· 
· S: No • 
R: 0. k. That. was very _good. 
Task 4 
R~ . You put ~hem all in one bucket, didn't you? Wliy, Steven?· 
S: • Cause 'they a 11 .rna tch the same. 
R: O.K. Any other reason? 
' ' S: No. 
· R: Any other .. way you might put them together? 
S: (Shakes :head no) 
R: No? O.K. You did ·a real good job. 
·. 
Ta.sk .5 
R: Jhat was real good. Can .you tell me why? Why did .you put all 
· tho.se thj.ngs - . 
S: 'Cause they .all match. 
R: O.K. How d_o they match? 
S: 'Cause they're all g~een and they're .all rectangles . 
. . . 
R: O.K. Very good .. Any .other reason why, Steven?, 
























I• : • 
• . . 
. : . 
R: Can you think of any other way you might be ·able to put those 
things that go together in ~he bucketsV 
S: . (.Shakesn~alhb) · 




. R·: You · put them· a 1l in the · s'~riie bucket, did you? 
120 
S: . ("Tak·~~ ovt two neutr.al - ~quar~nd .place~· them·il) . th~· othe·~ buc:; k~t)~ · ·-. 
. . . . . . 
R: Oh; that's good. ··why did you put then in the ·same bucket, _Steven? 
s:·· 
. . -~ 
'Cause they ! re both red and they'.re both rectangles; and tho_se 
(points to neutra·~ colored squar~s) are both squares.· · 
R: ·. Q.K. Any other r_eason, Steven? 
S: (Shakes head .no) 






P~t those in~ th~t on~,- and . put th~se in_'t.hat one .. 
Oh; you just · swi_tch. th·e bl)cl<.ets aroun.d.~ did_ you?· 
.(~ods _head yes) . 
O.K.' That was ·very good, Steven·. 
7 ' • 
Task 7 - ~ 
R: b. K. Steven. 
Why, Steven? 
You. put the~e two thi n_gs togethe~ i il the buckets. 
~-· 
·.·, .. 
S: Bec·au_se th~y~re both ·the same thing. 
R: . O.K. Any other reason? 
S: Y.a. ·•cause they're both green. 
. . 
R: O.K • . Very good. --_can you look at them again -and put those things 
~hat. go 'together iF) 'some way in th~ - _buck~t? · • 
S: (.Sh~kes head no) 
/ ' 
. ' . 
. . ' 
·I 









: / . 




. - , . 
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:i_.;; . . : . .. 
' .. -. . 
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. . . ·l 
l'.' 
. . . ,.,. 
-. 
. .., . . 
·• .... 
R: O.K. Very good, Steven. 
Task 8 
R: . 0. K. ·You put these ·three thiogs ·together in the bucke~, didh.'.t 
you.? 
/ . 
·S: ; .'Cause· they're all the same. 
R:·· ·? o. K. . How are theY.'.tti·e sarrie? .: 
. . 
. . 








'C~use· they~~th got. .. th~s.e t~i!Jgs . (p·o~ints .to li~i~als ·fur) ori .them/~ ·· · -:- .- · ·~ . -' -< . J· • • :~: 
• & ~ • • . ~ • • • • • - • • • • • • • • ' • ' 
S;. . . 
· . ~:K~ Any ·other reasqn ' why., Steven? · .. . 
. .. .. . ·~ -- .. . .. . 
·,. R ~ 
. . 
s: .- :(shake? head .no) 
R: Can you think of any o_ther ·way these thi,n.gs might go together? 
s :" , .. (Shake's head no) • . ·~ 





R: · You put those two .thi.ngs (brown squirrel.s) ·together · in the buck~t, 
didn't you? Why, Steven? · 
... 
S: Because th~y Ire both . the ·same-. . 
. . . 
R: 
A , ' • ~ ·• • • , : 
. o~ K. An,y other .reason why? 






Af!d what ab~ut these other .two? 
v-They're not· t.h~ same. 
,. " . 
·o. K., nqt the "S·ame as · what? 
· :s: (No resppnse) · ··. 
... . 
.~ 
, . I 
· .... 
'· 
R: 0~1<. · Can ·_YOU' _look .a.to these t,h.ings . real c.arefully again ·and. put 
those. that.go tpgetlff!t' jn some othe.r way -in ; t~e buc~et? 
S: . No. 




,,: . ' 
















.. . ·· . '·--: 
•, ·, 
. : r 
•• • J -- . ~ -..: - ~ - ~ ··. : .- · ' · .~ • • --~ ~.:.. :_:_: ., __ .. ~:." . .: :•. 
riC J~(;'~;:· 
.. •.t' t"''" 
. ... 
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. Task 10_ 
s~ (Looking at objects, points to three bears~ 
_They go togeth~r, don't they? 
O.K. · An~thi~~ el~e? · 
'-· ·._, . ~f ·. · S: Nq. 
. 
~.·'.·. : Ji'_··:.·.. . j' . \ .· . . 
- • :. ' '~ :. • • • • • ' 0 • : ' , • •• • .. -~ '*" . . !; · ···· . · . ·R: ·. Why did _you p'ut thqse·'(three .. bears). in 'the bu.Gket,' Stev.eri?. · · t _').:. ' . . . . : . s ::·.··: .: I ca~r·i~ey~~e : ~ . fa~'i'lY:: · ·. :. __ ·: ... -~ .. .. ... .. ·. ~- -· : .. :·_ .· .. ·; . -; 
~ .. '!) •'. ' • ~ • 
... ~ .. ~ : . . 
~ .. · . 
. ~~ ... :~ 
. 'R.: . 
,4 . 
- ~ .. 
. R: 
' · .. :· ::.· ·. 
'(/ . . · 
· .. 
. : .. ' . 
'·-·. __ ... 
. ' . S: -No·.' :.· . . J 
·-· . -R: Ca·n .you think o-f any other way some of these things might gq together? .. 
.·: · , 
;,;· S: (S:h.~k-es -~ead · no) 
R: ·_ ·o.K. ·That was real ,good, Steven. 
Task 11 
. .. 





~ . . 
1 - ; : · · 
' : •, ~ .. 








. . _, 
. I 
·S: . . · '·Cause they're -both .dog's·. · ·.· · . , ·. 
i;•_ 
. . ' 
~--
.• . 
. .. · 
' :_ ' 






. . ~ . ' 
. ,···.: 
::: ·. /··. 
. . 
. . 
. ' . 
• I .. ~ 
R: · - ~.K. ·Any Qther rea·son, S't~yen? 
S: . Urn {-sha.kes -~ead~ no),;· ·: : t ... 
.. _. ;·. 
v' .: •. 
.· 
,... -o · 
R:' Can. you .look at"th'eni· real c.arefully?; _: Is the·re any other _. way some _  
of, them· might _go· tog~ther? · I · ·· . · , 
. :. : .. ·: • • <. . ' ' 
S: { S_hak.es head no) 
• J ' 
·- · .. . R: . . · Why did ·y~u put- thos~ three .(t.ish, tur~le, frog). togetner- / ~te.v~n? 
' . . . . : . . . ' ·. . . . . .:".,.. . ' ~ . . . ... ' ' . . . 
. .. $:., _~ - !Ca~se they'·re·~ath · sea· animals al'!d they. go . i~ ·wa.ter_ .. · . 
· . . ? : . ... . ·. . . . . :. ' . '- . ~-· . : · . .. . 
R: .J. see .. Any ·ot.her .r~ason~ .Ste-ven? · '\. . 
. . . . . . ' 
t 
. _ ,--.~ 
:-· ·, · .. : 
~ ~- . : . 
· .. ' 
• . 
.. ! 
' . . ,.··. 
. . 
Q , 
.. . . 




. . . . ~ . . 
. ·' '· 
· . .. 
··.· . · .. 
~ t . • 
· .. _ 
:, .· . 
·: . 






' : I • 
·! ·.· 
·. 





S: No . . Ya. ·'cause they're all fish. No 
R: Any other reason? J ·s: (Shakes nead no) 
R: Can .you -th.ink of 'any . other ·way-.some of 
· S: · (·shakes head no) 
R: · · O.K. ~~at was ¥-e.ry good, Ste;v.en. 
Task 1.3 · .· 
s: What's order? . 
R: "' . Put them in order - 1, 2 • .J .\ 4. 
S: (Man1pulates objetts) ··'1\ 
. \.. . . 
R: O.K. Are you finished? 




0. K. Why di.d you. do that, Steven? 
They•·re ·irt· order, kind~ . 









Why did you put them 1 ike that, Steven? . 
Urn ,. th~y're 011 top -of each o.th~r· li ke ~) s : 
; . I 
·R: · O.K. Any other reason? · 
I . 
s: No. 1 
\ 
I 
... , . 
.. 
• • 0 
.• 
' 0 0 
.,;. , . 

























. . '" : 














0. K., very good. WIJy did you put. them togeth~r 1 ike . that? 
Urn, there•.s two reasons. They look .like brick-s and s :ioes orr t h·ern: · 
They do l~ok.· a bit like . bric~s. · · · B~t w~y did .;ou 'put · thln next 
to each .other 1 ike . that? 
.. ' '7' 
•cause they·· ·.re in qrder. - ... . 
0. K. -hon·ey, that was very ~od. Any other reason?_ 
, 




















; • I ' ' 
1. . . .. . . 
: ·· .





CHILD 12 - TYAN (T). , -, 
Task .l. 
R: . Why, Tyan·? Why"did you p~t those three ~hings to-gether in the 




. T: s'Cau~¢ they 1 oak. th~ . same. 
R: ·o.K. Any· other r-eason? 
T: Wel'l ., I. know th~y a·re the same. 
R: How do you k~ow th~y· ' re the. same? 
T: · (Piles one block on top of the other) 




· R: Any other way . these ·things might go together? 
T: (Sh.akes head no} 
...... 
R: O.K. "f .. 
Task 2· 
R: O •. K •. · That was ·real . 9_<?od. You put these two things i h,.one bucke.t 
and you put these two things in anothe~ bucket. Can you· t.~l me 
why? Why .did you put tnese two things J(med i urn square, Jarg\. · · 




. . ' 
. I 
We.ll, 'cause they're both the same th1ngs·. 




We 11, I don't "know a bout them. Urn, they' r~ 'both sma 11 . 
. . ' 
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- : · -. 
, . 
R: 0 ~ K. Can you· think () f any other reason why you. p_ut these togeth~r . 





\ •' ' . '/' ' .. . ' ··. /), . - . . . . ' . .. , .. . . ~ - . . . ···~ 
I • . 
.  
I _:' • 
.. 
. .. - ' . 
. ' 

















. .. "' 
... ''. ·· . ·. 
... 
• ' . 
" -· . 
·, . 
R: 
' ' : • I - ' ' • • ' • • 
\ . ·I\, :: :"' . .. 
'', .. . \ 











·why .'d-id:·you put .. t.h~se two. ·thi:ngs. ;~ · on~ · buck~t and these: .. tl'io. 
things ·in· another bucket-? Can ' yo~oLtell ·_nie - · why?. Why did . you · .· · . 
put ttie~e .two th.ing·s .. (squar·e, triangle) ·. together? · · · . .- ·. · · 
. ~ •' . ' ' ' . ' ' ~ . . . . . ~ . -~ . " . 
Wed·,' 'cause 'they're bot~ ·sm.all, an~ they can fit. like a house.· T: 
, · . R:" .·. O.K·., a·nd what abqut these. ~wo things (iarg~ ~ecfangle,. ·.long 
reatang.le), Tyan? Why did you put th:em ·togetner. in th~ ·bu.cket_? 
·.. . •' ', . . . . . 
. ~ ' . 
T: · 'Cause they t/t like .a: 'r (rrian.ipula.tes re~tangle_s t6. - ~ake a· T). 
. ~ . . . . .' ·, . I . · . • .. .' . 





I • ' • ' • ! J 
. .. · .. 
.. :.·j 






'\~r • I 




. · .. ·J.· .. : 
' . 
1.· 
.~ : . ' 
.t . .. . 
( ::" 
'i ··.'· .. 
i ': 
. ·~ . . . 
:-.: ; ,· 
' .·. I 
.,: . 'i 
;: .... i 
. .. ·. ·-r: 
't · •. ; 
·. ' 
. ... , .. :! 
. . . . . . . . ;I 
. ~. ·..• ' l-
.... " 
. . ·._. 
.. ·. 




.: . ', .. -., 
'Task 4 
.... ' " . 
R: You put· these three. things in-- one· bucket and yo~ ~ut -t.hi· s··on~ . YI . 
the other_ bucket. Why? Why; Tyan, ·.di.d you put· these .three thi-ngs 
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.
: . __  in_ .one - -~~-cket? · .: . . · · . ·, _ ... ,I.· __ · ·; .· · · ·.· . . · ·. - v • ,...:.; • • 
. . . ' ." ": .. ~4 :: : · • 
' , .: . T: WelL : 'cause they're both· the· s·ame st'ie and .. this is-n't , · ·· :.:·· . . .. . .. ·.: . ,. ' . . . 
. ·:-
. . ... ' . ~ -. . · . : . R: . :· 6 ~ ~ :·. ··A~~~ ~.th~r,- rea~~:n _;· J.yan? ...... ·> •. - ·> . : \ ·. ' ' I ,',· ' 
/ ~ • , ' .. - ' . - .- . . . . . . . . .. ~ ' ' ....... 
· ::,··. ;: :·. · 'f: .. .(·Shake~ h.e.ad -- .n:d ·)·~ · - <~ - · · -----.: · --· ._e _ •· • .: : · :· • .',· . • .. .. · •• _·: • • • • · :··: : ••• 
I •'' .. 
-:···:: · · ,. .:_ - ..... ·:.· .R: . _ ..  ·A~; ot.he~ ~~; .. ~o~·e - ,~/ tho~~ .. thi ngs .might go : ~o·g·e.the.r?·.· .: · . . : ._. ·, .-_i •. · :· -~ :> .. -:·- :_. ' ..  
'•; ' : o' '• o ' ',, o ·, ' ,>: ' • ' o •••• ' •' ' . • , .'' • • • • o;: ' ' / : . • ' '> • : I • ' ' •• ' ~ ' I • t ' ' • < :\ ' t o ' o o ~ ,•' ' • ' •: ':. o ' ' • • , • ' o 
·· . T: . ,.(Shakes head·. no) .. , : ·:· ·--- · ·. . . . ~ . ·' 
; · ... : 
.: .... ' . 
' ' 
. • . 
~ . . . r:-
'· ·:. -
. ·
.. R: . . ~b-·. O·.K.~ .. · . . :: . · __ ·.\:' . 
Task 5 .. · 
R: · You put them all together in o_ne buc _k~t··,. didn·.•.'t 'you? , ·why? 
. . . I - . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . .. 
. r:· .. · :rlley':re .·b6th. , ~he: s~me •. -_: /'· . .. :· 
I .. · 
. I· . ,' . .. . . . I'. ' 
. . R: : 0·. K: · Any other _iWeason·, Tyan,?- 1 . ' · ... 
. . . ·. 
j 
· :.-- T: They're both. the · sall)e col.or. 
;} :(. ·. ;~: . ~::.:::·:~:·l:~~ ~~ . ·.. ' . . . ' '·. ' • ~- .· 
'.; ,,· ' . ', • , ' • : • I • , · , · •• "., '.: ' :" ' • 
· :.: _·. ::-. ··,· -·R:: C~~ you t·hin~ o.f ahy-ot~_~r way:; Tyari, :_'they ~~'o toge.t.het:,?· I 
I ' ' ' ', ' I ' • • 







' . ·· .. . ' 
. , · · ' 
. . . .. ' 
. . 
' ' ' 
. '. 
... 
' I ,.16 ' ' ' • ' • • • .~ • ::, • • 
·· . T: · . (Shakes head. no) .· · · ... :: · · . ·.-. I · ··, .• ·.· 
t ' ' o.' ' 4 • •t , , .''1 .. _. .. ; I ,' ' o 0 I 0 
' ';. .. ' · . 
. .. ·. 
•'• 
I 




;:· .. .. 
... . ' • ·• I o 
. ~ -
.~· -
. ~ · . 
.: ·;R: ' ~. K. ·: Th~t Was rea, 1 ;g964. ·, . . . ... . .. - ~ ' ·. . .. 
. Task :6 , ) · •• . , , ' ,/ , > . .. · . _ -j ,i:, ·: , , ·,: ; 
<.> · ·R: ,.: You put the~e ·· two thJngs - 1n ·on~·: buc.~et, and you _put these two ' · ·;:_: , • · ·: ' ./t 
. · .. , . .-. thing{ - in·· ~nother bu'cket:;. ca.n .You tell me why,:_Tyan)- ·wrly- di,d·you .. , , _ 
• ; •• ·. I' • 
: ~~ . 
·~ 
•:. . . 
•, .· 
' .. pu_t. ~~e_s_e . t~_: thi,~Q.S (-.red :: re~~~ngles) ·i~ t~e, ~~~.k~t.? _ .· .. ··t·.-:::,.:< ·. ::· .. ,. 
' ·.- ··r:._·. ) c.au ~~: th~y·_~e -al i-k~-. ·. · .:.:· · · .-. .-: ·'-' ... . · ... _:;·.---: ·:·· · · _: .. .- ·· · ; '· 
. . ; ·.·. . •'' ·.. - . . -. . ·. . ·. ::· ~ -
. > · .. ~
· .. 
.... -
r'•-· •• ' : 
' · 
. ... , . , .. 
·' . . . , 
·.• ·.· 
. ' . :· . . \·· . ·:,. 
• • • ... • . .! · 
R:· . . H.ow ·_are, they.·aHk.e7 · · . ··. · .: ., ·. :. ' · -·. '- 1· . .. ::·.<· -: · · · · .. ··· 
·. T: . ·. -; ~ause th-~y'~e ·: ~6~-~th~ ----~ame ~-oi .. or and_ ·the?~~ :bo~··::ih~ ·s;am'e: s:;ie: ·· .. ... · .::,-· :·. -':-:··_·-,:- ;_i 
' ; ' • ' ' '• • • •' 4 ' ' •,.. ,, '•. ' ' ;... ' ' • · , _ ' ' ' • '~ ' • :, ~ I ; ' ' 
' • •• : · • ' • . . • .. ·· . • . t . • '. '.'· •• _.:: . 
.. -~ . . . ; . ' . ' . . : -
. . .. ·. . : .. :_ .. ~ _,· · .. ·-_; . ·.~ · 
. . ., i· '• 
. ·.·. - . . . .. · ' .. \_: . 
:'! ~ .- : . . 
' · ... 
. ' . . . . 
.. : . . : .. r - . .-. 
,· · , ' I . ' 
.. .. , .. ·. . - ·~ ' · .. ·, 
·'' 
. . . 
# • .. • • : , · ; •• • • 
. .. ' -: · ';. ' ' 
. ~ · ... ' . .. . - ~ , . 
,I: 
. - . 
,. , ... · .. ! . 
. .'· . 
..... 
•, . ' . . : .. - .:. : · . 
. : . ··.· . ~.· 
·.: .: .. .. ·. ·~ 
. ·· ' 
·~ . . .. 
-- · .. • 
, ·, 
. . ·· ... .,.:.: . 
·.·. 







' .' ... 
. ' :: . · , 
. .. .. , : ,• : -.:-. . •' 
•' 'I .... ~ • : .) • ~: • • ' 
·' 
' 
....... . ·: .... - , . 
. ' . ~;~ .. 
·· . . 
1 '. : 
.• r 
.. .. , . 
, • ' .. 
~ .-. . ·' ' . 
· ·· : 
. -~· .' ........ . 
·. ~~ - ' ' 
. : 
: ., 




.,. t '·' 
. I 
•' .. ~ 
. . ·.· ·. 
. :. .. ~ ·' 
~ .. : -; . 
, . 
:- . : .. ,' 
• :I 
J • • ' 
···. 
' ; ' 
' ' ' . .... 
•, ' - . 
;_:.: ~- :. ' : •') . 
., • . . 
• ' • • ~ I ',' 
•'. ,· 









' . .. \:~ 
I . 
ol 





:r:'· ·. (Shakes hea9 no) 
• • • t~..J' " '' 
R: Any other way, Tyan, any of these things might go tog'ether? 
T': (Shakes hea~ no) 
\ R: O.K. That was a real good job. 
'· 
-
Tas-k 9 t ~\ ,. . . . .. , p . . 
R: You put .th'i~ne· all by itself~ arid you put. ttiese l~ree th.ings 
together i.n t~buckeL Why Tyan, .why ,did you. put them ·(three 
quirrels) together m .the ·buckets? •. 
T: 'Cause they're all s·quirrels and .that's rat. .. 
\ . . 
~ . 




R: hi IJk 'of any other ,way' a'ny of these things might go . together? 
T: No. 
R,! That was rea 1. goo~. 
. . . 




.., () J • 
There aren't.. enough bu~kets. (Child puts one obj-ec't 'in .each 
r. 
-:~: 
bucket, and one ·next ~o each · b~ck,t). · · (> 
I' 
Fine. R: 
T: There • s nqt .e'noug h buckets. · 
R: You wa.nt t9 ·~put ~em a··n _s,eparately_,_. do you? 
' f: (Nods h.ead yes} 
R: 
. .. . "' . . . 
. T_ell me why, Tyan. You .want to · pu.t them all ;ep~rately; who\(? 
.. J: Well, :so they'll go right "" 
. ' 
.... 
R..: ·'9: .. K. S,o none of them are alike? 
T: (Shake's ~ead no) · , : 
n , 
• t. .... ::~ • • 
~ R: You can't look at them and thi_nk 'of a way they might go together? 
•.· 
' . 




. • < 
•' 
'·.·i •;. 
~ .. ": . 
! 
. ;. j 










. .. 7 .,-
T: (Manipulates objects. Group_s giraffe and three bears, deer and 
dog). 
. . 
R: O.K. Tell me why, Tyan. You put these two things (gir~ffe~ three 








'Caul!e they're. the same size, and they're both .the same size 
{deer and ·dog) . ' 
. 
O.K. Any other reason, Tyan? 
(ShaL·s head no) . 
Any .other way, Tyan~ any of those th1ngs might go togeth.er? · 
(Shakes head· no) 
. 
O.K. That was real good, Tyan. 
Task 11 
. 
R: You put these two together in one bucket, didn't you? And you 
,put these. two·together in anoth~r · bucket. Why., Tya~? 
T: 'Cause they're both qo9~ and•they're both lions. 
'R: o. K .... Any other rea Ton~ .. 
(Shakes head no) · · 1: p • 
. ~ 






T: (Manipulates ~baec.ts, puts buffalo·and. dog together, cocker 'spaniel 
an~ 1 ion togethed. · . · \ . . 
R: . 
·O.K. You put these two: ·to"gether ·this tim~· (bl!ffalo, dog) . . Why, 
~~ ~ 
T: Well: . 'cause . they're the same color. 
I 
R: And what about ~hose. two (cocker spaniel, l ·ion), 
T': T~e~'re. both the ~ame color too. 
. . ;· ... ~: 
R: 0. K. Any othe~ reaSon?. .~-- •·. 











' ' T.• 
,, ' 
:f;; ; . . 
... 
, 





















How about these things (fish, turtle, lizard), Tyan? Can you tell · 
me why you put them a11 together? 
Well, . 'cause they go in the water and that (frog) doesn.'t. 
Any other reason? 
. Nope. 
< Any other way any of those things go to~ether? 
(Ma-nipulates figures; puts fish and turt'le together; frog and lizard) 
Why did you put these two together this time (fish and turtle)? 
WelT, 'cause they're both the same color. 
Oh, 'cause ~y're both the same color. And what about the others, 
Tyan? Why did you put these together_? 
" 
'Cause they're both the same color. 
Any other reason? 
Nop_e . 
Can yeu think of any other way any of those things might go together? 
fl (Manipulates figures; puts them all separately) 
R: Oh, you put them all separately. Why? II 
T: Well, 'cause that's the only other way I can see. 
R: O.K. That was very good, ·ryan. Thank you. 
Task 13 
T: (Manipulates objects) 
R: Are you finished? 
T: (Nods head ~es) 
· q 




R: them like that? 
T: Well, 'c~ that's ·like a dog: 
R: O.K. An they're in order? 
T: (No response) 




T: (Marii pu 1 a tes objects) 
R: Are you finished? 
· ~ 
T: (Nods head yes) 
R: Why did you put them 1 ike that, Tyan? 
. .. 
.... T: 'Cause that's like a real dog. f 
R: Any other reason? 
T: 
,.- · .. ~ ·i"' (Shakes head no) 
-~· 





~ ' T: (Manipulates objects) ~ 
' R: Ar~ you finished? 
~ 
T: (Nods head yes) 
'• 
.,, 
. ' R: .Why did you put them 1 ike. that, Tyan? " I 




R: Any other reason? 
T~ (Shakes head no) 
r 






CHILO 13 MONICA (M) 
I . . 
Task l 
-
R: • You p~t · all those three things together in one bucket, didn't you?, 
Why, Mo.n·ica? Why did you do that? 
M:·. · Because they were squares. 
' · 
R~ O.K. Any other reason~ 
M: U~ (shakes . head no) 
.. . . . . 
R: 
- I 
.. 'M,' } 
. '• t: 
Is there .any other way.any of these things go together? 
(After a long time) No . 




R: - . '\ O.K. Monica. You put these~ two t~fngs in the bucket (rned·i um square, 





Because, um, ·urn 
~ 
Can· ·you think of a 'reason why, Monica? 
. . 
Because they were two squares. 
R: O.K. That was very good, Monica. And what about these ot}Jer 
things? 
M: (No response) 
R: You didn't put them together in t~e bucket, did you? 
M: · Nope. 
R: Why? 
-M: Because they weren't the same shape. 
R: Any other reason? 
M: Urn, urn (shakes he~d :np.). 
. J 
. ' :;; . ·: ' ~ ·. .· 
., 
' ~ . 
.. ·· 













R: Is there .any other way, Monica, any of those things mjght go 
together? 
M: I don ~t know. 
R: -O. K, That was real good. 
Task 3 
. · R: · Oh, o:K. ~ou ~nly~ put one thing .(long rectangle) in the bucket. 
Why, Monica·?· · · 
.1!1:· .. 'Cause thi ·s one was not the same shape as this one. 
R: What abou't the ot.her things? 
M: Thes·e weren't · the same shape either. 
R: ~ny other reason? 
M: I don't know. 
R: Any other way, Monica·, any of these things might go together? 
M: I don't know. 
R~ O.K. That was real good, Monica. 
Task ~ f 
R: Why, Monica?" Why did. you put all tho·se things together in the 
bucket? 
M: Because they were the same shape. 





Because, um, I don't know. · 
Any other way, Monica, tho.se things might go together·?. 
I don•t know. 


















R: You put them all in the same bucket, didn't you Monica? Why? 
M: Because they were the same shape a'nd they wer-e small and they were 





I don't know. . : . / .· · · · 
Any other reason :why, ·Monica? J . . . '"' · 
Any o~her . w~y an;· of t~e-se _ thi_og Jight .. go:·t~ge~h~~-; 
I don't kriow.-
R: O.K. That's good. 
Task 6 
~-
-R; You put these two· things (red .rectangles) in t-he bucket, Monica. 
• Why? 
M: Because these were linei, and these were square$ (neu~ral squares) 
and they'. weren't the same co_lor and they weren • t the same shape. 
0 
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R: O. K., _but you put these t'>'fd thing-s. (red r~ctangle~') together. Why? 
• I 
M: 'Cause they were lines, and it ·wa s· red and.·these- werdn•t. 
R: O.k. Any _other ' reason? 
M: (Shakes head no·) _ · · 
Any .~th~~ ~ay, Moni-~a •/~cou~d put those·. things that go together · 
in the bucket? · / · 
I don•t know. ~/· 
R: 
M: 
R: I O.K. That was ·good. 
Task 7 
R: You p·ut these. two things in ·.the "bt,acket,- didn't you? 
M: Yep . . 




:: '/, ' : 
,- -
... 
. . . ' 
'. 
•, • I 




M: Because they were tall and· they were green-and they were lines . 
R: Any other reason? . ~' .. 
M: ·.r don't know. 
R: . Any other· way, Moriica; ·some of .these tbings· might go toge_ther? · 
Yo'lt could p·ut -them in the buckets in a ·dift:erent way? 
·M: I don't know'. · 
· R: o.K •. · That is -fine·. 
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You put these thre·e things to~ether in one bucket, d'idn't you? Why? 
Because, urn.- they were the same ones, and they· were sm~ll, and they 
. . . 
were the same size. 
O.K. Any other reason wby, Monica? 
I don't . know. 
. l's· _there any other way, Monica; some of 
toge.~her? 
these things might go 
.. M= .. ~ _- r d~rt k~ow. ·'v / 
R: O.K. Fi'ne . . .. < 
:. 
Task 9 -









Beqwse, because, these were ~he same,_·and . .the same size, and 
tney got a nu.t on:"' t~em,. :and the~. were small. 
Ariy other reason? 
And they got a tail / 
... 
0. K. Any othe~ r ·eason7 
.. I 
I ~on '~j ~now. · f 







. : ~ 
· . · 
; . 
M: I don't know. 
R: 0. K. You did a fine job. 
T_ask 10 
R: You put ' this one ('l!hree bears) in the bucket, didn't you.? Why; 
Monica? · 
. M: Becaus~, because, I ·don't know. ; 
R.: ·<LK. And none Of these go t~gether, is _that right? · II 
.M: (Nods head yes) 
R: You only put this ·one in the bucket? 
M: Yep, 'cause there were only three bears. 
R: Any other reason, Monica? 
, 
M: I don't know. 
R: Any other way, Monica, any of these might go together? 
M: I do.n ' t know. .... 
R: O.K. 
lask 11 




M: 'Cause they were dogs, and they wer~ small and they were the same 
size. 
R: Any other reason, Monica? 
M: I don't know. 
R: ·1 Cal'\· you : look at these real. carefully and can you see· any other way 
those things might belong together? 
M: I don't know. 
... 













. - ' . #-·-.... .. -
/'" -......__, 
> ' 
R: O.K., that's fine, Monica. I have one more for you to do. 
Task 12 ( 
R: (After waiting two minutes) Do they go together, Monica? 
M: I don't know. 
R: Can you look at them rea·t carefully and ·see if some of those 
things go together? 
M: .J don't · know: 
R: O.K . . Fine. 
Task 13 
M: (Manipulates objects) 
R: · Are you finished? 
M: ~inished. 
R : ci • K • Why' d i d 1 ike that? · 
\ M: (large triangle) is the same size as these. 
I 
~ 




Fine. Let's go on/ 
Task 14 
M: (Orders objects) 
' 
}{: O.K. Monica. Why did you put them 1 ike that? 
M: Because, urn, because these were the same things. 
R: Any other reason? 
M: No. 
















/ ·, . . 
.. . ; . 
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'Task 15 
M: (Orders objec~s) 
R: Are you finished? 
M: . (Nods head yes) 
R: That was very good, Monica .. Why did' you do tha~? 
M: Becaus~ these were ·the -same shap~. 
' . 
R: Any othe~reason? 
\ · ... 
M: Nope.· . · 
R: And that's why you put them like ·that, is · it? 
M: Yes. ., 
R : 0. K. Fine . 
·. 
' , 
. ' ~ : . . . . 
. -- ~ ·- -.·, ~·- -----~ - . " -----;·~;-;- ., .': ·- . . .· ·. ·._· · ·---:-::-::----.--::-:-:-:. . ,...· __,.......,,__...., · ....... . ~ 




. :·. -. 
I ' 
.. ·- . 
.': 
•CHILO 14 FERGUS .·(F) 
~, 




\· \ . 
\ • ; .· 
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You put this o.ne all· ·bY. itself, didn't .yo\J? And ·yo!J _put. th~se . 
· _three. things together in on~ o~cket.. 'WhY, fergu~J . W~y .did. yqu. 
-put those ·tog·ether in one bucket? _,. · • 










-~OW ~are . they the same? 
~'cause they';e. triangles. 




Is tl1ere some other way, Fergu·s, these _things might . go together? . 
These three go to~ether and th1s don~t. 
.. 
O.K; That's f1ne. 
I , 
·Task · 2 
R: Why'did yo_u put th.is 9ne by ft~elf, and why di·d you ·.p.ut t.hese 











. . ' . . 
·. • Cause they're matc·hi.ng .' 
. ·Any oth~r reason;- Fergus? 
'Gaus.e·that one :don't mat~h ... 
. ! ' • · 
O.K. Any other way, Fergus~ a·ny of these :things·'m.ight-go together?, · 
o • ' ,•' • \ I ' • , ' ,: • ', ' , · I ': '• ' 
'Caus:e th.ese ar~ :squares, an.d · this is not.'. · ·',' 
0. K., .Is there any oth'er way, Fergus ... 'that these' thi'ngs ·are .similar?· . 
. . , ·;.· ' 
· .. . 
.. ,. (.Shakes ·!lead. rio) : · .. 
' · ·. 
: ' 




...._ • · • I • • ' ' • ,-
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Task · J 
R: You put this one by itself in this bucket-., ·and yolJ put t _his one by 
its-~l. f in the other bucket. Wh~, Fe:rgus?_ · 
- ~ F~ T~~s. one'~ .not matching or th~s o~e . 
- . -
. --_""-R: O •. K_. _. -14hat :about' ~hese? 
·, ~ . 
· .- .F: They_l re: not m~~ching _eith~r . . 
.. ... J 
R·:- -- ·. {J.ny o4her reas~n? · . .. · .. 
... . . ·, ;'. 
F: .. 'Cause thi·~- one' .. s a r.e-ctangl~ ··{,large\·~-ecta-ngl- ~) ·arid ·- this>one's nQ.t ·. -
and' this .one's not .and this :one_ '~s not.. - · ,;_-
.· 
R: .'··Q.- K: . Is - t~ere .'any -oth-_er way, FQ.r~s-; -' yo·u m-ight -look at these· 
- . thfngs- a·nd some of them _migh_t go t ·ethe.r? · · --· _ 
• I • • o " 
. . ... . . , .. 
F: ( Sha-~es . head no) 
R: _. O.K. - That's -fine. ·vou; - ~id a good job . i 
-· · I 
Task ·4 
R: . J~u put' them a~-\ in the sam_e- ~ucket , .:_ didn ' t you? Why, Fergus?. 
~ • •, I ' > ', 
' - ' 
- F: - ·cause_ ~hey''re matching . 
t • " ,• 
_ R:· An_y other reas-on? .. 
. F: 'Ca4~e they're inatc~ing. a. - . 
- -
R: Any other way, Ferg~~· tha·t ·any of these things mig'ht go· together ? . 
.- F: · All of them do· . 
. R: . o·.K-. That's fine. 
Task 5 .')' > • 
R: together- in the same bucket, di ~n 't -.YOI.J'? - ~hy, _ 
.. .~ r 
·Vou -put -t~em a 11 
fergus? · _-. -
. _( ~-
. ,_ , 
F:· -
-'Cause the.fre m~t¢hing . . 
R: Any other;-rea son? 
- . -
. - . , 
J •• • 
. . .. . 
F: ·_ :'Caus·e they're s-tra1ght. like a cigar.et te. 
. . . . . . ' 
,• ;. 
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- - ' 
. ... •' ,,. 
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' ... ' 0 : :: : ... . · · ---
.'· 
~. ·-==-==~-----'--'- · --~ -
.... . 
. . . .. :·.: . --. ~ . 
• , . ;. . 
.· . . 
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:· 
·· .. : 
o I : ~ ' . 
" 
. ·-· 
' · .. · ~ . . 
' 
' ' 
. -~ . ' ' ' 
' ,. ·. 




~ . ... 
. . - . . • 
' . ~ 
' ... .. ' 
.; 
' • 
· ... ·, 
. • ' - .. 
-;. '. 
. ., ~ ' 
R: 
. f: 
O.K. Any other reas·on?" 
'tause·they're . s~ long~ 
' i . 






I ( · 
. 
•. ·; !' 
. -:. ·~ 





. ~ ' 
·' . 
··· :· 
R:. · . Any··othe.r. r.eason·?. ~ . ' ... 
• " < 
. ·:.-· 
.· . . 
.. . 
. . 




. ~Sha~es hea~ no) . . . . . ~:: ·.: . c; ., . . . . ·: •.. . . ' ' ' .·· ... 
. rs .. ~here· dn~. :~t~e.r .waY ..  F-ergus,, : .a.ny 'o( t~ose .·thi~'gs ~··mig,hi ~q: _toge~h~t~ : .... :: ;· .. ,· . :";+_;,~;: 
.· •. . . ·.. ' ' .. ·,. •.•: ... ·:·1' \ ·:J;' B.ecause they all ·go t9g~fher . . · ·: . > .. 
' ' · ... . · .. 
/1'.' 
.· .. ~ .. ~ 
\• 
"' .. ' 
.. ·:' . ' ; ·,·; .... 
·: _··.··. 
:.~ .... . . 
Task 6 
.} . ·. 
··R: · ·,- You put these ' tw.o in ·on~ bucket and. you put these two in. another . 
. bucket. Why; 'Fergus? . ~ •. 




'Cause t~e~e -are tiny _and these are big. 
Any ~th~~ · reasori? ·· .. . 
F: · This sort of look. l.ike little tiny b6x~s ·. and_.t~ese--like bfg'·boxes . . 
R: Any olher .. rea son? 
. . . . . 
·' 
.. ' .. 
·'' 
.', Any--.o~her r~ason? ·.· , . · -~ ' . 
. ~ ,' . 
. . ~- ... : . 
', • ; .. ·. 
·~~ .. 
" ' 
.· .. --~ .. -.:. ~ . 
.. ' . ' .  : ~. : .•
. . ·' .:: ... ~ r 
' : 
'··} ·{ 
.. ; · ... I 
. . . :l . ', \ 
',. · •, . 
. . : .. ~ . 
. : . . - ... 
.... ,. 
- . . -· ... -.~ , 
, 
... · \·. - ~ :.:· 
.•: .. · 
. .. . ·· . \ , · . ..... 
: F-! 
• R: 
· (Strakes head no) ·. """ .-· .. •• "'l, • • • •. : . ••. ·: J;.:/ 
: F: 
,. ' -' :' - .J. . .'; '· .. 
r~·· , 
~ . ~ . ·~ 
' ' .· . ... ' . . . . . :· .. . · . '? .. ·, 
Any oth.er '!laY that .any Of these things mjgHt go~ together? 
,; - . . , . . ~ . . . . _. . . 
'Cause. these .ar/white: an\. ·; hes~ a·~e ;red··:.:-:. ·.·. _, h ' ., ·, ' . lClJ ' . ' -· 
·,· 
-~ R :· o .. K: Fin.e. ·' 
·· . .. 


























O.K. And that ' s how they all go together', i s it? 
(Nods head yes) 
··' 
Is !here ~ny · other reason, _Fergus? 
(~h.a kes . head no) 
Is there any 'other way that you mi.gtit -be able to put any of those 
things tltat go together in the .bucket? 
(Manipulates objects) 
O.K. You.put them all in the same bucket again, didn't you? 
That's fine . 
Task 8 
R': You put this one all by 'itself and you put these three togeth~r . 







1Cause these, I don ' t know wha t t~.e~re. 
0. K. ~ but why did you ·put them tov{ther? 
I 
I 'Ca~:~se these Jook 1 ike the same, jlnd this one don't . 
/ 
0. K. ·Any ot"her reason? 
This is a butterfly. It's all colors, The~he same, black. 
Any other reason,, Fergus? 





Is there some other way that any of those things migh.( go together? ' 
These are matching and this one's not . 
.... ~· 
R: - 0. K. That ' s fj he . 
; 
!ask 9 • · 
R: ' . , You put these -three all together in one bucket, and you put · t hi s 
one all by itself. Why, Fergus? "" 
. ' 
'Cause this~ one don't match, and i,t's holdi·ng on' to atranch a.nd 





























R: O.K. Any other reason? 
F: .. Because these got big tails and ~his_got little tail. 
R: Any other .reasons? - ·-
, 
F ~ Little feet' and ~ig feet? 
~: Any other reason? : 
F ~ {Shakes head no·) 
R: Any other way, Fergus, that any oof these things might go together? 
~: .Squirrel and squirrel and squirrel and not a sq.firre-1. 











You. didn't put any of them together . Why? 
Because' that one's a black she~p (NeWfoundland dog) and these are 
not " These are three brown be~rs. 
And .-what about these others? ' 
This is brown and white (giraffe) . 
. And what about the other? 
It's ~rown and white and . black (deer). 
. 
O.K. Aoy way· that any. of ·those t~ing~ go together? 







You put these two in the buckets together, and 
'Cause these t .tch '/cause they're t~. d~~s and 
they !re t~ l1ons. / . · . 
• I 
O.K. Fergus. Any other reason? 
these two. Why' 










I·· ," ·. 








F: 'Cause, no. · 
R: Any otber way any of these things might go together? -~ 
F: I Cause two dogs and two 1 ions. . ... .. 
R: O:K . • 
., 
Task 12 
R: Why, Fergus? You didn't put any of them together.? 
I 
F:. Because thcts a turtle -and t-hat's a crocodile an<t that ' s a fish and 
that's a frog. 0 
p 
R: O.K., so none of them go together? 
F: (Shakes head no) 
R: There isn't ·some way sate of the~e things might go together? 
F: W~ll that's green? 
R: What's green? 
F: (Picks up fish, frog, 1 izard) 
R: Any other reason? 
- . _;. . 
F: That's brown (turtle) . 
.. 
R: Any other reason? 
F: ' No. ...... ... • 
R: 0. K. Th~s very good. 
Task 13 
F: (Manipulates objects} 
" 
• 9 
R: O. K. Are you finished? Why did you put them like that, Fergus? 
F: 'Cause they're triangles. 
R: O.K. But why ct'id you put them like tha.t (points to objects)? 
F: I don't know. 





F: (Manipulates objects) 
. 
R: Why did you put them 1 ike that, Fergus? 
F: 'Cause the~e two are big and l...t~e two are sma 11 . 
R: Oh. I see. An~ other reason? 
F: 'Cause all the tiny one~ go with 'the tiny ones and the big .OI'leS 





F: (Orders objects) 
R: Very good. Why did you do that, Fergus? 
F: ~Cause they're all big. 
R: Any other .reason? 
F: No. 
















CHILO~ - SOPHJE (S) 
~~ Task 1 
"" 
R: You put these three in the bucket, didn't you? Why, Sophie? 
Do you know why? ~ 
S: (No response} 
R: O.K. You didn't put this one in the bucket, Sophie. Why? . You' put 
all .these three tog~ther ~nd you left this one out. 
S: Because that.,Cme a i'n 't the same· as those: 
R: 0. K. Any other reason? 
S: (Shakes head no) 
R: Is there any other. way, Sop~ie, any of these things go together? 
S: No. 










You put all these three together in .one bucket, didn't you Sophie? 
Why?-
Because fuat one isn't the same as those either. 
I see. Any other reason, Sophie?· 
No. 
.f 
Is there any other .way that they /go together? 
belongtogether? · · 
(Manipulates obje~ts) 
You put the same three in a~a. ~.n, didn't you? 
Sophie. 
) /' 
Any other way they. 



















Task 3 I 
R: You put these two in the buckets together, didn't you? Why? 
S:: Because 'this is a rectangle (long r~ctangle) and this is a 
triangle and these two are squares (small square, large rectangle). 







Is there any other way, Soph1e_, any of .. these things might go toget .... h~? 
No. 
O.K. That was good. 
Task 4 





.Because they're small'er and this one's bigger. 
o .. K. · Any other ~~a son? ( 
(S-hakes head no) 
Any other wa;~, ·Sophie, that any of those things go together? 
' . 
S: (Shakes head no) 
R: O.K. That was good, Sophie. I 
Task 5 
' R: You just put those · three in the bucket,. Sophi.e. Why? 
S: ' - Because that green is darker then the other other greens. 




(The child left out .. one of the identical objects,· whicH when 
examined closely -had one side that was a shade darker than the 
others). .. · 
O.K. An1 other reason?. _ 
(Shakes head no) 
Ho~ else might. ~h~~~ . thing
1













~· - ' 
1' . ' .. ... 






S: I don't know. \ \ 6 
\ 




~: You put those•two in the one buck~t . Why, Sophie? 
\ 
S:. Bee au se ~hese are. square and those.' re rectang.l es .  
. ' · R: b.K~. Any other reason? 
S: (Shakes head no) 
R: Any o·ther way that any 'of tho~e things mig t belong together, 
Sophie.? 
(Shakes~) S: 




R: Why did you do that? 
S: Because those are all green and this ,js a .red one. 
R: O.K. Any other reason? 
S: .(Shakes head no) . ' . ·.~ 
,.,.,, 
R: Is there any other way, Sophie, that some of these things belong 
together? 
S :. No. 






·You . put all these ·three in the same bucket. Why? 
'Cause they're all h~dgehogs and this is a butterfly. 
Any other re~ son? '). 













R: O.K. Any other reason? 
S: (Shakes head .. no) 
. R: Is there any other ~f!ay, Sophie, that you could put any of those 
that · belong tqgether. in · the bucket? 
S: (Shakes heaq no) ' · 
·I 
Task 9 .. 
R: You · put all these three in one bucket. Why, Sophie? 
~ . 
S: \Because th'is is a beaver, and these are all,squirrels. 
R: Any other reason? 
S: Ya, 'cause there's three of these and this goes in water (beaver) 
and these.go up in trees. ., 
R: Any other reason? 
. . j 
S: . .(Shakes hea·d no) 
150 ' 
' 
R: Is the~e any. other way, Sophie, ·that any of these belong together? 
S·: (Shake.s head no) 
' 













O.K. S9phie. You put all thos~e three (giraffe, deer, dog) ir:t a 
bucket together. Why? 
Because the bear 11ves in the woods, and the bambi lives in the 
fore~t. 
Q;K., but you put these two (9og, giraffe) with that also. Why? 
~ 
Because they go in cages. 
Any other reas.on? ·"-. 
No. 
· Any other way any of those things go together? 





;~! ·, , ;·~ I 





R: O.K. Fine. 
Task 11 
. R: O.K. Sophie, you put all these three together . · 
.·. 
S: Because the.r got yellow faces (1 ion, dog, , dog) and this one (b~ff~) 
got all brown face. · 
- " 
R: Any other reason, Sophie? 
S: Ya, because that (buffal.o) li·ves. in Africa. 




R: Any other way, Sophi.e, that any of these belong together. 
s: (Shakes head no) 
R: O.K. Fine. 
Talsk 12 
R:· You put those three ' (fish; lizard, frog) together in one bucket. 
Why? 
S: Because they go in water. ; I 
R: What about this (turtle)? I I I I 
'· 
..... _ 
S: That stays on ground. 
R: Any other reason? v 
S: (Shakes head no) 
R: Any other way any yf these might belong together? • 
# if' S: These (frog, lizard) go on land too. But the turtle doesn't go in ... 
: \· water. 
-· I ,. 
' R: O.K. Any other reason? 
' S: (Shakes head no) .: 




S: {Manipulates objects) 
R: O.K. That's very interesting. Why did you put t'-em like that, 
Sophie? 
S: 'Cause,· because it looks like Santa. ( 
' \ R: Oh, I see. Task 14 \ ,• 
S: (Orders objects) 
( 
R: Are you finished? ) 
I 
S: Yes. 
R: Very good. Hhy did you put them 1 ike that? 
S: 'Cause it looks like a boat . .. 




S: (Manipulates objects. orders them ~ith the brown and the black 
transposed with the brown lower at the bottom) 
R: Are they in order, Sophie? Why did you put them like that? 
S: Because they look like an army camp. 
R: I see. Any o~her reason? 
S: No. 







~ ·, ,• ' ' 
' ·.: ; · 
.... ; 
. ~ . . . . 
: 
CHILD 16 - JAMIE (J} 
Task 1 
R: O.K •. Jamie, you put these two things in one qucket, d'idn•t you? 
And you put these two i'n ~mother bucket. Why did you put thesp 
two (two squares) together, Jamie? Do you know why? . 
J: , (No respo~se) 
_R: And what about these two (square, trapezoid), Jamie? j}Y ,did you 
put them together? 
J: (No response) 
-· 
R: O.K. You look at all these again real carefully. Do some of them 
go together? You show me which ones go together. 
J: (Regroups objects - three squares together, trapezoid by itself) 
» .. 
R: O.K. .How are those a 1 ike? 
J: Because they • re all the same. 
R: Any other. rea son? 
J: (No response) 
R: O.K. I have some more for you to do. 
Task 2 
R: O.'K. Jamie. You put these two in one bucket, ari~ you put these 
two in another bucket. Why Jamie? Why did you put these two 
(medium square, large square) together? 
J: (No res'ponse) 
R: How are they similar, Jamie? How do they go t.ogether? 
J: (No response) 
R: Do you know how? 






R: And what abo.ut these two {small square, trapezoid), Jamie? Why 
did you put 'them together? 
·.:· · J: · · That '·s round ·too. (trapezoid). 
· R: . . O ..K. Jamie, but what is it ·aho!Jt'these.that make them bel.ong 
together? · · · ·· 
J: These .belong together (picks up . :three squa.res) . . 
R.: · Oh. · So now. you're saying these. ·.three be 1 ong together', . do. they?. 
. . ' 
J: (Nods . head ·yes) 
R: And why do they belong together? 




Any other rea son, Jamie? · 
{_Shakes head ~o) 
0. K. Fine. \ 
. \ ~ 
Task 3 
" 
R: You· put these two ·(long rectangle, triangle) in the one bucket. 
How do they go ·to.g·ether, Jamie? . 
J: Tiei don·'t go ._together; · that's why didn't · .put them in this bucke.t; 
R: 0. K •. They d9n 't go together. ~ut you put these two toge_ther, 
~hy Jamie? · 
. 
J: Because. they belong. together. 
• 
R: • How do they be 1 ong to-gether? 
J: -That goes ttere (ma:~ipulates ' figur~:s). 
. . · ..... 
R: · Any other ' reason.?· 




R: Can you think of'. any other:- way any of these thi ngs·· mfgh.t -belong ·· · ·. : · 




{Manipulates f i gu.res, puts · th.em· in· bucket, same as befor~) ·. 
. ' • \ . • ' t 
O.K. · You put them in the ~ucket the same way, "didn't you? 
Jamie, thOt r• good : . .. : · . ·· . ·, · · · . •· . 
:· :. 
·o·. K.·· . 
' .-· ·.··. 
;_·. 
: · ... 
l .. '· 
' • . . ·. 
. . 
.•' .. 
. · . 
. '! 
' -: .... 
. . . ~. 
; .. ' 
'" ... 
• 'I ' ' 
~ l 
: :- ,f.'· 
' . : .. ·. 

.. 
0 ,. '. . 
: . , 
·' 
1::.: ·. · 
' :·. 





'. ' . 
c 
Tas-k· 6_. . ' 
- ' ~ ~··I ,> 
' ' •• 0. ~ • ' • 
. R: . You . put t~~se·_:two in one bu·cRet, and. you put thes!=! two in ano t.her 
' ··• ·. ·. b4cket. -~_hy - ~id -~OU · __ put: .th~s~: .. .-t~~/ r,~~ _ rec-tangl~s) · ro~~t?~r_? · .. ·- .. ' .-' .. · .. ·! ,; ··. 
·-- ~ ·, .J; .· rhe·s.~ · · tw~.': go:·· tog~t~er:~>an~ ~hese:. t~cf :go.Jo.geth~r. . . · .1_ . . • .. : . ·: · •. • · :{<'·.:·: . 
. :~~-: . ' ·.' • .. : • •• • • 't ' ' · . ~i · ~ :· ••• : . ... . _. , . -~· • • . : . • • .~ . ' . }.': • . . . •• • • ·' .1 ~ . ·.~ . · '' · '. •• ·: . :· . · ·: ·· . · . ~ :: ~ . .. • 
.. ·· ' :. :· , ... ·. :· ._R:' .. .... O;"_lt· T_hos.e·&o gi)J:ogether · .andthes:eJ~·go J tog_ethen . Wh~, . Jamie?~ · · ·<·'_ .. --~ ~ · -~·'. 
:" ·. ·. ~ ::~~·;:; . .. :· · _· .. ·.·. _w~~: ~~- . these . 7~_o :_ •(~~-1 · .rec,t~-~gl e.~)_.. ~~toge~~e~~- _· "< .\' ·.:" . "<· :. · <>. · · -~- ; _.:· .. :· . .. ·•· .:·· • .- .:. ·:·\'X·< 
• 
'· 
.. . ,. .- . · · · · J: · · .. ~Cause theY. don·' t oe 1 on(w1.th them': .. · .· ·.-. · . . .. ~ - I; ._ .. : · · " · .. · .. :: · .. · 
,' ', ' ' • • . · , . o • D ' ' : · • • ' 'o 'o ' • ' • ;' ... . • C o o • • ·~ .. • ' ' ';.- ' \ •' o • 'o 
: .  :.:'.! . .R: . . · ··. o,K. But .wh~t 'iS it · ao.oli~ . .'~eni th~·t ma~e 'them,go to,g,ether?. ·· · ·. . • · .• .').-:_'.: 
. ; . . . . . ·. ' . ' . . -. . . . . I . .. . ·. -~ :' -~. : .. ·. I 
. ' ' 
. ,•,. 
·-· . 
.. · .. ···· 





. ~. . 
• j 
. ... ; 
I I : '· 
. : ·.· 





. J: · ·Urn·,'· 'cause they gb together, · belpng 1 ike that. {Child .. manipulcHe!i· · ·· ; ·. 
· .• · ~_. obj~cts) Ma_k~ -s~methi_n~ out .of _ it. · · '· · . . '. ,-__; .: ·.;·· ·JL·~'· . 
R! · · You can ·make som~thing. out ,.of. it·.. 0. K. ·I see~ Is . ·there ~ ny other ·- ·J /' 
way, Jamie; that· you c~n see.,that any of1hose thing's\.go tog'ether? · :· ·. ·:·· ·· : }':~_-. 
j: ' · {Nods · .head ye~.).. . . · ~ " ' . 1 ' · •. ·• ·· : -~:. : ~ 
~~::ipul~tes objects) · . ' · · I . .. . . .· I 0\ R: J: ~h, .yoeJ · ·put .. them -iri th~ · bucket~ i~ .-~-h~·sariie ·wa·y aga i n) d1:d_n 't. ;ou·:.- · · · ·. · .. ... <_:: ·~ ~ ::.· ... ·:.r 
Jamie? :..· Q;K. tiTat was f1ne > · · ·. · . . · _. . · · . : ~ . : · ·. : · · ·· , · · . ··.. . · '·. · ·• · · i 
• I ' • ' ' ' ' ' • • • ' ' • ', . : ' • ' : " ' • •' ,:' t . • ,· ' i· 
~ · _e o ,. ~ ~ b' . t 
.. .. ~ - . -: _: T· ~; :~: ·: 
Task . 7 · .. · , 'L '·. -~:. 
Oh,: you put. t~e~ aJl' i·~ t~~- s~~e· :·bu~~et; di~~ ~-/Y.~-~ t . Yo'u .. ~~t>al ·, . -~ , · . -~ --" : ·· .. ·. ·.··:I. .. ·:·:·:. 
5~~i!1tfli'ngs·. i .ti th~ ~am~ 'bucket . . w~r:.do ~be::' a_l J g~ ~o:e~her .. ~ ·- - ~·. · · : : ._ ... ~ ._· :,·, t .. <· 
' ~ 
.. · ~·e: , ~: :: . ·J: . <i\ 11 go together~ . .' They a i 1'· b.e-1 ong •· · · . _ 
• I ' { • '• • < \ ',,• o ,••, ' ' 0 < ~ 
' .. 
.. · 
: · ' 
0 • • 
' : ' 0: 1 ' -; 
'· _..,. ,. 
· R: · .-T-hey ~1 ( bel?~g ·. j s'~hat what · you said? 
j: (Nods ·head yes) . ·' ~ . • r . , ' ' 
0 . • . - ' • ~ . . ·:. . . . ~ • • .•• ' " •• '. . . ,1' 
J: · You can' put them on each·. other. ::: • 
~ • ; I ' • ' • • '. • • ," • I ·, • • ' ". ' 
' ' . . ' ~·~ ~: . Is t'her:"e any other reason? 
. . ' ' .: -~ ' ... · ' ' ,' . . ' .. _ ...... ' .I . 
J: . (Shakes. head .no) ' ._..' ·: 
. . . . . ' . . · 
. ~! ' ., •, I 
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R: Is tHere any other way, Jamie, you can look ·at these things and 
see H sQ.me of them belong tog.ether? 
' 
J: (Shakes ~ead no) 
R: No? 0. K. 
Task 8 
R: O.K. That was good, Jamie.· You put these three in one bucket, 
didn 1 t youJ And· jou put· this one in the 1otber buCket. . Why do 







This ones are . a 11 wo 1 ves, and t~ey . go together. · 
Q.K. Any other reason, Jamie? 
I 
· (Sh.ake~ 'head no} 
Js there any·other way yo!J can thi'nk of that any of these things 
go togetner? 
(Shakes head no} 
O.K. 
Task 9 
R: You put them all together in one bucket, didn't you . . Why, Jamie? 
Why did you put all those things in one bucket? ·How do they 
go together? 
.. . 
J: 1 Cause they a 1,1 be 1 qng. 
R: They all · belong . . How do they belong, Jamje? 
. . . 
J: This don't belong (p_oints to beaver).• All them ~elong. 
R: Thi·s one doesn 1.t belong? ·a.K. Why, Jamie? 
. . . . 
J: ·It doesn't have no tail 1iki that. 
R: Oh, it doesn't have a tailvlike those do.· O.K., any other reason, 
Jamie? o · 
J: (Shake~ head no) 
c R: , Can you think of pome other way, .Jamte, some of those things to' 
·together? ' · 
• /1 
.- ,._ .. 
. ...... 






• ' ' 
, .. 
J: (Manipulates f igu r es)' ·· 
R: O.K. That's what ·you did this time . You put these three'toge.t her, 
and you put this one by itself. That was real ~ood, Jamie. 
TaJ~ 10 . \ 
R: You. put 'them all in one b~cket, did!l'tyou? Why, Jamie? 
J: They all belong. 
R·: They a 11 belqng. 
J: · All them belong. · .. 
. R: 0. K. How do they .belong, Jamie? 
' J: They belong, this one don't (dog). 
R: O.K. These three belong, and t~is nne doesn't. 0.~. How do 
· these three. belong together, Jamie? 
. 
J: This one; these ohave ears, and this one doesn't have ears t hat go 
up, n~ ears. · . 
R: No ears . And these all have ear·s that go up, do t hey? 
.J : (Nods head yes) 
t' 
R: · ' Oh, 0. K. Any ,other re.ason, Jamie? 
J: This one, the hair is standing up on that. 
. . 
.R·: Any other rea~on, .Jamie? f 
J: (Shakes head no) 
R! Any other way, Jamie, some of those thi ngs· go together? · 
J: (Shakes head. no} 
I 





R: You put .these two things in one bucket, ' and you put t he.se t woH h i ngs 
in another bucket. Why, Jamie? '"\ 
'· 
p, .. cl , · , _ • • · ••• ·.··.· -.. • .:.. . .......: ._. _ . ·: · -. • ~ ~C~ .. - .... ~;-........,.--.·~~::.-::::.--··- -



















O.K., these~elon~ together and these belong togethe~. 
reason, Jamie? 
(Shakes head no) 
Any other 
R: No? Is there. any other way, Jamie, that you can think of that 
any of those things belong together? .: · 
J: (Shakes head .~no) 
I . 
R: 0. K. Fine. 
•. 
Task 12 
R: O.K. You put these two tog~ther in one bucket, and you put those 
two· together in another b~ket . Why, Jamie? 
··-J: 'Cause he got no eyes and no eyes (turtle, 11zard) and got eyes 
( f i s h , f rag ) . 
'cause they don't have any eyes? Is that what 
head yes) . 
Any other reason, Jamie? 
(Shakes head no) 
. ' R: Is there any other way yo·u can look at those things, j~mie, and 
maybe they might belo·ng together in some other way? 
J: (Shakes heqd no) ·; , 
R: O.K. That was real~good. 
Task 13 
J: (Reac;hed over, grabbed the scoring sheet researcher was using, , 
and placed triangles over diagram of triangles) 
R: My goodness! Why did you do that, Jamie? 
j .. J: {No .response) 
t 
was o:k., R: It but why dfd . you do that? .. 
·. 
.. :. ~-
, • ....... .,_., ~~-•- I' 
• 
0 






. _ .. -- ~--;-~ . .... ·' 




J : Don' t know. 
R: Are they in order? 
J: · (No response) 
' 1 
-_ ... ... . 




J: .. (Orders objects) 
R: Very good. Why ~id you do that, Jami"e.? 
J: Urn, I don't know . 
R: Are they in order? 
.. 
I 
J; I don't know. 
R: O.K. Fine. 
Task 15 
J: {Manipulat~s objects) 
R: A,re tney in .order, Jamie? 
. 0: Yep . 
• 
R-: Why did ~ou · put tnem 1ike that? 
. 
J: I don 't kno·w. ' 




























K: Beca~se they are the same. 
R: Because they're t~e same ; is that what you said? 
K: . Ya....., 
R: Any other ~eason, Kika? 
' ~= Look here (picks up other square). 
R: Oh, what about that one? · 
K: (Puts it with other two squares) 
R: Is that another one? 
K: Ya. 
R: Why do aJl those belong together, Kika? 
# 
K: !~a use a 11 are the same 
R: And wbat about the ·other one? 
K: 
R: 
That's gonna just .be like this. 
. . \ 





Is there any other way, Kik~. that you niighl be able to see -if any 
.of these go together in a different way? 
K: (Puts a 11 three squares i ti btJC ket) -
. - ~ 
.,: 
R: ·Oh~ so you put all three together this time, didn't you? 
. , .. . . 





K: Ya, 'cause they're all the same. 
R: That was real good, Kika. 
Task 2 
(Could not complete task} 
R: You look at tho~e things real carefully. Somehow there is 






These two (medium square, l~rge square)? , They're ~et the same. 
Look. 
Well, do they belong together? 
(No response) 
R: Is there some way that they belong together? Is there some way 
that they are similar? 
K:' 1 don't know. 
R: O.K., let's go on. ..c. . 
Task 3 J 
I 
(Caul~ not .complete task) 
R: Yqu look at them .real carefully. Do, somehow,. some- of these things 
belong together? There's something about them that makes them 
similar. 
K: That one and that one (square, triangle) ma~e a house. 
Can you 'think of any other way, Kika, some of. these things are 
sim.ilar? . ·Some of them belong .together. . ... · · 
. K: 
. R: 
I don't know. : 
O.K. We'll go on and do some more • 
} 




. ~-' .;, 
1 ~ . j.' . . ·. J. , .. :·. 
~ .. 
Task 4 
(Could not complete task) 
R: Do some of tbese go together? 
K: These go ,together. 
R: ~hich ones? 
K: (Points to three small triangles) 
R: O.K. :···~hy do they belong( together? 
K: 'Cause they're the same. 
R: How are they the same? 
K: 'Caus~ look (manipulates 
to make a design). 
objects, 
R: What is it about all these that is 
puts 
the 
K: Just look '(manipulates objects aga fn). 
R: What about them, Kika? Tell me. Tell 
that is the same. 
K: I don't know. 
R: 0. K. Fine. 
Task 5 
K: They all belong together. 
R: ~-. ~ . Why do they a 11 be 1 ong together? .. 
t 
.. 
them next to each other 
same? 
me what it is about them 
K: Because they're all 1ike .this (lines thel)1 up next to each .other). 
R: Tell m~. How are th~y alike? How are they similar? 
K: I don't know. 
R: ·O.K. Fine. \ 





• ~ ·-- 1 
._ :. ~ ·· .. 
·t 
. ,. 























Just look, they all belong together. 
How do ~hey belong together? 
Like this (puts two red rectangles next to eac~ other, two 
neutral squares next ~o each other). 
So these two belong together, do ·they? 
Ya. 
And these two be 1 ong. together, sfo .they? 
Ya. 
O.K. _Why do these two.(red rectangles) belong together, Kika? 
Because they go like this (puts them next to each other) . 
• 
Any o.ther rea·son? 
I don't know. 
What about these, Kika? They belong together, do they (n·eutral 
squares)? 
Ya. 
What is it about them, Kika, that makes· them belo.ng together? 
. Becaus~ they're both little squares. 
O.K., any oth~r reason? 
No. 






K: Thi-S one here doesn It belong (red rectang 1 e') • 
....., 
R: · O;K. Then you put .it to one side . 
.. ....,. 
K: O.K. 



















K: The two are the same (dark green rectangles), but this one 
(light green rectangle} is the, green too. 
' .•. 




IJ's just re~ 
Any othe~ re~so Kika, 
I"don't ~~o~ . 
whj these ~~her? 
I 
R: . Is there any other way, Kik~, some pf these things might belong 
together? 
K: I don't know. 
l 











Now you tell me why t~ose three belong together. 
'Cause they're all the ~arne. 
O.K. Ho~ are they the same? 
I 
• 1 don't(kno~. ~ ' 
Can you think ~f any othe~ reason why they belong togethei? 
•cause they look the same . 
'" 
( . 
R: 0. K., any other reason?_ __ 
K: I . .I don't know any oth~r reason. • 
. R: . Is there any other ~ay some of the~e thi~gs go together? 
K: No. · 
R: 0. K. 
.J 
Task 9 
That•·s f..ine. I 
. '.('-.. . 
R: . Why did you put these three together, Kika? 
, K: 'Cause -they're all the same. 
c; . 
R: What about this one (bea~er)? 
165 
- .·· -.·-·-- - .-. ~-
. , • ' 
K: This one is just not the same. 
R: What i~ i t about these three that make them al l the same? 
K: They just look the same. 
R: Any other reason? 
K: I don ' ·t know. 
R: Is there any other way, Kika, any of these things go together? 
K: These three 
R: O.K. You think those same three belong tog~ther . . Fine. 
·Task 10 
K: All don't belong . 
R: All of than don't belong together, .is that what you 
K: Ya, look. 
R: What about them, Kika? · 
K: This is a furry black sheeR (dog). 




R: Why are these two alike, Ki ka (dog, dog)? 
K: 'Because they're both dogs. 
R: And what about these two? 
K: They ' re .both lions . 
they? 
R: Any other reason why those th i ngs belong together ? 





. · ~ 
. ' 
R: Is there any other way, Kika, you can look at these things and 
some of them go together? 
K: I don't know. 
R: O.K. Fine. 
Task 12 
K: None are the same. 
R: Is there any other.way they might belong together1 
K: They all don't belong toget~er. 
R: Why don't they belong? 
K: 'Cause they're .not the same. 
R: There's nothing about any of them that makes them go together. 
K: I don't know. 
R: O.K. Fine. 
Task 13 
K: (Manipulates objects) Look. . 
R: 0. K. .Are those thi'ngs in order, Kika? 
K: They're all triangles. 
" I , , J 
R: They're all triangles, are they?_ Are they in order? 
K: What is an order? 
_.,.'~67 
! 
R: . Order is how they go together .;. 1, 2, 3 ,· 4. 
1 ike that? 
Why did you put _them 
L· 
K: You wanted me to put them together. 
R: O.K. let's ·go on. 
. · .... · .. · 
'-- ' 
... 
• . • . •I' . :·' .. · ... 
. . ·- . 
· · · : .. --:--- .. 










·( Man:i pu 1 ates objects) 
O.K. Are you finished? 
Yes. 
R: ~ Why did you. put them.like that, Kika.? 
.. 
K ~ Be~ au SEt_. I cause, um ,' .t.hey' re order. 
.,.. . . 
R} Any' ot.Her reason?· 
-..... . 
K: No. 
R: O.K. · 
) Task '15 
K: (Manipulates objects) 
R: Are they in -order, Kika? , 
K: They're not the same . I 
R:, Why. did you put them l .i ke that? 
K: 1 Cause I just wanted to . · 
.. 
R: O.K. Fine. Kika. 
' I 
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